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Abstract 

A major challenge in system biology is to delineate the regulatory program of a 

genome, which describes how the cell controls the amount and exact composition of the 

proteins it produces from each gene in a given circumstance. A key element in this effort 

is the computational task of motif discovery, which calls for the identification of 

recurring sequence patterns, or motifs, in genomic sequences; such motifs represent 

binding sites of transcription factors and microRNAs, two central components of the 

cellular transcriptional regulatory program. We studied the practical and theoretical 

aspects of motif finding. We developed new algorithms, computational models and 

statistical scores for de-novo motif discovery, and implemented them in an efficient, user-

friendly software package. Our approach outperforms existing methods and is applicable 

to a wide range of motif finding tasks. We dissected the transcriptional programs of two 

pivotal mammalian cellular processes – the cell cycle and the innate immune response. 

By using ad-hoc techniques that utilize multiple sources of information, we obtained 

remarkably high accuracy of binding site prediction, and revealed new regulatory links 

and modules. On the theoretical side, we developed new efficient algorithms for solving 

several types of pattern matching problems that are related to motif finding. Our methods 

employ ideas from number theory, and are conceptually simpler, and in some settings 

faster, than extant algorithms. 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 The post-genomic era 

In recent years biological data have been accumulating in an overwhelming pace. A key 

milestone was reached in 2001 with the publication of the first draft of the human 

genome. Today, public databases contain the full DNA sequences of dozens of species, 

including model organisms such as yeast, fly and mouse, enabling researchers to apply 

comparative genomics techniques that analyze the similarities and differences between 

genomes in order to gain further insight on the structure and evolution of genes. 

Sequencing the human genome and detecting the genes within it and the proteins they 

encode are indeed a giant leap for biology, but in our efforts to fully understand the 

genetic cellular mechanisms, it is just the first step. 

The living cell is an amazingly complex machine, constantly performing a myriad 

of biochemical reactions to sustain itself and carry out a variety of functions in a diverse 

and ever-changing environment. A single cell operates in many different ways in various 

conditions and times, for example, during cell-cycle progression or stress response. 

Different cells in an organism share exactly the same DNA, but nevertheless perform a 

variety of unique tasks. In order to understand how this machinery works, we need to 

determine the function of each protein and the interactions among them. Thanks to the 

maturation of high-throughput experimental techniques, we now have tools with which 

we can tackle these difficult questions. One of the major technologies in functional 

genomics is the DNA chip, or microarray, which simultaneously measures the mRNA 

expression levels of thousands of genes in a given cell-line [7]. Thus, a single chip 

experiment yields a genome-wide snapshot of the mRNA concentrations in the cell. 

Comparison of gene expression profiles under various biological conditions and in 

different time points could indirectly reveal the role some genes play in the studied 

processes. Large volumes of microarray data are publicly available for many types of 

cells and biological conditions. Alas, such data do not reveal how the cell modifies 

expression levels and what biochemical interactions each protein participates in, in order 

to fulfill its task. To do so, we have to infer the entire genetic network of cellular 

processes that determine how protein concentrations are controlled by other proteins or 

modified as a result of external stimuli, how proteins interact to form complexes with 
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unique functions, and how this huge number of diverse elements play in concert to 

generate viable consistent temporal cellular behaviors. 

1.2 Transcriptional regulation  

The cell is equipped with several tools for regulating the amount and exact composition 

of the proteins it produces from each gene in a given circumstance - chromatin state, 

RNA interference (RNAi), RNA editing, and alternative splicing, to name a few. Perhaps 

the main regulatory mechanism is the transcriptional program, which describes when and 

to what extent each gene is transcribed to mRNA. Transcription is controlled primarily 

via regulatory sequence elements, located in the proximity of each gene's coding 

sequence, that are recognized and bound by specialized proteins, called transcription 

factors (TFs). The set of TFs that bind to the DNA, and the intensity, or affinity, of these 

bindings, may increase or decrease the rate of transcription of the corresponding gene. 

Thus, different combinations of TFs and binding affinities could produce a huge variety 

of transcription profiles. 

The DNA sequences bound by a TF are called its binding sites (BSs), or cis-

regulatory elements. They are typically very short (6-15 bases) and degenerate - a TF can 

bind, with varying affinities, to many different sequences that reflect a common pattern, 

or motif, characteristic of the factor. Most BSs are found in the promoter, the region 

upstream of the gene's transcription start site (TSS), though BSs may also exist 

downstream of the TSS and at large distance from the gene. A special type of TFBSs is 

the core promoter elements, which are bound by general-purpose TFs and reside very 

close to the TSS of many genes. TATA-box and INR (Initiator) are well-known 

examples. Other TFs usually bind further away from the TSS and have more specific 

function. For example, E2F is a pivotal regulator of cell-cycle progression in human. 

Some TFs cooperate in the regulation of genes, resulting in more complex and specific 

transcription profiles. Such recurring sets of TFs are termed cis-regulatory modules, or 

simply modules. Reverse-engineering the transcriptional program of an organism requires 

identifying its TFs, the locations and affinities of their BSs, and the various modules they 

are organized in. As expected, many aspects of the transcription program, such as the 

number of TFs, diversity of BSs, and size of modules, are especially complex in higher 

eukaryotes. 
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1.2.1 Models for binding site motifs 

Identifying the sites bound in-vivo by a specific TF under certain conditions is not an 

easy task. Methods like DNA footprinting or chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP) can 

be used, but are applicable only to short, hand-chosen genomic loci. The combined 

strategy of ChIP and promoter microarrays, also termed ChIP-chip, enables genome-wide 

identification of promoter segments that are bound by specific TFs, in a single 

experimental assay [8]. Replacing the microarray-based readout with next-generation 

sequencing technologies, an approach called ChIP-seq, allows the detection of BSs 

throughout the entire genome [9].  

Examination of biologically validated BS sequences reveals the common 

characteristics shared by the BSs of each TF, as well as their high degree of diversity. 

This has led to the development of several computational models that attempt to describe 

BS motifs by simple mathematical constructs. These models can be divided into two 

main types – pattern-based models, and profile-based models. A simple pattern-based 

model is the consensus string, which consists of a k-mer w (that is, a word w of length k, 

where k is the length of the motif, typically ranging between 6 and 15), and an integer d 

that defines the maximum number of allowed mismatches. A k-mer along a cis-regulatory 

sequence is considered a hit, i.e., a putative BS, if its Hamming distance from w is d or 

less. Another way for describing shared patterns is using a degenerate string, which 

specifies the allowed set of nucleotides at each position. Degenerate strings are usually 

described using the IUPAC code [10]. For example, the motif AYGAN represents 8 k-

mers, since Y stands for two bases (C,T), and N stands for all four bases. The most 

popular profile-based model is the position weight matrix (PWM), also known as position 

specific scoring matrix (PSSM). This model uses a k×4 frequency matrix fi,b to represent 

the motif, where fi,b is the probability for observing nucleotide b at position i in the motif. 

The probability that a given k-mer w = w1w2…wk is a functional BS is simply the product 

of the corresponding matrix elements, i.e., ∏
=

k
i ii,wf

1
. The frequency matrix fi,b is often 

converted into log-likelihood ratios: Pi,b = log (fi,b/pb), where pb is the background 

frequency of base b ([11] gives several justifications for this formula). The similarity 

score S(w) of the k-mer w to the PWM Pi,b is: ∑
=

= k
i iwiPwS

1 ,)( . A k-mer w is considered 

a hit if S(w) is above some fixed cutoff. Alternatively, the score S(w) can represent the 

binding affinity of w. Using validated BSs as training sets, parameters for TFBS models 
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have been derived for scores of known TFs in various species, and deposited in databases 

such as TRANSFAC [12] and JASPAR [13]. 

1.2.2 MicroRNA binding sites  

In addition to TFs, another key regulatory mechanism is controlled by microRNAs 

(miRNAs), short non-coding RNA molecules. Annealing of a miRNA to its target 

mRNA, typically in its 3′ untranslated region (3’ UTR), triggers the degradation of the 

mRNA transcript or inhibits protein translation. As with TFs, the BSs of a miRNA share 

a common motif, typically complementary to 6-8 nucleotides in the miRNA’s seed 

(positions 1-8 in the 5’ end of the miRNA). The exact parameters that define when 

miRNAs bind to their target genes and with what efficacy appear quite complex, and are 

still not entirely understood [14]. To date, thousands of miRNAs have been identified in 

dozens of species, and their sequences are accessible via online repositories, such as 

miRBase [15]. Based on these data, several computational tools attempt to predict the 

target genes of known miRNAs, e.g., TargetScan [16] and PicTar [17].  

For brevity of this introduction, we shall focus on TFs in the following sections; 

very similar computational challenges and methods apply also for miRNAs, with 

appropriate modifications.    

1.3 Motif finding 

In parallel to the advancements in high-throughput experimental techniques, many 

computational methods have been developed in order to analyze data obtained from these 

experiments and suggest novel biological hypotheses, which can then be tested by further 

experiments. As mentioned above, experimentally identifying BSs on a genomic scale is 

laborious and expensive, considering the large number of TFs and BSs, the vast genomic 

regions that contain active BSs, and the fact that TFs may bind at different loci under 

changing conditions. Computational tools offer a cheap and efficient means for locating 

BSs - by scanning promoter sequences using a given motif, each subsequence is assigned 

a score that indicates how similar it is to the motif; subsequences whose score is above 

some threshold are counted as hits, i.e., putative BSs. Unfortunately, since BSs are short 

and degenerate, the genome contains many subsequences that are identical or very similar 

to functional BSs, but are merely random occurrences. Thus, extant motif models do not 

contain enough information to locate functional BSs accurately - at thresholds low 

enough to recover a large percentage of the true sites, many false positive hits are also 
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reported. Apparently, TFs are guided to their in-vivo binding sites by contextual factors, 

such as chromatin structure and interactions with other TFs, in addition to their innate 

DNA binding preferences. 

1.3.1 Motif discovery tasks and methods  

Several approaches have been proposed in order to increase the specificity of motif 

search. The most popular practice is to limit the scan to a subset of genes that are known 

or believed to be co-regulated, e.g., genes that exhibit similar expression profiles in 

microarray experiments, or genes that have a common biological function. The 

comparative genomics approach, called phylogenetic footprinting, utilizes information 

from multiple organisms. Since TFBSs play an important biological role, selective 

pressure causes them to evolve at a slower rate than non-functional intergenic sequences. 

In other words, subsequences along orthologous promoters that are significantly 

conserved among related species are more likely to be active BSs. Other techniques for 

reducing the number of false-positive hits in a motif scan is to search for modules, i.e., 

identify BSs of several TFs that tend to co-occur in the same genes, possibly in a fixed 

order or at conserved distances, or to locate regions with high density of BSs. Examples 

of tools for BS prediction are MatInspector [18], MotifScanner [19], Cluster-Buster [20], 

CisOrtho [21], and MONKEY [22]. 

In addition to locating new putative BSs, computational tools are also often used 

in order to suggest which TFs regulate a given set of genes. In a common scenario, genes 

are grouped according to their expression profiles obtained from microarray assays, and 

the promoters of each group are scanned for enriched TFs, i.e., TFs whose hits are 

statistically over-represented in the promoters in comparison to some background model 

or to a supplied reference set of genes. This method associates TFs with well-defined 

biological processes, connecting precious pieces in the transcription network puzzle. 

PRIMA [23], Clover [24], ROVER [25], OTFBS [26], COMET [27], and CREME [28] 

fall into this category. 

An even more challenging problem than locating new potential BSs of known TFs 

or determining which TFs are enriched in a group of genes is to identify motifs of yet 

unknown TFs. As in the previous scenario, we are given a set of co-regulated genes, and 

we wish to find motifs that are statistically enriched in their promoters, only this time we 

are not supplied with a list of well-characterized motifs of known TFs. Instead, our goal 

is to recover novel motifs. Once found, further biological research must be performed in 

order to discover the proteins, whose BSs are described by these motifs. De-novo motif 
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discovery has been tackled using a myriad of algorithmic techniques, such as Expectation 

Maximization (MEME [29], EMnEM [30], OrthoMEME [31], PhyME [32]), Gibbs 

sampling (GibbsDNA [33], AlignACE [34], MotifSampler [35]), efficient enumeration 

(YMF [36], MITRA [37], Multiprofiler [38], WEEDER [39], FootPrinter [40], FIRE 

[41], Trawler [42]), and neural networks (ANN-Spec [43]), as well as greedy 

(CONSENSUS [44]), graph-based (WINNOWER and SP-STAR [45]), and randomized 

(PROJECTION [46]) methods.  

It is worthy to note that motif finding is not limited to cis-regulatory elements, 

such as TF and miRNA BSs. The genome is abundant with recurring patterns that 

correspond to DNA-protein interactions or other biochemical processes. For example, 

interesting (though not always well-understood) motifs can be found in introns 

surrounding alternatively-spliced exons, and in recombination hot-spots. 

1.3.2 Motif finding and gene expression data  

In the above scenarios, we assumed that the set of co-regulated genes is known in 

advance, or inferred from another source of information, such as gene expression 

microarrays. In the latter case, the following two-step approach is most commonly used 

(see examples in [47, 48] and the review in [49]): In the first step, a clustering procedure 

is executed
 
to partition the genes into groups believed to be co-regulated,

 
based on 

expression profile similarity [50]. In the second step, a motif discovery tool is applied to 

search for abundant sequence
 
patterns in the promoters of each group that may

 
represent 

the BSs of TFs that regulate
 
the corresponding genes. Since both the expression profiles 

and the promoter sequences of the genes carry information regarding their regulation, a 

methodology that utilizes both sources of information may
 
give better results than the 

two-step approach.  

Several studies
 
proposed computational schemes for this parallel analysis. Most

 
of 

these algorithms use a unified probabilistic model over both gene expression and 

sequence data, and assume a Gaussian distribution
 
of the expression values [51-53]. 

Additional examples are
 
the algorithms Reduce [54] and Motif Regressor [55], which 

search for motifs correlated with a single condition using linear regression, and assume 

that the number of BSs and their affinity are linearly
 

correlated with the gene's 

expression. The algorithm DRIM [56]
 
uses the hypergeometric (HG) score to compute 

the enrichment
 
of motif occurrences among the top-ranked genes. However, it

 
too is 

limited to a single condition. 
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Despite extensive molecular and computational research, it remains exceedingly 

difficult to accurately predict BSs and discover novel motifs. State-of-the-art software 

tools often yield unsatisfactory results on large, complex datasets, especially in 

metazoans [57]. 

1.4 Pattern matching in computational biology 

A basic building-block of BS prediction and motif finding algorithms is a procedure for 

locating all occurrences of a given pattern along all the cis-regulatory sequences of one or 

more species. In a typical setting, the motif length is 6-15 and the total length of the 

regulatory regions is roughly 10
8
 per genome. Pattern matching also arises in other types 

of tasks in computational biology, such as degenerate primer design for Polymerase 

Chain Reaction (PCR) experiments. PCR is a technique for amplifying a specific region 

of DNA, so that enough copies of it are available for testing or sequencing. The first step 

in PCR is to synthesize two DNA segments, or primers, lying on opposite sides of the 

target region. As with TFBS motifs, a PCR primer is called degenerate if some of its 

positions have several possible bases. Thus, a degenerate primer can be described as a 

pattern with character classes. Degenerate primers can be used to amplify several related 

genomic sequences in a single PCR experiment. We previously studied the computational 

problem of designing highly degenerate primers [58], and applied our algorithms in 

experiments for studying the human and canine olfactory receptor genes [59, 60]. A 

common problem in the design of degenerate primers is to verify that the primers do not 

bind to DNA regions others than those they are meant to amplify. Thus, one needs to 

search for all occurrences of a candidate primer, typically of length 20-30, in the entire 

genome (6·10
9

 in human). One may also want to allow a small number of mismatches, as 

the PCR technique usually tolerates a few mismatches.  

The pattern matching problem requires finding all occurrences of a pattern p of 

length m in a text t of length n (m<n) over a finite alphabet Σ. Classical string matching, 

where both p and t are strings, can be solved in linear time using algorithms such as 

Knuth-Morris-Pratt [61] and Boyer-Moore [62]. Alas, pattern matching becomes much 

more difficult in many real-life applications, such as those described above - namely, 

when the pattern is a degenerate string, and when we allow mismatches. Developing 

efficient algorithms for these types of pattern matching problems is interesting from the 

theoretical computer science perspective, and may yield important practical 

improvements as well. 
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1.4.1 Matching with don’t-cares 

A first step in generalizing simple string matching is obtained when we allow the pattern 

and the text to contain don't-care characters, or wildcards, denoted '*', which match all 

symbols in Σ. In the context of TFBS motifs, a pattern with don’t-cares is a simple model 

that allows a single nucleotide per position and an arbitrary number of gaps (i.e., 

positions, usually marked by ‘N’, in which any nucleotide is allowed). Matching with 

don’t-cares can be solved using the match-count algorithm, which finds the number of 

matching positions (or, equivalently, the Hamming distance) between the pattern and 

every length m substring of the text (see, e.g., Chapter 4.3 in [63]). The algorithm, first 

introduced by Fischer and Paterson [64], computes the contribution of each alphabet 

symbol to the score independently, as follows. For the symbol a∈Σ, each occurrence of a 

in the text and in the pattern is replaced by the number 1, and all other symbols are 

encoded by 0. The number of matching a's between the pattern and every substring in the 

text is obtained by computing the convolution between the binary-encoded pattern and 

text. Using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the convolution can be computed in O(n logm) 

time under the RAM model of computation, which assumes that arithmetic operations on 

numbers with w bits take constant time, where w=O(logN) is the RAM word size and N is 

the maximal input size. Thus, the total running time of match-count is O(|Σ| n logm), as it 

involves |Σ| such convolutions. 

 The above time complexity was improved over the years using various FFT-based 

methods. However, removing the dependence on |Σ| remained an open problem until 

recently. Cole and Hariharan were the first to obtain an O(n logm) time deterministic 

algorithm [65], which was simplified by Clifford and Clifford [66].   

1.4.2 Matching with character classes 

Matching with don't-cares can be further generalized by allowing the pattern to contain 

any non-empty subset, or class, of characters at each position. As described earlier, a 

degenerate PCR primer is a pattern with character classes over the DNA alphabet: 

Σ={A,C,G,T}. Another example of a pattern with character classes is the degenerate 

(IUPAC) string model for a TFBS motif. Most algorithms for matching with character 

classes have the same worst-case running time as the naïve algorithm – O(nm). Bit-

parallelism techniques improve this to O(nm/w), where w is the RAM word size [67]. In 

general, the best worst-case performance is attained by the match-count algorithm - O(|Σ| 

n logm). It remains an open question whether the dependency on |Σ| can be improved (it 
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is unlikely that a speed-up for the nlogm factor can be attained using similar convolution-

based techniques, since this will require improving the time complexity of FFT).  

1.4.3 Matching with don’t-cares and mismatches 

Another important generalization of simple string matching is that of approximate pattern 

matching, where one would like to find all locations in the text that match the pattern up 

to a small pre-specified distance. Perhaps the most widely used metric is the Hamming 

distance, which counts the number of mismatched pattern symbols. As mentioned above, 

this problem arises in bioinformatics when designing degenerate primers and when 

searching for occurrences of a TFBS motif – in both cases, we would like to report all 

locations that match the pattern with at most k mismatches, where k is a small pre-

specified number. Currently, the most efficient method for solving pattern matching with 

k mismatches runs in time )log( kknO  [68]. As in the case of exact matching, 

searching for approximate matches becomes much more difficult when we allow don't-

cares. This variant, called matching with don't-cares and k mismatches, can be solved 

using the match-count algorithm in time O(|Σ| n logm), or using Abrahamson’s technique, 

which combines match-count with a divide-and-conquer procedure, in time 

)log( mmnO [69]. Very recently, Clifford et al. devised randomized and deterministic 

FFT-based algorithms that run in time O(n(k+logn loglogn) logm) and O(nk
2
log

3
m), 

respectively [70]. The latter was improved by the same authors to O(nk log
2
m 

(log2
k+loglogm)) using methods from algebraic coding theory [71]. Even for small values 

of k, these algorithms are asymptotically slower than matching with don’t-cares and no 

mismatches. This raises the question whether matching with don’t-cares and k 

mismatches can be solved in O(poly(k) n logm) time. Specifically, can we generalize the 

best known O(n logm) time complexity of exact matching with don’t-cares so that it still 

applies when we allow a fixed number of mismatches? 
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1.5 Summary of articles included in this thesis 

1. Transcription factor and microRNA motif discovery: The Amadeus platform 

and a compendium of metazoan target sets. 

Chaim Linhart, Yonit Halperin and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Genome Research [1]. 

We present a threefold contribution to the computational task of motif discovery, a key 

component in the effort of delineating the regulatory map of a genome: (1) We 

constructed a comprehensive large-scale, publicly-available compendium of transcription 

factor and microRNA target gene sets derived from diverse high-throughput experiments 

in several metazoans. We used the compendium as a benchmark for motif discovery 

tools. (2) We developed Amadeus, a highly efficient, user-friendly software platform for 

genome-scale detection of novel motifs, applicable to a wide range of motif discovery 

tasks. Amadeus improves upon extant tools in terms of accuracy, running time, output 

information, and ease of use and is the only program that attained a high success rate on 

the metazoan compendium. (3) We demonstrate that by searching for motifs based on 

their genome-wide localization or chromosomal distributions (without using a predefined 

target set), Amadeus uncovers diverse known phenomena, as well as novel regulatory 

motifs.  

2. Allegro: Analyzing expression and sequence in concert to discover regulatory 

programs. 

Yonit Halperin, Chaim Linhart, Igor Ulitsky and Ron Shamir.  

Published in Nucleic Acids Research [2]. 

A major goal of system biology is the characterization of transcription
 
factors and 

microRNAs (miRNAs) and the transcriptional programs they regulate. We present 

Allegro, a method for de-novo discovery
 
of cis-regulatory transcriptional programs 

through joint analysis
 

of genome-wide expression data and promoter or 3' UTR 

sequences. The algorithm uses a novel log-likelihood-based, non-parametric model to 

describe the expression pattern shared by a group of
 
co-regulated genes. We show that 

Allegro is more accurate and
 
sensitive than existing techniques, and can simultaneously 

analyze multiple expression datasets with more than 100 conditions. We apply Allegro on 

datasets from several species and report
 
on the transcriptional modules it uncovers. Our 
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analysis reveals
 

a novel motif over-represented in the promoters of genes highly
 

expressed in murine oocytes, and several new motifs related
 
to fly development. Finally, 

using stem-cell expression profiles,
 
we identify three miRNA families with pivotal roles 

in human
 
embryogenesis. 

3. Deciphering transcriptional regulatory elements that encode specific cell-cycle 

phasing by comparative genomics analysis. 

Chaim Linhart, Ran Elkon, Yosef Shiloh and Ron Shamir.  

Published in Cell Cycle [3]. 

Transcriptional regulation is a major tier in the periodic engine that mobilizes cell cycle 

progression. The availability of complete genome sequences of multiple organisms holds 

promise for significantly improving the specificity of computational identification of 

functional elements. Here, we applied a comparative genomics analysis to decipher 

transcriptional regulatory elements that control cell-cycle phasing. We analyzed genome-

wide promoter sequences from 12 organisms, including worm, fly, fish, rodents and 

human, and identified conserved transcriptional modules that determine the expression of 

genes in specific cell cycle phases. We demonstrate that a canonical E2F signal encodes 

for expression highly specific to the G1/S phase, and that a cis-regulatory module 

comprising CHR-NF-Y elements dictates expression that is restricted to the G2 and G2/M 

phases. B-Myb binding site signatures occur in many of the CHR-NF-Y target genes, 

suggesting a specific role for this triplet in the regulation of the cell cycle transcriptional 

program. Remarkably, E2F signals are conserved in promoters of G1/S genes in all 

organisms from worm to human. The CHR-NF-Y module is conserved in promoters of 

G2/M regulated genes in all analyzed vertebrates. Our results reveal novel modules that 

determine specific cell-cycle phasing, and identify their respective putative target genes 

with remarkably high specificity. 

4. Functional genomic delineation of TLR-induced transcriptional networks. 

Ran Elkon, Chaim Linhart, Yonit Halperin, Yosef Shiloh and Ron Shamir. 

Published in BMC Genomics [4]. 

The innate immune system is the first line of defense mechanisms protecting the host 

from invading pathogens such as bacteria and viruses. The innate immunity responses are 

triggered by recognition of prototypical pathogen components by cellular receptors. 

Prominent among these pathogen sensors are Toll-like receptors (TLRs). We sought 
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global delineation of transcriptional networks induced by TLRs, analyzing four genome-

wide expression datasets in mouse and human macrophages stimulated with pathogen-

mimetic agents that engage various TLRs. 

Combining computational analysis of expression profiles and cis-regulatory 

promoter sequences, we dissected the TLR-induced transcriptional program into two 

major components: the first is universally activated by all examined TLRs, and the 

second is specific to activated TLR3 and TLR4. Our results point to NF-κB and ISRE-

binding transcription factors as the key regulators of the universal and the TLR3/4-

specific responses, respectively, and identify novel putative positive and negative 

feedback loops in these transcriptional programs. Analysis of the kinetics of the induced 

network showed that while NF-κB regulates mainly an early-induced and sustained 

response, the ISRE element functions primarily in the induction of a delayed wave. We 

further demonstrate that co-occurrence of the NF-κB and ISRE elements in the same 

promoter endows its targets with enhanced responsiveness. 

Our results enhance system-level understanding of the networks induced by TLRs 

and demonstrate the power of genomics approaches to delineate intricate transcriptional 

webs in mammalian systems. Such systems-level knowledge of the TLR network can be 

useful for designing ways to pharmacologically manipulate the activity of the innate 

immunity in pathological conditions in which either enhancement or repression of this 

branch of the immune system is desired. 

5. Faster Pattern Matching with Character Classes using Prime Number Encoding. 

Chaim Linhart and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Journal of Computer and System Sciences [5]. 

In pattern matching with character classes the goal is to find all occurrences of a pattern 

of length m in a text of length n, where each pattern position consists of an allowed set of 

characters from a finite alphabet Σ. We present an FFT-based algorithm that uses a novel 

prime-numbers encoding scheme, which is logn/logm times faster than the fastest extant 

approaches, which are based on boolean convolutions. In particular, if m
|Σ|

=n
O(1)

, our 

algorithm runs in time O(nlogm), matching the complexity of the fastest techniques for 

wildcard matching, a special case of our problem. A major advantage of our algorithm is 

that it allows a tradeoff between the running time and the RAM word size. Our algorithm 

also speeds up solutions to approximate matching with character classes problems—
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namely, matching with k mismatches and Hamming distance, as well as to the subset 

matching problem. 

6. Matching with don't-cares and a small number of mismatches. 

Chaim Linhart and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Information Processing Letters [6]. 

In matching with don't-cares and k mismatches we are given a pattern of length m and a 

text of length n, both of which may contain don't-cares (a symbol that matches all 

symbols), and the goal is to find all locations in the text that match the pattern with at 

most k mismatches, where k is a parameter. We present new algorithms that solve this 

problem using a combination of convolutions and a dynamic programming procedure. 

We give randomized and deterministic solutions that run in time O(nk
2
logm) and 

O(nk
3logm), respectively, and are faster than the most efficient extant methods for small 

values of k. Our deterministic algorithm is the first to obtain an O(poly (k) · nlogm) 

running time. 
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2. Transcription factor and microRNA 

motif discovery: The Amadeus platform 

and a compendium of metazoan target sets  

 

 

 



Transcription factor and microRNA motif discovery:
The Amadeus platform and a compendium
of metazoan target sets
Chaim Linhart,1 Yonit Halperin,1 and Ron Shamir2

School of Computer Science, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel

We present a threefold contribution to the computational task of motif discovery, a key component in the effort of
delineating the regulatory map of a genome: (1) We constructed a comprehensive large-scale, publicly-available
compendium of transcription factor and microRNA target gene sets derived from diverse high-throughput
experiments in several metazoans. We used the compendium as a benchmark for motif discovery tools. (2) We
developed Amadeus, a highly efficient, user-friendly software platform for genome-scale detection of novel motifs,
applicable to a wide range of motif discovery tasks. Amadeus improves upon extant tools in terms of accuracy,
running time, output information, and ease of use and is the only program that attained a high success rate on the
metazoan compendium. (3) We demonstrate that by searching for motifs based on their genome-wide localization or
chromosomal distributions (without using a predefined target set), Amadeus uncovers diverse known phenomena, as
well as novel regulatory motifs.

[Supplemental material is available online at www.genome.org. The Amadeus software is available at http://acgt.cs.
tau.ac.il/amadeus.]

One of the main cellular regulatory mechanisms is the transcrip-
tional program, which describes when and to what extent each
gene is transcribed to mRNA. Transcription is controlled primar-
ily via transcription factors (TFs)—specialized proteins that bind
sequence elements, called binding sites (BSs), which are located
mainly in each gene’s promoter sequence upstream its transcrip-
tion start site (TSS). Another key regulatory effect is controlled by
microRNAs (miRNAs), short noncoding RNA molecules. Anneal-
ing of a miRNA to its target mRNA, typically in its 3� untranslated
region (UTR), triggers the degradation of the mRNA transcript or
inhibits protein translation. Delineating the regulatory program
of a species requires the combination of experimental and com-
putational techniques. To this end, huge volumes of experimen-
tal data have been generated in the past decade by means of
high-throughput technologies, such as gene expression microar-
rays (Lockhart and Winzeler 2000) and ChIP-chip location analy-
ses (Wu et al. 2006). In parallel, numerous software tools were
developed in order to analyze these data and suggest novel bio-
logical hypotheses.

A major computational challenge is identifying recurring
sequence patterns, or motifs, in cis-regulatory sequences; such
motifs represent BSs of TFs/miRNAs. In a typical scenario, given
a target set of coregulated genes, one would like to identify TFs
whose BSs are statistically overrepresented in the promoters of
these genes, compared with some background model or with a
supplied reference set of genes. In recent years, a plethora of
computational tools have been developed for discovering en-
riched motifs of known TFs (Elkon et al. 2003; Sharan et al. 2004),
as well as for finding novel motifs that represent BSs of yet un-
characterized TFs. The latter task, known as de novo motif dis-

covery, has been tackled using a myriad of algorithmic tech-
niques, such as expectation-maximization (EM) (Bailey and El-
kan 1994), Gibbs sampling (Hughes et al. 2000), and efficient
enumeration (Pavesi et al. 2001; Sinha and Tompa 2002; Ettwiller
et al. 2007). The most common computational models employed
by motif finders to describe TF BSs are degenerate (IUPAC) strings
(Sinha and Tompa 2002) and position weight matrices (PWMs)
(Bailey and Elkan 1994). Commonly used scores for evaluating
candidate motifs include likelihood ratio (Bailey and Elkan 1994)
and the Z-score (Sinha and Tompa 2002; Ettwiller et al. 2007)
and hypergeometric (HG) overrepresentation scores (Eskin and
Pevzner 2002).

Most studies that describe novel motif discovery algorithms
report their success either on synthetically generated data or on
a small ad hoc collection of samples constructed by the investi-
gators for their particular analysis. Obviously, such results do not
guarantee equally-good performance in many real-life scenarios.
Perhaps the most popular large-scale motif finding benchmark is
the yeast ChIP-chip data set of Harbison et al. (2004). To the best
of our knowledge, the only large-scale metazoan benchmark con-
structed to date is that of Tompa et al. (2005). In that study,
validated TF BSs from the TRANSFAC (Wingender et al. 1996) da-
tabase were implanted inside real and synthetic promoter se-
quences. The benchmark contains 52 data sets (eight from yeast,
the rest are from metazoans), with an average of seven sequences
per data set. Its main drawback is that it does not reflect many
real-life scenarios. For example, one would often like to discover
motifs in a cluster of coexpressed genes or in a set of sequences
bound by a TF in ChIP-chip. In these scenarios, the analyzed set
typically consists of dozens or hundreds of genes, of which only
an unknown (often modest) fraction contain BSs; moreover,
many of the BSs might reside very far from the TSS or in other
types of genomic sequences (introns, UTRs, etc.), and the gene
set might be regulated by more than one TF. In this work, we
constructed the first publicly-accessible, large-scale compendium
of metazoan data sets that were obtained by various experimental

1These authors contributed equally to this work.
2Corresponding author.
E-mail rshamir@tau.ac.il; fax 972-3-640-5384.
Article published online before print. Article and publication date are at http://
www.genome.org/cgi/doi/10.1101/gr.076117.108.
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techniques and cover a wide-range of real-life motif discovery
scenarios.

Despite extensive research, it remains exceedingly difficult
to accurately predict BSs and discover novel motifs, especially in
metazoan data sets, due to the short and degenerate nature of
BSs, the size and complexity of genetic sequences, and the high
levels of noise in results obtained by high-throughput technolo-
gies (Tompa et al. 2005). Moreover, most motif discovery tools
present only a small amount of information for the discovered
motifs, usually in textual format, and cannot analyze large sets of
genes due to running time or memory limitations. Perhaps most
importantly, a user without advanced computer skills would find
it quite difficult to execute some of these software tools and in-
terpret their results.

We developed a new software suite for efficient genome-
scale detection of known and novel motifs, called Amadeus (a
motif algorithm for detecting enrichment in multiple species).
Amadeus evaluates the discovered motifs using one or more of
several built-in statistical scores, and is suitable to a broad range
of motif finding tasks. It has an intuitive, user-friendly, and
highly informative graphical interface. We ran Amadeus on the
yeast ChIP-chip benchmark and on our metazoan compendium,
and compared the results to those found by five popular motif
finding tools. In addition, we used it to perform genome-wide
discovery of motifs whose occurrences are localized within hu-
man and mouse promoters. This analysis uncovered two novel
motifs, both of which are supported by multiple independent
studies and are thus likely to represent real BSs of yet uncharac-
terized TFs. Another type of genome-wide search we performed
found motifs whose chromosomal distribution is nonrandom.
We believe Amadeus sets a new standard for motif discovery
software in terms of accuracy, running time, range of application
and ease of use.

Results

Overview of Amadeus

We developed a highly accurate, efficient, and user-friendly mo-
tif discovery software, called Amadeus, for finding short se-
quence patterns that are overrepresented in the promoters or 3�

UTRs of a given set of genes with respect to a large background
(BG) set, typically the entire genome. The general architecture of
Amadeus is a pipeline of filters, or refinement phases, where each
phase receives as input a list of motif candidates and applies an
algorithm for refining the list and producing a set of improved
candidates, which serve as a starting point for the next phase
(Fig. 1). The first phases typically work on a very large number of
candidates, such as all possible k-mers, and execute simple pro-
cedures for choosing the most promising motifs. Successive
phases run more complex (and computationally intensive) algo-
rithms in order to converge to better motifs. The default score for
evaluating each candidate motif is the HG enrichment score;
other scores measure BS localization, strand-bias, and chromo-
somal preference. Amadeus also searches for pairs of enriched
motifs that tend to co-occur in the same sequences and thus
represent a putative cooperative cis-regulatory module. Finally, a
built-in bootstrapping procedure may be applied to correct for
multiple testing. See Methods and Supplemental Notes for a de-
tailed description of the algorithm, scores, and additional features.

The output of Amadeus is a nonredundant list of top-scoring
motifs. For each motif, a wealth of information is displayed, in-
cluding the motif’s logo, the scores it received, its occurrences
localization graph, a list of similar known TF/miRNA motifs from
TRANSFAC/miRBase, and the set of genes presumably regulated
by the motif (Fig. 2; Supplemental Fig. 2). A graphical TF BS viewer
displays the putative BSs of the motifs within the genomic se-

Figure 1. The main components of the Amadeus computational pipeline. The input consists of one or more target gene sets and various parameters
such as the score(s) for evaluating the motifs. Starting from all k-mers, the algorithm runs a series of refinement phases that eventually converge to a
nonredundant list of high-scoring PWMs. These motifs, together with additional information and analyses, are displayed in the graphical output. For
more details, see Methods.
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quences. All these data assist the user in dissecting the regulatory
network underlying the studied gene set and in focusing on the
most promising motifs for further research.

Performance on the yeast transcriptional regulatory map

In their seminal paper, Harbison et al. (2004) constructed a
nearly complete map of the transcriptional regulatory code of
Saccharomyces cerevisiae using ChIP-chip assays. We assessed the
performance of Amadeus using the ChIP-chip data of 83 factors
that bound more than four promoters (58 on average), and
whose binding motifs have been reported in the literature. We
executed Amadeus twice on each data set with motif lengths 8
and 10, and compared the two top-scoring motifs obtained from
each execution to the corresponding literature motif—as in Har-
bison et al. (2004), a match was defined if the average Euclidean
distance between the columns of the two PWMs, referred hence-

forth as “PWM divergence,” was below 0.18. Amadeus was said to
successfully recover a TF BS pattern if at least one of the four
motifs it reported (two for each motif length) matched the lit-
erature PWM. Under these strict criteria, Amadeus discovered 54
of the known motifs (65% of 83).

We compared the performance of Amadeus to five popular
motif finders that represent an assortment of algorithms and
motif evaluation scores—MEME (EM) (Bailey and Elkan 1994),
AlignACE (Gibbs sampling) (Hughes et al. 2000), YMF (Sinha and
Tompa 2002), Weeder (Pavesi et al. 2001), and Trawler (Ettwiller
et al. 2007) (exhaustive search). Of note, Weeder outperformed
13 motif discovery tools by most measures in Tompa’s assess-
ment (Tompa et al. 2005), and Trawler was very recently reported
to outperform four tools on mammalian data sets (Ettwiller et al.
2007). As in Tompa’s study, we did not include in our analysis
programs that utilize auxiliary information, such as ChIP bind-

Figure 2. Screenshot of Amadeus. The left panel controls the input parameters (organism, target set, promoter region, scores, etc.). Here, Amadeus
was executed on the set of genes expressed in G2 and G2/M phases of the human cell cycle (Whitfield et al. 2002). The top-scoring motif shown in the
output panel on the right is CHR (cell-cycle genes homology region), a cis-regulatory element that was experimentally found in promoters of several
G2/M genes (Zhu et al. 2004), and is not represented in TRANSFAC; the second motif is CCAAT-box (NF-Y). For each motif discovered, the output also
lists similar patterns from TRANSFAC, information on the localization of its occurrences, and additional statistics. In agreement with recent studies
(Linhart et al. 2005; Tabach et al. 2005), the motif-pairs analysis in Amadeus reports the de novo found CHR and NF-Y motifs as a cis-regulatory module
that is highly specific to the G2 and G2/M cell-cycle phases (Supplemental Fig. 1). A screenshot with additional graphical features is shown in
Supplemental Figure 2.
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ing affinities, known TF BS models, or cross-species sequence
conservation. Although Amadeus can incorporate some of this
information, we wanted to focus on the core functionality of
motif detection that is common to the widest possible range of
setups. Each program was run with its default parameters using
motif lengths 8 and 10, and the two top-scoring motifs were
compared to the correct PWM as described earlier. As shown in
Supplemental Figure 3, Amadeus recovered the largest number of
motifs (65%); in agreement with Tompa et al. (2005), Weeder
outperformed MEME, AlignACE, and YMF, successfully recover-
ing 58% of the PWMs. Interestingly, the performance ranking
among all five methods remained un-
changed for other PWM divergence cut-
offs.

Compendium of target sets
of metazoan TFs and miRNAs

Ettwiller et al. (2007) tested the perfor-
mance of their Trawler program using 10
mammalian ChIP-chip data sets. While
this benchmark is larger than most data
sets used in the literature, it is still rela-
tively small and represents a single ex-
perimental technique. As explained ear-
lier, Tompa’s data set (Tompa et al.
2005), the only large-scale metazoan
benchmark constructed to date, does
not reflect target sets obtained by high-
throughput experiments. We therefore
set out to construct a comprehensive
motif discovery benchmark that is based
on a large compendium of experimental
studies. We collected diverse types of
data sets from several metazoans, as pub-
lished by independent groups in leading
journals. Our compendium, listed in Fig-
ure 3, consists of 42 gene sets from hu-
man, mouse, fly (Drosophila melanogas-
ter), and worm (Caenorhabditis elegans)
and represents a total of 26 TFs and eight
miRNAs. The sets were collected from 29
publications and were obtained by vari-
ous types of technologies, primarily
gene expression microarrays and ChIP-
chip location analyses. The number of
genes in each target set ranges from 25–
2338 with mean 400—57-fold larger
than Tompa’s sets. For each set, we used
the corresponding PWM(s) from TRANS-
FAC, or the eight-long miRNA seed from
miRBase, as the correct motif. A com-
parison of our compendium to several
other motif discovery benchmarks is
given in Table 1.

Results on metazoan benchmark

We executed Amadeus and the five
other motif finding tools on the meta-
zoan target-set compendium. Here too,
each tool was run with motif lengths 8
and 10, and the two top-scoring motifs

were compared to the correct PWM(s). The results of each tool are
shown in Figure 3; success rates and running times are summa-
rized in Figure 4. Amadeus significantly outperformed all other
programs in terms of motif recovery rate—62% success (with
PWM divergence cutoff of 0.18); consistent with recent studies
(Tompa et al. 2005; Ettwiller et al. 2007), Weeder and Trawler
(43% success) performed better than the rest of the tools (10%–
27%). We repeated the benchmark comparison using only the
top-scoring motif from each execution and with two other PWM
similarity measures and obtained very similar results (Supple-
mental Fig. 4).

Figure 3. The metazoan target-set compendium and benchmark results on it. (A) The compendium
of metazoan TF/miRNA target sets collected from the literature. The “Source” column indicates the
experimental procedure or database from which the target set was derived: gene expression micro-
arrays (Ex), ChIP-chip (CC), ChIP-DSL (C-DSL), DamID (van Steensel et al. 2001), or Gene Ontology
(GO) database (Ashburner et al. 2000). For additional information and references, see http://
acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus. (B) Performance of motif finding tools on each target set—each successful
motif recovery is marked by a gray-shaded box, according to the PWM divergence (darker shades of
gray indicate higher similarity of the recovered motif to the one in the literature); the � symbol marks
long executions (>48 h) that were aborted. Here, Amadeus was run with the HG enrichment score. The
success-rate patterns of the six motif finders are almost identical when comparing different target sets
of the same TF. For example, in all three E2F data sets, Amadeus, Weeder, and Trawler are the only tools
that recovered the correct motif; in the two Myod sets, Amadeus and Weeder succeeded with PWM
divergence cutoff 0.18, AlignACE succeeded with cutoff 0.24, and MEME and YMF failed with all
cutoffs. This consistency, observed for all six TFs that are represented by more than one set in our
compendium, is not a result of large overlaps between the target sets, as such overlaps were avoided
in the construction of the compendium. Instead, it is likely to stem from properties inherent to the TFs,
such as the extent and type of their BSs degeneracy.
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We observed a considerable degradation of up to 32% in the
success rate of most motif finders on our benchmark relative to
their performance on the yeast data sets. Remarkably, the success
rate of Amadeus on the metazoan benchmark is comparable to
that on the yeast data—62% vs. 65%, respectively. Amadeus is
also the fastest tool (10 min per data set, on average); AlignACE
and MEME are prohibitively slow on large target sets.

Handling length and GC-content biases

The HG enrichment score might fail to discover the correct mo-
tif, or alternatively detect many spurious motifs, when the dis-
tribution of the length and/or GC-content of the target set se-
quences significantly differ from their distribution in the BG set.
Biologically meaningful groups of genes with such biases are not
uncommon. For instance, genes with GC-rich promoters, such as
housekeeping genes, tend to have higher expression rates (Kass et
al. 1997; Aerts et al. 2004). Another example is the length bias of
3� UTRs of tissue-specific genes. For example, genes that are ex-
pressed in neuronal tissues have relatively long 3� UTRs (1300
nucleotides vs. 950 nucleotides in the entire genome) (Sood et al.
2006). To search for enriched motifs in such data sets, we devel-
oped a novel score, termed binned enrichment score, which par-
titions the genes into bins according to the length and GC-
content of their cis-regulatory sequences and evaluates the over-
representation of the motif based on its abundance in each bin
(see Methods).

Running Amadeus on our metazoan target-sets compen-
dium using the binned enrichment score further improves over
the results of the HG score (Fig. 4). One example is the target set
of Mef2 (Blais et al. 2005), for which none of the programs we
tested recovered the correct motif. The promoters of these genes
are longer than average (972 bp vs. 840 bp after masking out
repetitive and coding sequences) and have a higher GC-content
(53% vs. 49%). Using the binned enrichment score, Amadeus
discovers the Mef2 binding pattern as the top-scoring motif. Ad-
ditional examples that demonstrate the importance of account-
ing for length and GC biases are given in the Supplemental ma-
terial. The improved sensitivity of the binned score remained
consistent for other PWM similarity measures and cutoffs (5%
improvement, on average) (data not shown).

Genome-wide analyses

Another useful application of motif finding is a genome-wide
analysis, targeted to uncover regulatory motifs based on the ge-
nome alone, without having at hand a set of coregulated genes.
We developed three scores for this type of analysis: localization,
strand bias, and chromosomal preference (see Methods).

Localization

Many TFs are known to bind more frequently close to their target
genes’ TSSs than in distant promoter regions (Tabach et al. 2007).
Some elements that directly interact with or are part of the basal
transcriptional machinery, such as TATA-box and Initiator, are
found mainly in core promoters, spanning several dozens of
bases around the TSS (Smale and Kadonaga 2003). We imple-
mented a localization score that measures the tendency of a mo-
tif to occur at specific locations along the promoters. Applying
this score on all human and mouse promoter sequences revealed
binding patterns of many known TFs, including core promoter
elements (e.g., SP1, NF-Y, TATA) and prominent TFs (e.g., MYC,
ATF/CREB), as well as two novel motifs. Some of the discovered
motifs exhibit a significant strand bias (i.e., they do not appear at
similar rates on both strands) or chromosomal preference (i.e., a
nonuniform distribution across chromosomes). The main results
are listed in Table 2 (see also Discussion). Using a specially tai-
lored method, FitzGerald et al. (2004) reported on nine motifs
that localize in human promoters. Eight of these motifs were
found by Amadeus. The ninth motif is the ATG start codon,
which was not discovered by Amadeus, since we masked out
coding sequences.

A genome-wide analysis of fly promoters uncovered more
than 30 motifs with significant localization (for full results, see
the Amadeus website). Ohler et al. (2002) searched for motifs that
are enriched in the core promoters of the fly genome. They re-
ported on 10 motifs, all of which are among the top 21 motifs we
discovered.

Chromosomal preference

Motivated by the observation that coregulated genes may colo-
calize (Cohen et al. 2000; Boutanaev et al. 2002), we developed a
chromosomal-preference score to discover motifs whose occur-

Table 1. Comparison of several medium- and large-scale motif discovery benchmarks

Benchmark
Harbison et al.

2004
Tompa et al.

2005
Ettwiller et al.

2007 Our compendium

Type Experimental Synthetic Experimental Experimental
Technology ChIP-chip Validated BSs ChIP-chip ChIP-chip, gene expression, others
Source In-house TRANSFAC Literature (seven

publications)
Literature (29 publications)

Species Yeast Human, mouse, fly,
yeast

Human, mouse Human, mouse, fly, worm

Regulators TFs TFs TFs TFs, miRNAs
No. of sets 173 52 10 42
No. of distinct TFs/miRNAs 83 TFs Unknown 10 TFs 26 TFs, eight miRNAs
Average no. of genes per set 58 7 259 400
Average sequence length per set 35 kbp 8 kbp 210 kbp 383 kbp

The yeast ChIP-chip data sets (Harbison et al. 2004) are a popular benchmark, but they represent a single, relatively simple species and only one
technology. Tompa’s benchmark (Tompa et al. 2005) is based on validated BSs from the TRANSFAC database—the BSs were chosen by the investigators
according to various criteria and implanted inside real and synthetic promoters. Very recently, Ettwiller et al. (2007) developed Trawler, a new motif
discovery tool for ChIP experiments, and reported its performance on 10 mammalian ChIP-chip data sets. Our compendium is the first large-scale
collection of metazoan gene sets derived from high-throughput experiments; it represents diverse technologies and organisms and consists of both TF
and miRNA target sets. Of note, the average set size in our compendium is substantially larger than in all other benchmarks.
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rences are not distributed evenly across chromosomes (see Meth-
ods). Interestingly, when we applied this score to D. melanogaster
promoters, Amadeus found that the Dref binding motif is over-
represented on the X chromosome (Supplemental Fig. 6). Indeed,
Dref was recently associated with the dosage compensation
complex (DCC) that equalizes the expression levels of X-linked
genes in drosophila males and females.

Recently, Ruby et al. (2006) discovered a new class of small
21-nucleotide RNAs in worms, called 21U-RNAs, that reside
mainly in introns and intergenic regions on chromosome IV.
They also discovered a conserved motif located ∼40 bases up-
stream to these regions. Running the chromosomal-preference
analysis on all C. elegans promoters, Amadeus reported this pat-
tern as the top-ranking motif (Fig. 5). Thus, without any prior

knowledge on 21U-RNAs in worm and DCC in fly, Amadeus
found motifs known to be associated with them, demonstrating
another type of biological signal it can uncover.

Discussion

In this article, we present a compendium of target sets of meta-
zoan TFs and miRNAs that we used as a benchmark for motif
finding tools. To the best of our knowledge, our compendium is
the first publicly-available large-scale collection of experimen-
tally derived TF and miRNA target sets and thus constitutes a
valuable database for studying gene regulation. We believe it is
an improvement over previously published benchmarks (Harbi-
son et al. 2004; Tompa et al. 2005), as it more accurately repre-
sents a broad range of gene-regulation motif discovery tasks. The
yeast ChIP-chip data sets (Harbison et al. 2004) represent only
one, relatively simple, species and only a single type of assay. As
explained earlier, Tompa’s benchmark (Tompa et al. 2005) is to
some extent artificial, or “unrealistically clean”—in the nonsyn-
thetic data sets, each gene has a validated BS in its promoter. As
expected in high-throughput techniques, our gene sets are much
larger and contain a high rate of false positives, i.e., genes that are
not targets of the corresponding TF or that contain a BS further
upstream/downstream from the TSS. Moreover, our compen-
dium contains sets of 3� UTRs targeted by miRNAs; these sets
have different statistical properties than promoters bound by TFs
(e.g., GC-content and length variance), and thus pose additional
computational challenges.

For simplicity of implementation and in order to allow a fair
comparison between motif finders and among various types of
data sets, our benchmark does not exploit all the available infor-
mation generated by some of the experimental techniques, such
as the binding peaks and affinities derived from ChIP assays. In
addition, we did not exploit comparative sequence analysis, a
potentially powerful tool that poses additional challenges, on
top of the basic motif finding task studied here. For example,
recent studies reported a limited cross-species conservation of
functional BSs (Borneman et al. 2007; Lin et al. 2007; Odom et al.
2007); thus, in some situations, searching for motifs only within
aligned sequences might be unfavorable (for further discussion,
see Supplemental material).

We developed Amadeus, a new software platform for de
novo motif discovery, and compared its performance to five
popular motif finding tools. Amadeus, whose running time de-
pends on the number and length of BG sequences, but not on the
size of the target set, was significantly faster than the other
programs on most data sets. Unlike the other tools, which
performed rather poorly on the metazoan data, Amadeus
achieved a high success rate on both the metazoan and yeast
benchmarks. We believe this is largely due to the fact that most
tools use BG models based on precomputed k-mer counts (k = 1,
4, 4, 8 in AlignACE, YMF, MEME, and Weeder, respectively),
whereas Amadeus utilizes the entire set of promoters (or 3� UTRs)
in the genome as a reference set for testing over-representation.
This is especially important in higher eukaryotes that have
complex signals in their cis-regulatory sequences, which are
not likely to be captured by simple BG models. Indeed, on our
benchmark, the success rates of extant motif finders correlate
with the complexity of their BG models. Trawler is the only
extant tool we tested that utilizes a supplied set of BG sequences
to assess motif enrichment. However, its BG set is relatively
small (it failed to run with more than 2000 BG sequences),

Figure 4. Performance of six motif finding tools on our compendium of
metazoan target sets. (A) Success rates for three PWM divergence cutoffs,
indicated by different shades of gray. The light-gray boxes on top of the
Amadeus bars show the improved success rates when using the binned
enrichment score (instead of the HG score; see Methods). Success rates
for other PWM similarity measures and cutoffs are shown in Supplemental
Figure 4. (B) Running times in logarithmic scale for the TF target-sets
(AlignACE and MEME did not finish within 48 h on several sets). Trawler
is a web-based tool so we could not measure its running time. For full
results, see Supplemental Table 1 and http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus. A
detailed comparison of all tested tools is given in Supplemental Table 2.
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which in addition to the algorithm and statistical score it em-
ploys may explain its moderate performance on metazoan data
sets (for more details, see Supplemental material). In conclusion,
the success rate and running time of Amadeus scale up better
than extant programs in terms of both the size of the data set and
the species complexity. Supplemental Table 2 summarizes the
main differences between the tools in
terms of algorithms, scores, features, and
performance.

The high accuracy of Amadeus re-
mained consistent under various bench-
mark settings, e.g., evaluating the per-
formance using other common PWM
similarity measures or using the top-
scoring motif only (Supplemental Fig.
4). Taken together with the fact that our
benchmark contains a large number of
diverse data sets, our results indicate that
the improved performance of Amadeus
is inherent, rather than a product of
overfitting or biased choice of parameters.

We developed a novel statistical
score for evaluating motif overrepresen-
tation in target sets that are biased with
respect to the rest of the genome in terms
of sequence length or base composition.
Although they are quite common, such
biases are often ignored, which might lead
to false results. This score improved the
performance of Amadeus by 5%.

In order to gain insight into the practical limitations of
Amadeus, we examined the target sets in which it failed to dis-
cover the correct motif. Evidently, in most cases a large fraction
of the reported target genes does not contain a BS within the
1200-bp promoter region we analyzed. For example, Boyer et al.
(2005) used promoter arrays against the �8-kb to +2-kb region
relative to the TSS. Only 30% of the genes they reported as targets
of NANOG contain a binding event within 1 kb upstream of the
TSS. Another example is HSF (heat-shock factor), which is repre-
sented in our compendium by two target sets—human and fly. In
both cases, it seems that the overrepresentation of the BS motif is
borderline, which explains why none of the tools we tested ac-
curately recovered the motif. Using a combined analysis of both
sets together, a unique feature in Amadeus, we were able to suc-
cessfully discover the correct binding pattern (Supplemental
Fig. 7).

In this study, we also demonstrated application of Amadeus
to genome-wide motif analysis, which can be applied to any ge-
nome with a sufficient number of cis-regulatory sequences with-
out need for target sets from prior experiments. Using various
statistical scores, Amadeus discovered an assortment of biological
phenomena. Searching for motifs with nonrandom chromosom-
al distribution in fly and worm revealed the Dref and 21U-RNA–
related patterns, respectively, which were found recently using a
combination of experimental and computational techniques.

Localization analysis of human and mouse promoters recov-
ered known mammalian TF motifs, the splice donor site, and two
novel motifs. The first novel motif (ACTACAWYTC) was also
discovered independently by high-throughput location analyses
for ESR1 (ER-�) (Kwon et al. 2007), RUNX1, and ETS1 (Hollen-
horst et al. 2007). Running Amadeus on these sets reproduced the
motif, which apparently has diverse biological functions. Interest-
ingly, the motif has a significant strand bias (the only other local-
ized human TF we found with a strand bias was TATA-box), and like
NF-Y, it is over-represented on chromosome 19. Very recently,
Sinha et al. (2008) used a decoy corresponding to a variant of this
motif, reported in Xie et al. (2005), in order to experimentally vali-
date that it has a regulatory role in cell-cycle progression. The

Figure 5. Genome-wide chromosomal preference analysis of C. elegans promoters. (A) Screenshot of
Amadeus output, showing the top-scoring motif found in the analysis. The motif is highly overrepre-
sented on chromosome IV (P = 8 � 10�63). (B) The motif reported by Ruby et al. (2006), found
upstream of many 21U-RNAs, is nearly identical to the one identified de novo by Amadeus.

Table 2. Main results of human and mouse genome-wide
localization analysis

Amadeus was run on all human and mouse promoters and searched de
novo for motifs that are significantly localized (i.e., overrepresented at a
particular distance from the TSS, measured in bins of size 30) in both
species. Approximately 23,000 and 24,000 human and mouse promot-
ers, respectively, were analyzed. Promoters spanned from 500 bp up-
stream to 100 bp downstream of the TSS. Both known and novel motifs
were found. All P-values listed in the table are for human. “Peak” refers to
the center(s) of the location bin(s) with the largest motif occurrence rate.
Amadeus also tests whether the motif occurrences are distributed non-
uniformly between the strands (“Strand bias” column, showing the sig-
nificance in human) or across the chromosomes (“Chrom pref.” column,
showing also the overrepresented chromosome in human in parentheses).
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second motif (CTCGCGAGAT), reported also by FitzGerald et al.
(2004), was shown to regulate ARF3 in vivo (Haun et al. 1993).

The localization analysis results obtained by Amadeus on
both human/mouse and fly promoters compare favorably with
other, specially tailored methods (Ohler et al. 2002; FitzGerald et
al. 2004): In a single run, Amadeus discovered all the motifs
reported by those methods and supplied additional information
on their strand and chromosomal distributions. We therefore
believe that Amadeus may be used as a general tool for genome-
wide motif discovery tasks, aimed at uncovering sequence pat-
terns with various global features.

In addition to sensitivity, efficiency, and supporting mul-
tiple target sets and scores, we focused on developing a friendly
and informative graphical user interface in order to make Ama-
deus easily accessible and beneficial to a wide range of users.
Built-in algorithmic features, such as pairs analysis and boot-
strapping, as well as various graphical and textual displays of the
motifs, the scores they attained, and their putative BSs, make it
easier for the user to understand the nature of the discovered
motifs and highlight the most biologically interesting ones. The
Amadeus software (standalone Java application) and our com-
pendium of TF and miRNA target sets are accessible at http://
acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus. We are continuing to implement novel
features in Amadeus and to add newly published data sets to the
compendium.

Methods

Genomic sequences and binding patterns
Promoter and 3� UTR sequences (repeat- and coding-sequence-
masked) of human, mouse, fly, and worm were extracted from
Ensembl (Birney et al. 2004). Yeast promoters were downloaded
from SGD (http://www.yeastgenome.org). Binding patterns of
TFs and miRNAs were taken from TRANSFAC (Wingender et al.
1996) and miRBase (http://microrna.sanger.ac.uk/sequences), re-
spectively. For more details, see Supplemental material.

Target sets of metazoan TFs and miRNAs
We collected 42 TF/miRNA target sets from the literature, focus-
ing on sets obtained using high-throughput techniques, such as
gene expression microarrays and ChIP-chip assays. We included
only TFs and miRNAs whose binding patterns are described in
TRANSFAC and miRBase, respectively. Genes were mapped to En-
sembl gene IDs using Biomart (http://www.biomart.org). In order
to avoid strong dependencies between the target sets, we verified
that no two sets of the same TF/miRNA have an overlap greater
than 30%.

For the TF data sets, we used promoter sequences spanning
from 1000 bp upstream to 200 bp downstream of the TSS, a range
that covers most of the promoter array sequences and is often
used in computational promoter analysis; for the miRNA data sets,
we used full-length 3� UTRs (coding strand only); repetitive and
coding sequences were masked out. The total sequence length of
the target sets is 383 kbp on average, much larger than the yeast
ChIP-chip data sets (35 kbp) and Tompa’s benchmark (8 kbp).

Amadeus software and algorithms
Amadeus executes a series of refinement phases where each phase
gets as input a list of motif candidates, applies an algorithm for
refining the list, and produces a set of improved candidates,
which serves as a starting point for the next phase. Each phase
uses a different motif model, which best suits its algorithm and

performance requirements. Generally, the first phases use simple
motif models and enumerate a very large number of candidates,
whereas the final phases evaluate a smaller number of more com-
plex motifs, namely PWMs. Motifs in each phase are evaluated
using one or more score functions: enrichment, localization,
strand bias, and chromosomal preference, which are combined
into a single P-value (see below). The phases of Amadeus, in their
running order, are preprocess, mismatch, merge, greedy, postprocess,
and pairs analysis (see Fig. 1).

In the preprocess phase, all k-mers are evaluated, where k, the
motif length, is a user-defined parameter. In the mismatch phase,
the motif model is changed from a k-mer to a list of k-mers by
introducing degenerate positions into the k-mers. Afterward, the
merge phase combines pairs of similar motifs. This is done recur-
sively until no new high-scoring similar pairs are encountered.
The greedy phase constructs a PWM from each motif and opti-
mizes it using a greedy EM-like iterative process: In each itera-
tion, it searches for the PWM cutoff that yields the best score, and
then the occurrences in the target set that pass this cutoff are
used to build a new, refined PWM; this process is repeated as long
as the score improves. Finally, in the postprocess phase, redun-
dancy is eliminated by removing every motif, for which there
exists a higher scoring motif, such that more than 5% of their
occurrences overlap. The final list of discovered motifs is then
compared with a database of known PWMs (TRANSFAC for TFs,
miRBase for miRNAs), and all similarities with PWM divergence
below 0.24 are reported. Additional statistics and information are
provided for each motif to assist the user in evaluating the results
(Supplemental Fig. 2). In the optional pairs analysis phase, Ama-
deus reports pairs of motifs that tend to co-occur within the same
cis-regulatory sequences.

Other important features we implemented in Amadeus in-
clude automatic removal of redundant sequences (to avoid biases
in the analysis due to families of paralogous genes with nearly-
identical cis-regulatory sequences) and bootstrapping (to correct
the reported P-values for multiple testing, by repeating the entire
analysis on randomly selected gene sets). By utilizing highly ef-
ficient data structures, designed to minimize running time and
memory consumption, Amadeus is able to check a huge number
of candidate motifs and analyze quickly whole-genome cis-
regulatory sequences. For more details, see Supplemental material.

Scores for evaluating motifs
Amadeus evaluates each candidate motif using one or several
model-independent score functions, chosen by the user. The P-
values computed for multiple score functions and/or target sets
are combined into a single P-value using the Z-transform (Whit-
lock 2005).

HG enrichment score
Let B and T (T⊆B) denote the BG and target sets, respectively, and
let b and t denote the subset of genes from the BG and target set,
respectively, that contain at least one occurrence of the motif
(hit, in short) in their cis-regulatory sequence. The HG enrich-
ment score computes the probability of observing at least |t| tar-
get sequences with a motif occurrence, under the null hypothesis
that the genes in the target set were drawn randomly, indepen-
dently, and without replacement from the BG set (Elkon et al.
2003):

HG score = HG tail � |B|,|T|,|b|,|t| � = �
i=|t|

min�|T|,|b|� � |b|

i �� |B| − |b|

|T | − i �
� |B|

|T |�
.
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Binned enrichment score
The genes are divided into n bins according to the GC-content
and length of their cis-regulatory sequences. Let Bi and Ti be the
BG and target set genes, respectively, in the ith bin, and denote
by bi the subset of genes from Bi whose sequence contains a hit.
The goal of this score is to account for cases where the fraction of
targets is uneven across bins. Suppose that targets within each
bin are selected uniformly. Then, in bin i the probability that a
selected gene will contain a hit (i.e., belong to bi) is |bi|/|Bi|. Since
the fraction of targets in bin i is |Ti|/|T|, it follows that the prob-
ability that a selected gene will contain a hit is

pm = �
i=1

n |Ti|
|T | �

|bi|
|Bi|

.

Assume now that |T| target genes are sampled with replacement
from B. Then, the probability for having at least |t| target genes
with a motif occurrence is given by the tail of the following
binomial distribution:

Binned score = Binomial tail � |T |,pm,|t| � = �
i=|t|

|T | � |T |

i �pm
i�1 − pm�|T |−i.

Note that this score does not use the number of targets that
contain a hit in each bin separately, but rather the total t.

Strand-bias score
The score uses a binomial test to measure the tendency of the
motif to occur in one of the strands more often than in the other.
A strong strand bias could, for example, indicate that the motif
has a post-transcriptional role, as it may be related to the gene’s
RNA.

Localization score
The score estimates whether the occurrences of the motif tend to
cluster at specific distances from the TSS. The hits are partitioned
into bins according to their location; for each bin, a binomial test
computes the overrepresentation of hits in that bin under the
null hypothesis that the hits are distributed randomly among the
bins (i.e., according to the total number of k-mers in each bin);
finally, the bin with the lowest P-value is chosen and its score is
Bonferroni corrected for multiple testing.

We implemented three variants of the localization score:
The “BG” and “Target” variants compute the localization of the
hits in the BG and target set, respectively (a motif may exhibit
localization across the entire genome, or only for target-set
genes); in order to account for global location-dependent biases
in the nucleotide composition, the “Target vs. BG” variant
checks whether the occurrences of the motif in the target-set
tend to localize given the distribution of their locations in the
rest of the genome. For a detailed explanation, see Supplemental
material.

Chromosomal-preference score
In order to test whether the motif is not distributed evenly
among the chromosomes, the enrichment of the motif in each
chromosome is evaluated using the HG distribution; the smallest
P-value is chosen and Bonferroni corrected for multiple testing.

Pairs of co-occurring motifs
In order to find pairs of cooperative TFs (or miRNAs), Amadeus
checks the co-occurrence rate of each pair of motifs by comput-
ing the following HG tail probability:

Pair score = HG tail � |T |, |t1|, |t2|, |t12| �,

where T is the target set; t1 and t2 are the subsets of target genes
that contain at least one occurrence of the first and second motif,
respectively; and t12 is the subset of target genes that contain hits
for both motifs. Applying an EM-like procedure similar to the
one used for single motifs, the PWMs comprising the pair of
motifs are tuned in order to optimize the co-occurrence score.
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ABSTRACT

A major goal of system biology is the characteriza-
tion of transcription factors and microRNAs
(miRNAs) and the transcriptional programs they reg-
ulate. We present Allegro, a method for de-novo dis-
covery of cis-regulatory transcriptional programs
through joint analysis of genome-wide expression
data and promoter or 3’ UTR sequences. The
algorithm uses a novel log-likelihood-based, non-
parametric model to describe the expression pat-
tern shared by a group of co-regulated genes. We
show that Allegro is more accurate and sensitive
than existing techniques, and can simultaneously
analyze multiple expression datasets with more
than 100 conditions. We apply Allegro on datasets
from several species and report on the transcrip-
tional modules it uncovers. Our analysis reveals
a novel motif over-represented in the promoters
of genes highly expressed in murine oocytes, and
several new motifs related to fly development.
Finally, using stem-cell expression profiles, we iden-
tify three miRNA families with pivotal roles in
human embryogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

One of the main challenges in molecular biology is
to understand the regulatory program that controls
mRNA levels. The key components of this program are
transcription factors (TFs), proteins that activate or
repress transcription of a gene by binding to short DNA
sequences, termed transcription factor binding sites
(TFBSs), which usually reside in the gene’s promoter.
The level of translated mRNA of a gene can also be
decreased post-transcriptionally, through annealing of
microRNAs (miRNAs) to the 30 UTR of the mRNA.
A key step in reverse engineering regulatory networks is
computational analysis of genome-wide measurements
of mRNA levels obtained from DNA microarray assays

in various environmental conditions, biological samples
and time-points (henceforth we use the term condition
to refer to each microarray assay). The purpose of this
analysis is to identify groups of genes that are co-regu-
lated, also termed transcriptional modules (TMs), and
to characterize their regulators. A two-step approach is
most commonly used [see examples in (1,2) and the
review in (3)]: In the first step, a clustering procedure is
executed to partition the genes into groups believed to be
co-regulated, based on expression profile similarity (4).
In the second step, a motif discovery tool is applied to
search for abundant sequence patterns in the promoters
(or 30 UTRs) of each group that may represent the binding
sites (BSs) of TFs (or miRNAs) that regulate the corre-
sponding genes.

Despite extensive research, motif discovery has had lim-
ited success due to the short and degenerate nature of BSs,
and the high levels of complexity of transcriptional net-
works, especially in metazoans. Since both the expression
profiles and the promoter sequences of the genes carry
information regarding their regulation, a methodology
that utilizes both sources of information may give better
results than the two-step approach. Several studies pro-
posed computational schemes for this parallel analysis.
Most of these algorithms use a unified probabilistic
model over both gene expression and sequence data, and
assume a Gaussian distribution of the expression values
(5–7). Additional examples are the algorithms Reduce (8)
and Motif Regressor (9), which search for motifs corre-
lated with a single condition using linear regression, and
assume that the number of BSs and their affinity are lin-
early correlated with the gene’s expression. The algorithm
DRIM (10) uses the hypergeometric (HG) score to com-
pute the enrichment of motif occurrences among the top-
ranked genes. However, it too is limited to a single
condition.

Here we present Allegro (A Log-Likelihood based
Engine for Gene expression Regulatory motifs Over-
representation discovery), a de-novo motif discovery plat-
form for simultaneously detecting gene sets with coherent
expression profiles and corresponding over-represented
sequence patterns. A graphic overview of the Allegro
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approach is presented in Figure 1. Unlike existing meth-
ods, which rely on statistical assumptions, Allegro uses a
novel non-parametric model called Condition Weight
Matrix (CWM) to describe the expression profile of a
group of co-regulated genes. We show that this model
represents the expression profiles of sets of co-regulated
genes more accurately than do commonly used expression
metrics and statistical distributions. Allegro builds upon a

motif discovery software platform we recently developed
called Amadeus (11). In brief, given a set of co-regulated
genes, Amadeus searches for motifs that are over-repre-
sented in their cis-regulatory sequences with respect to
(w.r.t.) the rest of the cis-regulatory sequences in the
genome or some other background (BG) set (see
Supplementary Data for additional information).
Allegro utilizes the efficient motif search engine of

Figure 1. Overview of the Allegro computational approach. Given a genome-wide expression matrix and cis-regulatory sequences (promoters or 30

UTRs), Allegro executes efficient algorithms and statistical analyses to search for transcriptional modules. A transcriptional module is a set of genes
sharing a sequence motif, modeled using a PWM, and a common expression profile described using a novel model called CWM. The CWM is
analogous to the PWM: it assigns a weight to each discrete expression level in each of the experimental conditions. Allegro uses a multi-phase motif
enumeration engine to generate candidate motifs. For each motif, it applies a cross-validation-like procedure to construct a CWM (Supplementary
Figure 2), such that there is a significantly large overlap between the targets of the motif (the set of genes whose cis-regulatory sequence has an
occurrence of the PWM, left arrows at the top) and the targets of the CWM (the genes whose expression levels match the CWM, right arrows). The
statistical significance of this overlap is evaluated using one of two enrichment scores: the HG score or the binned enrichment score, which accounts
for biases in the length and GC-content of the cis-regulatory sequences. The scores obtained by the motifs and their CWMs are iteratively modified
to improve the models and eventually converge to high-scoring transcriptional modules.
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Amadeus to enumerate a huge number of candidate motifs
and to converge to high-scoring ones. For each candidate
motif, Allegro fits a CWM to its putative targets using a
cross-validation-like procedure. In order to
ascertain whether the motif and the CWM are significantly
correlated, Allegro computes one of two enrichment
scores: the HG score or the binned enrichment score
(11). As we demonstrate, the latter is very useful in cases
where the expression profiles are correlated to the length
and GC-content of the cis-regulatory sequences. Such
expression-sequence dependencies are ignored by most
existing methods, leading to many false predictions.
To test the performance of our method and highlight its

unique features and advantages over existing approaches,
we applied Allegro on several large-scale datasets from
yeast, fly, mouse and human. In all cases, Allegro success-
fully recovered binding motifs of TFs and miRNAs that
are known to regulate the relevant processes, together with
their corresponding expression profiles. In addition, we
report on novel transcriptional modules discovered by
Allegro in datasets of human and murine tissues, and in
Drosophila tissues profiled during various stages of devel-
opment. For example, we discovered a novel motif that is
over-represented in the promoters of genes that are highly
induced in oocytes and fertilized eggs. Application of
Allegro to expression profiles of human stem cell lines
highlighted three miRNA families as key players in regu-
lation of cell fate in embryogenesis. The miRNA activities
predicted based on these findings are in good agreement
with evidence from recent miRNA expression studies.
A comparison of our results with those obtained by
several current methods for clustering and motif finding
indicates that Allegro is more sensitive and accurate. We
also demonstrate additional important advantages of our
approach, including joint analysis of multiple expression
datasets from several organisms, and accounting for cor-
relations between the expression levels of genes and the
length and GC-content of their cis-regulatory sequences.
We believe that Allegro introduces significant novel ideas
in computational motif finding and gene expression ana-
lysis. On the practical side, our software can serve as an
accurate, feature-rich, user-friendly tool for the biological
community.

METHODS

Genomic sequences and binding patterns

Promoter sequences (repeat- and coding-sequence-
masked) of human, mouse and fly, and 30 UTR sequences
(repeat-masked) of human were extracted from Ensembl
(12). Yeast promoters were downloaded from SGD (http://
www.yeastgenome.org). Motifs reported by Allegro were
compared to known binding patterns of TFs and miRNAs
taken from Transfac (13) and miRBase (http://microrna.
sanger.ac.uk/sequences), respectively. See Supplementary
Data for more details.

Gene expression datasets

The expression dataset for the yeast osmotic-stress
response was downloaded from the supplementary

material of (14). The values in the data are log2 of
the fold change w.r.t. wild-type (WT) grown on YPD
medium at standard osmolarity.

The human cell-cycle dataset was obtained from the sup-
porting web-site of (15) (http://genome-www.stanford.edu/
Human-CellCycle/HeLa). Expression values are log2 of the
fold change w.r.t. asynchronously grown HeLa cells.

Human and mouse tissue expression datasets were
downloaded from the GNF SymAtlas web-site (http://
symatlas.gnf.org/SymAtlas, version 1.2.4, gcRMA-ana-
lzyed) (16). We applied quantile normalization (17), as
implemented in Expander (18), in order to rescale the
expression values in each tissue to a common distribution.
We then normalized the values of each gene by computing
the log2 of the fold change w.r.t. the gene’s average expres-
sion value.

The human stem cells dataset is the stem cell matrix
described in (19) (GEO accession number GSE11508).
After averaging technical replicates, this dataset contains
124 samples. The full list of cell types used appears in
Supplementary Table V. The expression pattern of each
gene was normalized to mean 0 and SD 1.

The datasets analyzed in this study are summarized in
Supplementary Table I. See Supplementary Data for addi-
tional details.

CWM for a motif target set

Denote by B the set of genes in the expression data, and
let eg(1), . . . , eg(m) denote the discrete expression levels
(DELs) of gene g2B (81� j�m, eg(j) 2 {e1, . . . , el}). The
background condition frequency matrix (CFM), R = {ri,j},
holds the frequencies of the DELs in each condition across
all genes: ri,j = |{g2B | eg(j)= ei}|/|B|. For a candidate
motif M, denote by T its target set, i.e. the group of genes
whose cis-regulatory sequences contain an occurrence of
M. As described in the Results section, Allegro samples a
training set S from T, and constructs a CFM F={ fi, j}
based on the DELs of the genes in S: fi,j=|{g 2 S |
eg(j)= ei}|/|S|. The training-set sampling procedure is
described in the Supplementary Data. Allegro then calcu-
lates the CWM, which contains the log-ratios between
F and R:

81 � i � l,1 � j � m CWMði, jÞ ¼ log
fi, j
ri, j

� �

Allegro uses the CWM to compute the log-likelihood ratio
(LLR) score of every gene, as explained below.

LLR score computation

Given the background CFM, R={ri,j}, and a CFM,
F={fi,j}, learnt from the target set of a candidate motif,
Allegro computes the LLR score of all the genes, as
described in the Results section. The naı̈ve computation
takes O(|B|�|C|) time, where B is the set of genes and C is
the set of conditions. Different genes may share the same
discrete pattern, so the time complexity can be improved
to O(|P|�|C|), where P is the set of distinct discrete expres-
sion patterns observed in the dataset. For example, in
the tissues dataset (16) there are 14 698 human genes
but only 2112 distinct expression patterns, so the above
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observation gives a 7-fold speedup in this case. Another
running time improvement is achieved by reducing the
average number of operations per discrete pattern in the
LLR computation, as follows. In a preprocessing proce-
dure we build a complete weighted graph, GP, in which the
nodes correspond to the patterns in P, and the weight of
an edge is the Hamming distance between the two corre-
sponding patterns. We then find a minimum spanning tree
(MST) of GP, denoted TP. In order to compute the LLR
score of all the patterns in P, we scan TP in preorder, and
use the LLR score of each pattern as a basis for computing
the scores of its child nodes. Formally, let v=(ev(1), . . . ,
ev(|C|)) be a discrete expression pattern. If v is the root of
TP, the LLR is calculated naı̈vely, as described in the
Results. Otherwise, let u=(eu(1), . . . , eu(|C|)) be the parent
of v in TP, then:

LLPðvÞ ¼ LLRðuÞ þ
X
j2Duv

log
fvð j Þ, j
rvð j Þ, j

� �
� log

fuð j Þ, j
ruð j Þ, j

� �� �

where Duv is the set of conditions, in which the DELs in u
and v differ (|Duv| is the Hamming distance between u and
v). Note that since TP is scanned in preorder, LLR(u) is
calculated before LLR(v), as required. In preprocess, we
compute a table that contains the value log(fi,j/
ri,j)� log(fk,j/rk,j) for every pair of DELs, ei and ek, and
every condition cj. Using this table, LLR(v) can be calcu-
lated given LLR(u) in time c�|Duv|, where, c is a very small
constant. Thus, the total time complexity of computing
the LLR score of all patterns is O(|P|�d+|C|), where d
is the average Hamming distance in the MST (the second
summand, |C|, is the time for the LLR computation of the
root). In the human tissues dataset mentioned above, there
are 79 tissues, but the average distance in TP is only 1.31.
Thus, using the MST gives a further 59-fold time
improvement.

Enrichment scores

For each candidate motif, we use a subset S of its target
genes (S�T) as a training set for learning a CWM, as
described in the Results section. The set of all other
genes in the expression data, denoted Bs (Bs=B\S), is
used for evaluating the fit between the CWM and the
motif, as follows. Let W (W�Bs) be the set of genes,
whose expression pattern obtained an LLR score higher
than the current CWM cutoff (Allegro tries several cut-
offs), excluding the training-set genes. Denote by b and w
the subset of genes from Bs and from W, respectively, that
contain at least one occurrence of the motif in their cis-
regulatory sequence, i.e. b=Bs\T and w=W\T.
Allegro computes one of two supported enrichment
scores, as specified by the user, to assess whether
the motif is over-represented in W, i.e. whether w is
significantly larger than expected, given Bs, W and b.
The first score, called the HG enrichment score,
uses the HG tail distribution to compute the probability
of observing at least |w| sequences in W with a motif
hit, under the null hypothesis that the genes in W were

drawn randomly, independently and without replacement
from Bs:

HG score¼HGtailðjBsj; jWj; jbj;jwjÞ¼
XminðjWj;jbjÞ

i¼jwj

jbj
i

� �
jBsj�jbj
jWj�i

� �
jBsj

jWj

� �

The second score, called the binned enrichment score,
accounts for cases where the expression values are corre-
lated with the length or GC-content of the cis-regulatory
sequences. In short, the genes are divided into bins accord-
ing to the length and GC-content of their cis-regulatory
sequence. The counts of the number of genes in each bin
that passed the LLR cutoff and the number of genes with
a hit in their sequence are used in order to estimate the
overall enrichment. For exact details, see (11).

Clustering and motif-finding tools

K-means (20) and CLICK (21) were executed using the
Expander gene expression analysis software (18). K-means
was run twice—with k=10, and with k=20. CLICK was
run with the ‘homogeneity’ parameter set to 0.3. Two
motif-finding tools, Weeder and Amadeus, were applied
on all clusters found by K-means and CLICK, excluding
huge clusters with more than 900 genes. Weeder (v1.3) was
executed with the ‘medium T100 S’ parameters and using
the BG model files supplied with the software (22).
Amadeus (v1.0) was run with its default settings (11).

GO functional analysis

For each motif discovered by Allegro in the tissues data-
sets, we ran the TANGO algorithm via the Expander soft-
ware (18) to test whether the CWM targets of the motif
are enriched for Gene Ontology biological process terms.
TANGO performs a bootstrapping procedure to correct
the enrichment p-values for multiple testing and account
for the large overlaps between related GO terms. All
results reported here obtained a p-value less than 10�9

and a corrected p-value less than 10�3.

RESULTS

We developed a novel method, called Allegro, for simul-
taneous de novo discovery of regulatory sequence motifs
and the expression profiles they induce in one or more
genome-wide gene expression datasets. Given a candidate
motif, Allegro learns an expression model that describes
the shared expression profile of the genes, whose cis-regu-
latory sequence contains the motif. It then computes a p-
value for the over-representation of the motif within the
cis-regulatory sequences of the genes that best fit the
expression profile. We implemented Allegro and inte-
grated it with our Amadeus motif discovery platform.
Amadeus executes a series of refinement phases to con-
verge to high-scoring motifs. Each phase receives as
input a list of candidate motifs, applies an algorithm for
refining the list, and produces a set of improved candidates
that constitute the starting point for the next phase. The
output of Amadeus is a non-redundant list of top-scoring
motifs, modeled using position weight matrices (PWMs).
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Additional scoring functions and features available in
Amadeus are described in (11). In the current study,
motifs in each phase are evaluated using Allegro.
Thus, the motifs reported by the algorithm are those
that possess the highest correlation to the expression
data in terms of the aforementioned p-value.
In the following sections we introduce the expression

model used by Allegro and demonstrate its advantages
over commonly used approaches. We then describe the
algorithm Allegro applies to ascribe a p-value for a
given motif. Finally, we present results of applying
Allegro to several large-scale expression datasets repre-
senting a diverse set of biological systems and species,
and compare them to those obtained by existing tools.

Modeling the expression profile of co-regulated genes

We developed a new method for modeling the expression
profile shared by a group of co-regulated genes. Unlike
existing approaches, it does not make complex statistical
assumptions about the distribution of the expression
values in each condition. Furthermore, unlike expression
similarity measures employed by clustering techniques,
our model is robust against extreme values and can
describe profiles that differ across a very small number
of conditions. The model is analogous to the PWM
model for sequence motifs (23,24), with DNA bases sub-
stituted here by discrete expression levels, and the posi-
tions along the motif replaced by the experimental
conditions.
Given continuous expression values, Allegro first trans-

forms them into discrete expression levels (DELs, in short):
e1, e2, . . . , el. The number of expression levels (l) and the
range of values that define each one are set by the user.
For example, if the expression values are given in log2
ratios w.r.t. some base condition, then one may use
three DELs, as illustrated in Supplementary Figure 1:
Expression values above 1.0 are replaced by e1 (or ‘U’,
for ‘Up-regulated’), values between �1.0 and 1.0 are
replaced by e2 (or ‘S’, for ‘Similar to base condition’)
and values below �1.0 are replaced by e3 (or ‘D’, for
‘Down-regulated’). The DELs may also be defined using
percentiles rather than cutoffs.
Let c1, c2, . . . , cm be the set of m conditions in the given

expression matrix. The expression model assigns to each
condition a discrete probability distribution. Define an l x
m matrix, called condition frequency matrix (CFM), in
which column j holds the distribution of the DELs in con-
dition cj according to the model. Hence, the value in row i
and column j is the probability of generating expression
level ei in condition cj (Supplementary Figure 1). The
background CFM, R= {ri,j}, is computed from the
observed DELs of all given genes; i.e. ri,j is the BG fre-
quency of expression level ei in condition cj (see Methods
section).
Given another CFM F={fi,j}, which models the

expression levels of a transcriptional module T, we
would like to assign to each gene a score that quantifies
its similarity to F. To this end, we use the standard like-
lihood ratio approach, as follows. Let eg(j) (1� j�m)
denote the DEL of gene g in condition cj. The LLR

score of g is the logarithm of the ratio between the prob-
ability of observing these expression levels under the
assumption that gene g belongs to T, and the probability
of observing them under the null hypothesis:

LLRðexpression of gene gÞ ¼
Xm
j¼1

log
fgð j Þ, j

rgð j Þ; j

� �

The l�m matrix whose entries are log(fi,j/ri,j) is called the
CWM. The CWM can be used to classify genes as belong-
ing to the transcriptional module T in the standard way:
for a given threshold h, a gene is considered to belong to T
if its LLR score is above h. In a sense, the CWM repre-
sents an expression motif similarly to the standard
sequence motif representation using a PWM. In the next
section we explain how the CWM and the threshold h are
computed for a putative transcriptional module.

We tested how well the CWM model identifies the
expression profile of known transcriptional modules, and
compared its performance to that of popular expression
metrics: Pearson correlation, Spearman’s rank correlation,
and Euclidean distance (4). The results show that in most
cases (16 out of 18) our model describes the expression
profile of TMs more accurately than existing approaches
(Supplementary Table II). The experimental procedure
and results are detailed in the Supplementary Data.

Learning the expression profile induced by a motif

For each candidate motif, Allegro tries to learn a CWM
that describes the expression of (some of) its targets. If the
motif represents BSs of a TF that is active in the measured
conditions, Allegro will likely find a CWM that is charac-
teristic of the motif’s targets; otherwise, the expression
values of the target genes are expected to behave like the
BG distribution, and no such CWM will be found. Let T
denote the set of genes whose cis-regulatory sequences
contain at least one occurrence, or hit, of the motif M.
Allegro finds a CWM that models the expression profile of
T by executing a cross-validation-like procedure, illu-
strated in Supplementary Figure 2. First, it samples a
training set from T and generates a CFM F based on
the frequencies of DELs in that training set. A CWM is
computed from F and from the background CFM, as
explained earlier (see Methods section). Then, for all
genes excluding those in the training set, it computes the
LLR score described above. In order to ascertain that the
motif M is over-represented in the genes with a high LLR
score (i.e. genes whose expression is more similar to the
profile represented by F than to the background CFM),
Allegro computes one of two enrichment scores developed
in Amadeus: the HG score and the binned enrichment
score. The latter accounts for biases in the length and
nucleotide composition of the regulatory sequences (see
Methods section). Note that the training-set genes are
ignored when computing the enrichment score in order
to avoid over-fitting. The enrichment score is computed
for several LLR cutoffs and the best one is chosen and
Bonferroni-corrected for multiple testing. Allegro repeats
this process for several training sets, which are sampled in
a judicious procedure that takes into account both the
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expression and sequence data (see Supplementary Data).
Finally, Allegro chooses the CWM that yielded the best
enrichment score, and this score is set as the p-value of the
motif. We use the term CWM targets to refer to the genes
that passed the LLR cutoff of the top-scoring CWM. For
an arbitrary motif, only a relatively small fraction of the
CWM targets are also targets of the motif (i.e. contain a
hit for the PWM in their cis-regulatory sequence),
whereas, for a biologically relevant motif, the overlap
between the set of its PWM targets and the set of its
CWM targets is significantly large (in the sense of the
enrichment score).

As described earlier, Allegro examines a large number
of candidate motifs in a series of refinement phases. The
motifs in each phase are ranked according to the above
enrichment score. We implemented sophisticated data-
structures and algorithms in order to speed-up the
CWM learning procedure (see Methods section). The
output of the Allegro algorithm is a list of transcriptional
modules, each one comprised of a sequence motif (PWM)
and an expression profile (CWM) that are highly corre-
lated in terms of the genes they match.

Test case: human cell cycle

Whitfield et al. studied cell-cycle regulation using cDNA
microarrays that measured gene expression profiles of
HeLa cells over five time courses (15). In each time
course, the cells were synchronized to the same cell-cycle
phase by one of three different methods. In order to iden-
tify cell-cycle genes and the phases in which they are active,
Whitfield et al. quantified the periodicity of the expression
levels of each gene using Fourier transform, and compared
it to that of known cell-cycle genes. Several studies utilized
their findings to analyze the transcriptional programs
underlying the cell-cycle phases (25–28).

In order to test the ability of our method to uncover
transcriptional modules ab initio from a large mammalian
dataset, we applied it to the cell-cycle data of Whitfield
et al. The input to Allegro consisted of expression values
across 111 time points and of 1200 bps-long promoter
sequences of �15 000 genes. Consistent with biological
knowledge and previous studies, the three top-scoring
motifs found by Allegro are the BS patterns of E2F and
NF-Y (CCAAT-box), and the motif termed CHR (cell-
cycle genes homology region), whose binding protein is
yet to be discovered (29) (see Supplementary Data for
information on how the motifs are matched to known
BS patterns). As shown in Figure 2, the expression
of the CWM targets of E2F peaks in the G1/S phase,
whereas genes associated with NF-Y and CHR are
active in the G2 and M phases. Importantly, these
results were obtained by analyzing the expression and
sequence data alone, without using any prior knowledge
on periodicity of human cell-cycle or on known phase-
specific genes.

An additional test case on expression data of the
innate immune response in mouse is described in the
Supplementary Data.

Comparison to the two-step approach: yeast HOG pathway

The Saccharomyces cerevisiae high osmolarity glycerol
(HOG) pathway is required for osmoadaptation. It con-
tains two branches that activate the protein Hog1 via
Pbs2, one containing Ssk1 and the other containing
Sho1 and Ste11. O’Rourke et al. characterized the roles
of Hog1, Pbs2, Ssk1, Sho1 and Ste11 in response to ele-
vated osmolarity using whole-genome expression profiling
(14). The expression data contain osmotic shock profiles
of the WT strain, and of mutant strains in which compo-
nents of the HOG pathway were knocked-out. The pro-
files were monitored at different levels of hyper-osmolarity
at several time points. In addition, the transcriptional
response of the WT strain to the mating pheromone
a-factor was measured at four time points. Overall, the
dataset consists of expression values of 5758 genes in
133 conditions.
The seven top-scoring motifs reported by Allegro for

this dataset are the RRPE, PAC and STRE (stress
response element) motifs, and the BS patterns of Rap1,
MBF, Ste12 and Sko1 (Figure 3). Remarkably, all seven
motifs are related to osmotic shock (30–33). For example,
Msn2 and Msn4 mediate a general stress response through
binding to STRE (31,34), and they are also controlled by
Hog1 (33). Indeed, the CWM targets of STRE are up-
regulated in the time series of exposure to high osmolarity.
Another example, which provides further evidence of the
sensitivity of our approach, is Sko1, one of the main TFs
that control the specific response to hyper-osmolarity (33).
Under normal conditions, Sko1 recruits the general
repressor complex Tup1–Ssn6 and together they act to
repress their target genes. After osmotic shock, Hog1
phosphorylates Sko1, resulting in decreased affinity for
Tup1, and Sko1 then activates transcription by an
unknown mechanism. Reassuringly, Allegro uncovered
the Sko1 binding motif, and its CWM targets are consid-
erably up-regulated in response to high osmolarity only in
strains in which Hog1 and Pbs2 were not knocked out. See
Supplementary Data for additional analysis of the results.
We applied the standard two-step approach to the

HOG dataset to check whether the transcriptional mod-
ules discovered by Allegro can also be found using existing
techniques. We first performed clustering using three
methods—k-means with k= 10 and k=20 (20), and the
CLICK algorithm (21), which resulted in 38 clusters. Four
of these clusters were huge (>900 genes, i.e. >20% of the
entire gene set) and did not exhibit an interesting expres-
sion profile, so we ignored them. We then executed two
motif finding tools on each of the 34 remaining clusters:
Weeder (22), which out-performed 13 other tools in a
large-scale assessment (35), and Amadeus, our recently
published software (11). Following (11,35), from each
such execution we examined the two top-scoring motifs
reported by the motif finder. We thus examined a total
of 68 motifs discovered by the clustering and motif-finding
pipeline. As listed in Table 1, out of the seven motifs
Allegro discovered, only four were found by the two-
step approach—RRPE, PAC, MBF and STRE. We also
applied the clustering and motif-finding tools developed
by Slonim et al., Iclust (36) and FIRE (37). Again, only
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four out of the seven motifs Allegro recovered were
reported by FIRE. Specifically, the BS motifs of Sko1
and Ste12 were found by Allegro but not by any other
method.
We could not compare Allegro to other published meth-

ods that infer motifs by simultaneous analysis of sequence
and expression data (5–7), either because they are not
publicly available or we could not execute them and
obtain reasonable results.

Analysis of multiple datasets: tissue-specific regulators

A unique feature of Allegro is simultaneous analysis of
multiple datasets from one or more species. Given several
expression matrices and corresponding sequence data,
Allegro explores the motif search space as described
above. For each candidate motif, it computes its enrich-
ment score in each of the datasets separately; i.e. it finds a
CWM whose top-scoring genes have a significantly large

Figure 2. Results of Allegro on the human cell cycle dataset (15). (A) Screenshot of Allegro. The left panel presents the input parameters: organism,
expression data file, scores, etc. The top-scoring motifs discovered by Allegro are shown in the output panel on the right. Additional information is
displayed for each motif, such as the average expression profile of the CWM targets that contain a hit of the motif, statistics on the number of hits
and their locations, similar binding patterns from Transfac or miRBase, and more. Here, the three top-scoring motifs reported by Allegro represent
the BS patterns of key regulators of the human cell cycle: E2F, CHR (whose binding TF is unknown), and NF-Y (not shown). (B) Expression
profiles of the five CWM targets with the highest LLR score of the three motifs found by Allegro. High and low expression values w.r.t. time 0 are
colored in red and green, respectively. The purple bars represent S phase and the blue vertical lines indicate mitoses, as reported in (15). In agreement
with biological knowledge and previous computational analyses (25–28,50), E2F induces genes mainly in the G1/S phase, whereas CHR and NF-Y
are highly specific to the G2 and G2/M phases.
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overlap with the genes that contain the motif in their cis-
regulatory sequence. Allegro then combines these scores
into a single p-value using the Z-transform (38).

We tested this feature on the human and mouse gene
atlas (16) in search of tissue-specific regulators. Given the
expression levels of �15 000 human and mouse genes
across 79 human tissues and 61 mouse tissues, Allegro
found known and novel motifs. The main results are sum-
marized in Table 2. The motifs reported by Allegro are
non-redundant: for every pair of reported motifs—M1 and
M2—no more than 5% of their hits overlap, i.e. �95% of
the occurrences of M1 do not overlap any occurrence of
M2, and vice versa. Thus, each reported motif is likely to
represent a biologically distinct binding pattern.

The top-scoring motif is the binding pattern of CREB/
ATF, and its target genes are up-regulated in testis tissues

(Supplementary Figure 3). Indeed, CREB is known to
activate transcription of genes essential for proper germ
cell differentiation (39), and its disruption in mice severely
impairs spermatogenesis (40,41). Allegro reported four
additional testis-specific motifs: RFX, MYB and two
novel motifs (motifs 2–5 in Table 2). Members of the
RFX and MYB families are expressed at high levels in
the testis (42–46). Interestingly, all three known testis-
related TF families—CREB, RFX and MYB—have
testis-specific gene products (42,46,47). We performed
functional analysis on the sets of CWM targets of the
motifs found by Allegro in order to identify GO terms
over-represented in these sets (see Methods section).
Reassuringly, the CWM targets of all five testis-related
motifs in both species are highly enriched for
spermatogenesis.

Figure 3. Results of Allegro on the yeast HOG pathway expression dataset (14). Allegro finds the motifs PAC, RRPE, STRE and the binding
patterns of Rap1, MBF, Ste12 and Sko1. Each motif is presented together with the average expression profile (	1 SD) of its CWM targets which
contain a hit for the motif in their promoter. The titles above the expression series indicate the yeast strain the expression was sampled from: WT,
and knockout strains [indicated by the name(s) of the gene(s) that were knocked-out]. The concentrations of KCL and sorbitol are given in molar
units.

Table 1. Results of Allegro and existing tools on the yeast HOG MAPK dataset (14)

Biological process Motif/TF Reference K-means/CLICK Iclust Allegro

Amadeus/Weeder FIRE

General stress response RRPE (31,72) + + +
PAC (31,72) + + +
Rap1 (31) � + +

HOG and pheromone response pathways Sko1 (32,33) � � +
Ste12 (30,33) � � +
MBF (33,73,74) + � +
Smp1 (32) � � �

Skn7 (32) � � �

General stress response and HOG pathway STRE (31–33) + + +

There are nine TFs and motifs known to be involved in the regulation of genes in the studied conditions. In a single execution, Allegro successfully
recovered seven of these binding patterns as the seven top-scoring motifs. In contrast, only four motifs were discovered when the two-step approach
was applied using various combinations of existing clustering and motif discovery tools.
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Additional known TF-tissue associations recovered by
Allegro include MEF2, whose target genes are induced in
heart, skeletal muscle and tongue (48) (Supplementary
Figure 4); HNF1 and HNF4, which induce genes in
liver, and, to a lesser extent, in kidney, pancreas and intes-
tine (49) (Supplementary Figure 5); and the cell-cycle reg-
ulators E2F, NF-Y and NRF1, whose targets are up-
regulated in various types of proliferating cells
(25,27,50,51). We also found four motifs whose targets
are up-regulated in the epidermis and related tissues,
such as tongue and digits: the AP1/FOS-binding pattern,
T-box, TATA and a novel motif (motifs 14–17 in Table 2).
There is evidence of the involvement of FOS and TBP
(TATA binding protein) in the regulation of keratinocyte
proliferation (52,53).
Allegro discovered a novel motif whose target genes are

highly induced in murine oocytes (motif #18 in Table 2,

see also Supplementary Figure 6). Oocytes are not among
the tested tissues in human, so we do not know whether
this enrichment is conserved. A partial list of the putative
targets of the motif is given in Supplementary Table III.

To further test the ability of Allegro to simultaneously
analyze multiple expression datasets, we applied it on
three datasets that recorded expression levels of fly
(Drosophila melanogaster) genes during various develop-
mental stages (54–56) (see Supplementary Data). Allegro
discovered known and novel motifs associated with vari-
ous developmental profiles. The 20 top-scoring motifs are
listed in Supplementary Table IV. Of note, this list
includes the top seven core promoter motifs found by
Ohler (57), indicating that core promoter cis-regulatory
elements play an important role in fly development.
Another interesting example is the TAGteam motif,
which was recently identified and shown experimentally

Table 2. Main results of Allegro for the combined analysis of the human and mouse tissue gene atlas datasets (16)

Logo TF/motif p-value Tissues Gene Ontology (BP; CC)

1 CREB/ATF 10–32 Testis: Testis, testis germ cell,
testis interstitial, testis Leydig
cell, testis seminiferous tubule

Spermato-genesis; Flagellum

2 RFX 10–24

3 – 10–23

4 MYB 10–21

5 – 10–15

6 MEF2 10–29 Muscle: Heart, skeletal muscle,
tongue

Muscle contraction; Myofibril

7 ETS/ELF 10–27 Immune system: Peripheral blood
cells, B/T-cells, lymphnode,
BM myeloid, thymus

Immune response; Plasma
membrane

8 IRF 10–15

9 E2F 10–23 Proliferating cells: Oocyte,
embryo, bone marrow, thymus,
lymphoblasts, cancers

Cell cycle, DNA replication;
Chromosome

10 NF-Y 10–13

11 NRF1 10–14

12 HNF1 10–22 Digestive tract: Liver, kidney,
pancreas, intestine

Metabolism (carboxylic acid, lipid,
amine, . . . ); Mitochondrion

13 HNF4 10–21

14 – 10–18 Keratinocytes: Epidermis,
tongue, digits

Epidermis development,
keratinization; Intermediate
filament cytoskeleton

15 AP1/FOS 10–16

16 T-box 10–15

17 TATA 10–14

18
 – 10–14 Oocyte: Oocyte, fertilized egg Cell cycle; Nucleus

The table lists all motifs with p-value � 10�15 (combined score for human and mouse datasets), as well as several motifs with high similarity to
known binding patterns (TATA, Nrf-1 and NF-Y). Three of the motifs are apparently novel. In addition, a novel motif that obtained a significant
p-value (10�14) only in the mouse dataset is listed. Similar known binding patterns from the Transfac database are shown in the ‘TF/Motif’ column.
The ‘Tissues’ column lists the tissues in which the target genes of each motif are up-regulated. Some tissues were sampled in only one of the two
organisms. The ‘Gene Ontology’ column specifies the most enriched biological process (BP) and cellular component (CC) GO terms in the CWM
targets of each motif.

p-value, tissues and GO terms for motif #18 are based only on the mouse dataset; oocyte and fertilized egg were not sampled in human.
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to induce early zygotic genes (58,59). Allegro recovered
this motif and the expression profile it induces
(Supplementary Figure 7).

3’UTR analysis: human stem cells

Stem cells, and in particular embryonic stem cells (ESCs),
have a unique ability to differentiate into diverse cell types.
This multipotency (or pluripotency in case of ESCs) is
maintained by a variety of epigenetic mechanisms, includ-
ing DNA methylation, chromatin modifications and
miRNAs (60). Analysis of sequence motifs in 30 UTRs
of genes up- or down-regulated in various types of stem
cells carries the promise of identifying key miRNAs main-
taining the stem cell differentiation capabilities. Mueller
et al. (19) profiled gene expression in 124 cell samples,
including a variety of stem cells. The analysis of 30 UTR
motifs in this large dataset is hindered by biases in 30 UTR
length and base composition (Supplementary Table V).
For example, proliferating cells, such as ESCs, are
known to express genes with 30 UTRs that are much

shorter than those of genes expressed in other cell types
(61). In contrast, genes specific to the nervous system are
known to have particularly long UTRs (62). This leads to
an almost 2-fold difference in 30 UTR length between
genes up-regulated in undifferentiated ESCs and genes
up-regulated in fetal neural stem cells (NSCs)
(Supplementary Figure 8).
We applied Allegro to search for enriched motifs in the

30 UTRs of the Mueller et al. dataset. Due to the biases
mentioned above, we used the binned enrichment score to
compute the over-representation of each candidate motif
in the set of CWM targets fitted to it. The results are
presented in Figure 4. The top-scoring motif (GCACTT)
is the reverse complement of the hexamer AAGTGC,
which appears in the seed sequences of several miRNA
families (mir-17, mir-302, mir-290 and mir-515), all of
which are among the most highly expressed miRNAs in
human and mouse ESCs (63,64). Indeed, genes reported
by Allegro as putative targets of these miRNA families are
evidently down-regulated in human ESCs compared to

Figure 4. The top three 30 UTR motifs identified in the stem cells dataset (19). On the left, the motif p-value and logo are presented along with the
first 11 bases (starting from the 50 base of the mature microRNA) of miRNAs with a seed that matches the reverse complement of the motif. For the
first motif, only one miRNA from each of the four matching miRNA families is presented. For each motif, the graph on the right shows the average
expression values (in log2 scale) of the corresponding CWM targets that contain a hit for the motif. Each bar represents the average expression level
in one of the cell types (ESCs/NSCs/MSCs—embryonic/neural/mesenchymal stem cells; ‘Undiff.’—Undifferentiated, ‘diff.’—differentiated, ‘Terato.’—
Teratocarcinoma; see also Supplementary Table V; the full expression profile of targets of motif 1 in all 124 samples is shown in Supplementary
Figure 9). The graph also shows the expression levels (in log2 scale) of the matching miRNA(s): mir-302 for motif 1 (average expression over all mir-
302 family members), mir-124 for motif 2 and mir-9 for motif 3. miRNA expression levels are presented only for the cell types profiled in (63).
Evidently, the expression profiles of the motif targets and those of the matching miRNAs are anti-correlated, increasing our confidence that the
discovered motifs represent miRNAs that are active in the relevant cells.
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other cell types (Figure 4). Interestingly, as shown in
Supplementary Figure 9, these genes are also down-regu-
lated in a subset of NSCs, which were differentiated from
ESCs or from teratocarcinoma, indicating that it is possi-
ble that the expression of these miRNA families is not
down-regulated immediately upon differentiation.
The second most significant motif reported by Allegro is

GTGCCTT, which corresponds to the seeds of mir-506
and mir-124a. Inspection of the expression pattern of the
CWM targets (Figure 4) shows that genes carrying this
motif are generally down-regulated in less differentiated
cells (ESCs, NSCs, embryoid bodies and teratocarcinoma)
compared to more differentiated ones [mesenchymal stem
cells (MSCs), fibroblasts and astrocytes]. Mir-506 did not
show any differential expression between ESCs, NSCs and
differentiated cells (63), and was not detected in any tissue
in a recent comprehensive sequencing effort (62); thus, it is
not likely to be the regulator of this gene set. Mir-124a is
known to be abundant and functional in the neural cell
lineage (65), and is up-regulated in NSCs compared to
MSCs and fibroblasts (63). However, it is also up-regu-
lated in NSCs compared to ESCs (63), while the expres-
sion levels of the CWM targets do not appear to differ
between these two cell types. It is possible, therefore,
that the regulation of the CWM targets is carried out by
mir-124a alongside other regulatory mechanisms that may
or may not involve miRNAs.
The third motif reported by Allegro (ACCAAAG)

matches the seed of mir-9. The expression pattern of its
targets shows down-regulation in NSCs compared to dif-
ferentiated cells, with intermediate levels in ESCs and in
teratocarcinoma. Mir-9 is expressed specifically in the
neural lineage (62,63) and is known to have an active
role in neurogenesis (66).
Neither the standard two-step approach (clustering with

k-means or CLICK, followed by motif finding using
Weeder or Amadeus), nor Allegro with the HG enrich-
ment score, recovered the above three motifs. This empha-
sizes the importance of accounting for sequence biases
when conducting cis-regulatory motif finding.

DISCUSSION

In this work we present Allegro, a software platform that
analyzes genomic sequences and expression datasets to
infer transcriptional modules—groups of genes that are
co-expressed along all or some of the experimental condi-
tions and share an enriched regulatory motif in their pro-
moters or 30 UTRs. This single-step methodology, which
infers transcriptional modules by simultaneously analyz-
ing the sequence and expression data, utilizes all available
information throughout the entire analysis, giving it a
clear advantage over the standard two-step approach.
Allegro employs a powerful motif enumeration engine
and our CWM model to discover sequence motifs and
their associated expression profiles without relying on
pre-defined types of distribution to model the sequence
and expression data. Unlike the vast majority of motif-
finding tools, Allegro does not rely on pre-computed
k-mer counts to construct a sequence model; and, unlike

most clustering metrics and existing algorithms for com-
bined sequence-expression analysis, it does not assume a
Gaussian distribution of the expression values. Instead,
Allegro utilizes the cis-regulatory sequences and expres-
sion values of all the analyzed genes (typically, the entire
genome) as a reference set against which to evaluate the
statistical significance of the overlap between each
sequence motif and the expression profile fitted to its
targets.

Another major contribution of the current study is the
CWM, a novel non-parametric model for describing the
common expression profile of a group of co-regulated
genes. The model gives a likelihood ratio to the group
using discrete expression levels. It makes no assumptions
about the type of distribution of the expression values,
and is robust against extreme values. Unlike similarity
metrics, a CWM can describe an expression profile that
differs from the background expression levels across a very
small number of conditions (even a single condition), and
can, in effect, assign a different weight (i.e. contribution)
to each condition. Furthermore, a CWM can model more
complex transcriptional patterns than existing methods.
For example, it can describe the effect of a TF that
activates some genes and suppresses others in the same
conditions [e.g. Oct4 and Nanog (67)]. As we demon-
strated for experimentally derived TF target sets and
for functionally related annotated groups of genes, the
CWM captures their distinct expression profiles more
accurately than commonly used metrics (Supplementary
Table II). A detailed discussion on the shortcomings of
existing expression similarity measures is given in the
Supplementary Data. While in this study we used the
CWM in the context of motif finding, it can be applied
in other gene expression analysis tasks, such as functional
analysis (i.e. identifying GO terms whose genes exhibit a
distinct expression profile).

We applied Allegro to several large-scale gene expres-
sion datasets in human, mouse, fly and yeast. Our results
indicate that in a single run, and without any prior knowl-
edge of known binding patterns or the characteristics of
the transcriptional modules (e.g. the number of modules,
their size and the overlap between them), Allegro success-
fully recovers the correct TF/miRNA motifs and reports
them as the top-scoring motifs. The transcriptional mod-
ules found by Allegro are highly heterogeneous in terms of
their expression profiles. For example, the cell-cycle reg-
ulators induce very subtle and noisy cyclic patterns in the
human cell cycle dataset. The yeast HOG pathway data-
set, on the other hand, consists of diverse time-series
experiments, and, accordingly, the relevant TFs induce
distinct complex expression profiles, some of which differ
from the BG distribution in only a small fraction of the
conditions.

One of the unique features of Allegro is joint analysis of
multiple expression datasets. Unlike some comparative
analysis techniques, Allegro does not search for conserved
motifs within aligned promoter sequences, since the con-
servation of TFBSs is, in many cases, very limited across
species (68–70). Instead, for each candidate motif it exam-
ines, Allegro utilizes the information from all supplied
datasets by combining the scores the motif attained on
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them into a single p-value, thus improving the accuracy of
the analysis. We demonstrated this feature on the human
and mouse tissues datasets (16), in which Allegro found 18
distinct motifs in various tissue types (Table 2). Notably,
some of the tissue-specific motifs obtained borderline p-
values in one or both species. Many of these motifs were
not reported by Allegro when it was applied on each data-
set separately (data not shown), underscoring the impor-
tance of combined analysis of multiple datasets for
increased sensitivity. For example, E2F received a
p-value of 4� 10�11 in the human data, which is within
the range of random scores given the huge number of
candidate motifs considered by the algorithm; the com-
bined human–mouse p-value of 10�23 is statistically sig-
nificant. Perhaps this, together with the binned score, is
why other methods failed to recover some of the well-
known TF-tissue associations. Two cases in point:
Elemento et al. applied their Iclust and FIRE tools on
the human and mouse datasets separately, and did not
discover CREB/ATF, RFX, MEF2, IRF, HNF1 and
HNF4 (37). When Xie et al. searched for conserved pro-
moter elements and tested whether they were tissue-speci-
fic (71), they failed to find many of the known TF-tissue
associations such as HNF1 and HNF4 in liver, and E2F in
proliferating cells. In addition to known TFs, Allegro
reported novel motifs that attained statistically significant
scores. Experiments are required to verify and study their
regulatory roles. Additional novel motifs were discovered
by Allegro in fly promoters using three expression datasets
of Drosophila developmental stages (Supplementary
Table IV).

Our analysis of the stem cells dataset demonstrates the
ability of Allegro to reverse-engineer transcriptional pro-
grams regulated by miRNAs. Using the binned enrich-
ment score, Allegro was able to overcome the two main
obstacles in 30 UTR sequence analysis: length heterogene-
ity and GC-content bias. The three top-scoring motifs
identified by Allegro correspond to three miRNA families,
indicating that these families are among the main post-
transcriptional regulators in ESCs and NSCs. In particu-
lar, the top-scoring motif corresponds to a miRNA seed
sequence that was recently shown to be highly dominant
in human and mouse ESCs (63,64). The results of Allegro
further highlight the importance of the miRNA families
carrying this seed sequence in ESC biology. Finally, we
show evidence of activity of miRNA carrying this seed
sequence in several NSC lines for which miRNA expres-
sion profiles are not available. Technologies to accurately
measure miRNA expression levels are maturing, but are
still inferior in fidelity to mRNA profiling. As we have
shown, using sequence analysis and mRNA profiles, we
can predict the activity of miRNAs without the direct
measurement of miRNA expression.

Due to the flexibility of Allegro’s methodology and
interface, it is suitable for a broad range of motif discovery
tasks. For example, in addition to the HG or binned
enrichment score, motifs can be evaluated using other
scores we developed previously that measure global fea-
tures of the distribution of the motif hits: localization
along the promoters, strand bias and chromosomal pref-
erence (11). Allegro can simultaneously analyze promoter

or 30 UTR sequences and multiple genome-wide expres-
sion datasets from several species and combine all avail-
able information for optimal results. Running time on a
standard PC is between a few minutes and several hours,
depending primarily on the size of the expression data. We
developed a user-friendly graphical interface, making
Allegro accessible to a wide range of users. In order to
help the user understand the results of the analysis,
Allegro’s graphical interface displays additional informa-
tion and statistics on each reported motif, such as the
scores it attained, its putative targets and their expression
profile, similar known motifs from Transfac/miRBase,
and more. The Allegro software (a standalone Java appli-
cation) is available at http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/allegro.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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Report

Deciphering Transcriptional Regulatory Elements that Encode Specific
Cell Cycle Phasing by Comparative Genomics Analysis

ABSTRACT
Transcriptional regulation is a major tier in the periodic engine that mobilizes cell

cycle progression. The availability of complete genome sequences of multiple organisms
holds promise for significantly improving the specificity of computational identification of
functional elements. Here, we applied a comparative genomics analysis to decipher
transcriptional regulatory elements that control cell cycle phasing. We analyzed genome-
wide promoter sequences from 12 organisms, including worm, fly, fish, rodents and
human, and identified conserved transcriptional modules that determine the expression of
genes in specific cell cycle phases. We demonstrate that a canonical E2F signal encodes
for expression highly specific to the G1/S phase, and that a cis-regulatory module
comprising CHR-NF-Y elements dictates expression that is restricted to the G2 and G2/M
phases. B-Myb binding site signatures occur in many of the CHR-NF-Y target genes,
suggesting a specific role for this triplet in the regulation of the cell cycle transcriptional
program. Remarkably, E2F signals are conserved in promoters of G1/S genes in all
organisms from worm to human. The CHR-NF-Y module is conserved in promoters of
G2/M regulated genes in all analyzed vertebrates. Our results reveal novel modules that
determine specific cell cycle phasing, and identify their respective putative target genes
with remarkably high specificity.

INTRODUCTION
The eukaryotic cell cycle is driven by a periodic, tightly controlled network of accumula-

tion and destruction of key regulators and effectors. Precise coordination of cell cycle
processes of DNA replication and chromosome segregation is required to ensure that
daughter cells receive the requisite complement of genetic material. The fidelity of the cell
cycle engine operation is tightly supervised by an intricate checkpoints mechanism acting
during different phases of the division cycle. The mobilization of this engine is regulated
at three major layers: transcriptional regulation of gene expression, post-translational
modulation of protein activity, and modulation of protein stability.1-3

In this study, we focus on the transcriptional program associated with cell cycle progres-
sion. Prominent among the regulators of this program are the members of the E2F family
of transcription factors (TFs). E2F1-3 are positive regulators of cell cycle progression while
E2F4-6 play an inhibitory role.4 Traditionally, the regulatory function of E2F was linked
to the G1 and S phases, but recent studies pointed to the involvement of this family in
other cell cycle phases as well.5-7 Other TFs and regulatory elements were shown to play
an important role in driving the cell cycle transcriptional program. The CCAAT binding
TF NF-Y was linked to the regulation of G2/M progression by several studies: NF-Y
controls the expression of several key regulators of this phase, including CDC2,8 CCNB19

and CCNB2.9,10 Furthermore, p53-mediated activation of the G2/M checkpoint is exe-
cuted through its inhibition of NF-Y induction of these target genes.11 CDE (cell cycle
dependent element) and CHR (cell cycle homology region) cis-regulatory elements were
found in promoters of several cell cycle genes, including CDC25C,12 CDC2,13 CCNB1,14

CCNB2,15 AURKB (encoding aurora kinase B)16 and PLK,17 suggesting that these elements
too play a role in controlling G2/M progression. The B-Myb TF is an E2F-regulated gene
induced at G1/S, whose activity is enhanced during S phase through phosphorylation by
cyclin A/Cdk2.18,19 The transcriptional activity of B-Myb is required for cell cycle progres-
sion and it was recently suggested to play a role, together with E2F, in linking the G1/S
and G2/M transcriptional programs.14 Another TF, FOXM1, was recently shown to be
required for execution of mitosis.20,21



While conventional biological studies focus on specific isolated
components within a network of interest, the availability of essentially
complete genome sequences in many organisms, and the maturation
of novel functional genomics technologies, enable systems-level
analysis of cellular networks. In a previous study, we applied com-
putational promoter analysis to publicly available cell cycle related
functional genomics datasets, delineating on a genomic scale regula-
tory mechanisms that control the human cell cycle transcriptional
program.22 We identified a significant statistical over-representation
of several TF binding site (BS) signatures on promoters of cell cycle
regulated genes. Among the most significant observation was the
enrichment of E2F and NF-Y signatures in G1/S and G2/M promoters,
respectively. Here, we employ comparative genomics to further
elucidate the cell cycle network regulated by these regulators, and to
pinpoint, with high accuracy, the target genes that they control.

A major challenge in computational promoter analysis is the
typically very short (8–14 bp) and highly flexible nature of cis-regu-
latory elements recognized and bound by TFs: Most positions within
the binding site motif are not strictly limited to a particular
nucleotide, so genome-wide computational scans for putative TF
binding sites (TFBSs) inevitably yield many false positive hits23,24

(we use the term hit to refer to computationally-identified putative
binding sites). The availability of sequences of many genomes in
addition to the human genome greatly boosts the specificity of in
silico identification of regulatory elements embedded in the
genome.25,26 Because higher selective pressure imposed on functional
elements makes them more conserved than their surrounding non-
functional DNA, scanning for evolutionarily conserved elements, an
approach called phylogenetic footprinting, markedly reduces false-
positive hit rates.27,28

We searched for conserved transcriptional regulators of cell cycle
progression by integrating several sources of information: promoter
sequences from twelve organisms, ranging from worm to human;
orthology relationships among genes of these organisms; models of
BSs of known TFs; and genome-wide gene expression profiles. We
find that E2F signals are conserved in G1/S regulated genes in all
organisms from worm to human, and show that a canonical E2F
signal is associated with gene expression that is highly specific to the
G1/S phase. In addition, we define a novel cis-regulatory module
comprising CHR-NF-Y cis-elements, demonstrate that it dictates an
expression pattern that is tightly restricted to the G2 and G2/M
phases, and identify with very high specificity the genes that it puta-
tively regulates. We show that the CHR-NF-Y module is conserved
in cell cycle regulated promoters in vertebrates. We also observe that
B-Myb signature appears in many of the CHR-NF-Y target promoters,
suggesting that B-Myb cooperates with CHR-NF-Y, together con-
stituting a triplet with specific functional roles in the regulation of
G2 and M phases.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Extraction of promoter sequences. Putative promoter sequences were

extracted based on gene transcription start site (TSS) annotation from the
genome sequences of twelve organisms: two worms (C. elegans and C. briggsae),
two insects (the fruit fly, Drosophila melanogaster and a mosquito, Anopheles
gambiae), three fish (the zebrafish, Danio rerio; Fugu, Fugu rubripes; and
Tetraodon, Tetraodon nigroviridis), chicken (Gallus, gallus), rat (Rattus
norvegicus), mouse (Mus musculus), dog (Canis familiaris) and human.
Promoters were extracted using a Perl script based on the application pro-
gramming interface provided by the Ensembl project.29 All sequences were
extracted from version 27 of Ensembl genome release (Dec 2004), except for

the C. briggsae promoters that were extracted from the v22 release (this worm
was not included in later Ensembl releases). Ortholog genes between these
organisms were determined using the EnsMart utility.30 Only one-to-one
mapped genes were taken into account when constructing the orthology
maps. Specifically, the human-mouse orthology set contained a total of
16,299 genes.

Models for transcription factor binding sites. TFBSs are commonly
modeled by position weight matrices (PWMs). PWMs for known human
TFBSs were obtained from the TRANSFAC database (release 8.2, June
2004).31 Typically, promoter sequences of a set of coregulated genes are
scanned using a given PWM, and each subsequence is assigned a score that
indicates how similar it is to the PWM; subsequences whose score is above
some threshold are counted as hits, i.e., putative BSs. A judicious choice of
the threshold value is essential in order to find a good balance between the
rates of false positives and false negatives. Hits for the TATA-box cis-element
were detected using the PRIMA software that we developed in a previous
study, which sets the threshold by scanning randomly generated sequences
with similar statistical characteristics to those of the genomic promoters.22

PRIMA is available for download as part of the EXPANDER gene-expression
analysis and visualization software (http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~rshamir/
expander/).32 The TRANSFAC matrix M00252 was used by PRIMA as the
TATA-box model. For ease of implementation and in order to ensure efficient
performance, the other TFs in this study were modeled using regular expres-
sions, which were composed and fine-tuned manually, based on TRANSFAC
PWMs and a small selected list of known BSs. The following TFBS models
were used (the models are written using the IUPAC nucleotide base code,
e.g., Y stands for [CT]; “|” denotes “or”):

- E 2 F : T T T { E 2 F - c o re } N N N | ( T T N | T N T | N T T ) { E 2 F - c o re }
(ANN|NAN|NNA), where E2F-core is (SS|AG)CGSS|SSCG(SS|CT);
Canonical E2F hits are those matching TTT{E2F-core}AAN (based on 
TRANSFAC matrix M00516 and BSs in E2F1, CDC2, ORC1)33

- NF-Y: ((RN|NR)CCAATSR)|(RRCCAAT(SN|NR)) (based on M00185
and BSs in CCNB1, CDC2,14 CCNB2)10

- CHR: BNNRTTTRAAH (based on seven CHR BSs summarized in 
Kimura et al16 and in CCNB1, CDC2)14

- B-Myb: (MNR|NNY)AACB(NYY|GHB) (based on M00004 and BSs 
in CCNB1, CDC2)14

Scanning promoters for TF hits. Promoter sequences were scanned by
searching for matches of each regular expression in both strands of a prede-
fined interval around the TSS. The intervals used were (positions are relative
to the TSS, negative positions are upstream to the TSS): E2F: from -300 to
+100; NF-Y: from -400 to 0; CHR: from -400 to +50; B-Myb: from -300
to +200. Each match of a regular expression was considered a hit of the
corresponding TF. A hit of a module consisting of a pair of TFs was declared
if the scanned promoter interval contained a match for both regular expres-
sions, and the distance between the two matches was at most 200 bp. Hits
of the triplet CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb were found by intersecting the promoters
containing the pair CHR-NF-Y with those containing CHR-B-Myb. When
scanning for evolutionarily conserved hits, additional constraints were
applied, as explained below. Hits of the TATA-box element for Supplementary
Fig. 2 were located using PRIMA, as described in Elkon et al.22

Phylogenetic footprinting constraints. Given the human promoters and
their orthologs in one or more other species (typically mouse), each set of
orthologous promoters was scanned for conserved hits. In the case of a single
TF, a match was considered a hit if the following conservation criteria were
fulfilled: (1) Each of the orthologous promoters contained a match for the
regular expression in the corresponding interval; (2) All matches were on the
same strand; (3) The locations of the matches in each of the non-human
promoters differed by at most 100 bp from the location of the match in the
human promoter; (4) The Hamming distance (i.e., number of different
nucleotides) between each of the non-human matches and the human
match was at most H, where H was set on a per-TF basis, as follows: H = 4
for E2F, H = 3 for NF-Y and CHR and H = 2 for B-Myb. For a module of
two TFs, two additional constraints were applied: (5) The order of the TFs was
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identical in all organisms; (6) The distance
between the matches of the two TFs in
each non-human promoter differed by at
most 30 bp from their distance in the
human promoter. In promoters that

contained several matches for the same TF, all matches were checked.
Enrichment score and factor. The standard hypergeometric score was

used to determine whether a certain TF, or module of TFs, is over-represented
in a given set of genes. Specifically, let TS be a given gene set of interest of
size T (in this study, a cell cycle phase or the entire cell cycle set), and let BS
denote a large background set of size B (in our case, all the genes that are not
included in the cell cycle set). Let t and b denote the number of promoters
in TS and BS, respectively, in which a hit was identified (either in the sin-
gle- or multi-species case). Assuming that TS is randomly chosen out of BS,
the probability, or p-value, of observing at least t hits in TS is:

The enrichment factor, denoted by f, of a given TF or module is the ratio
between its frequency in a specified set of promoters and its frequency in the
rest of the genome, i.e., f = ( t/T )/( b/B ).

Cooccurrence of a pair of TFs. Given a pair of TFs, a cooccurrence score
was computed in order to ascertain whether their hits tend to appear together
in the same promoters significantly more often than expected by chance.
Denote by m the number of analyzed genes, let fa and fb be the number of
promoters that contain a hit for the each TF, and let fab be the number of
promoters with a hit for both TFs. Using the hypergeometric score, the
p-value for observing fab or more promoters containing hits for both TFs is:

The set of E2F4-bound promoters. Cam et al.7 used ChIP-on-chip to
identify promoters bound by E2F4 in quiescent cells, which were arrested using
three methods: mitogen depletion, contact inhibition, and p16INK4A induction.
They reported a very high overlap (roughly 80%) between the results
obtained by all three methods. Their microarray contained approximately

Figure 1. The power of phylogenetic foot-
printing. Alignment of promoter sequences
from multiple species of the G1/S-
induced gene MCM6 demonstrates the
strength of comparative genomics in
boosting computational identification of
cis-regulatory elements. E2F elements
(red), which have been validated experi-
mentally,36 are perfectly conserved across
mammals (A) and fish (B). The alignment
also points to other putative functional
sites corresponding to NF-Y (green) and
Sp1 (blue). The sequences flanking the
TFBSs show lower conservation.
Interestingly, the Sp1 site in human may
have shifted downstream. Numbers next
to the sequences indicate their location
relative to the TSS (negative means
upstream).

Figure 2. Distribution of E2F signatures and binding among cell cycle phases.
(A) The number of promoters that contain a hit for the general E2F signature
(outer circle) and canonical E2F signature (middle), and those that were
shown to bind E2F4 in quiescent cells (inner) are indicated within each
sector of the cycles. Each cycle is partitioned into five sectors corresponding
to G1/S, S, G2, G2/M and M/G1 as defined by Whitfield et al.41 Color
intensities correspond to enrichment p-values of the corresponding set
relative to all non-cell cycle genes: The general E2F signature is significantly
enriched in G1/S (p = 10–19) and, to a lesser extent, in S; the canonical E2F
signature is enriched in G1/S. In contrast, E2F4 binding is highly enriched
in each of the first four phases (p = 10–12). Interesting representative targets
are listed next to selected sectors (blue). (B) Distribution of the cell cycle
targets across the five phases, for E2F general and canonical signatures,
and for E2F4-bound promoters: The canonical E2F signature appears exclu-
sively in G1/S promoters, whereas binding of E2F4 is distributed uniformly
across the first four phases.

A

B

A

B



13,000 sequences corresponding to promoter regions from -700 to +200
relative to the TSS. The set of E2F4-bound promoters used in this study
consists of 271 promoters that were bound by E2F4 in at least one of the
three methods (using a binding threshold of p < 0.001), and that are included
in our human promoters set.

RESULTS
In this study, applying wide-scale computational promoter analysis, we

sought to further elucidate transcriptional mechanisms that drive cell cycle
progression. Our main objectives were to identify major cis-regulatory signals
that dictate phase-specific expression, and to pinpoint, with high specificity,
target genes that are under the control of these promoter elements. Several
approaches have been proposed in an effort to increase the specificity of
computational search for TFBSs. Phylogenetic footprinting34,35 builds on
the fact that TFBSs play an important biological role and have therefore
evolved at a slower rate than non-functional intergenic sequences.
Consequently, hits that are conserved across orthologous promoters in related
species are more likely to be active BSs. Figure 1 illustrates the power of
phylogenetic footprinting. The figure shows aligned promoter sequences of
the gene MCM6, which encodes a subunit of the replication licensing
complex, whose expression peaks at G1/S,36 in several mammals and fish.
Evidently the promoters of MCM6 are quite variable—most positions are
not perfectly conserved across all species of each group. Remarkably, however,
most of the conserved positions reside in contiguous blocks of 5-12bp in
length, most of which match signatures of known TFs, namely E2F, NF-Y
and Sp1. The role of all three TFs in cell cycle regulation is well estab-
lished.4,9,37,38 In the promoters presented in Figure 1, biologically active BSs

emerge as islands of conservation, easily distinguishable from the surrounding
sequences. Unfortunately, in most cases the identification of TFBSs is more
difficult, either because of differences between the orthologous BSs, or because
the BSs lie within long stretches of highly conserved promoter regions.

Transcriptional regulation in eukaryotes is to a large extent combinatorial,
that is, the spatio-temporal conditions under which a gene is expressed are
encoded by the specific combination of cis-regulatory elements embedded
in its promoter region (and in the more distant regulatory regions, the
enhancers and silencers). Therefore, a second common approach for reducing
the rate of false positives in a TFBS scan is to search for a module of TFs,
that is, a group of TFs whose joint binding activity has a specific transcrip-
tional effect.22,39,40 Identifying BSs of several TFs that tend to co-occur in
the same promoters, possibly in a fixed order or at conserved distances, can
eliminate many of the false hits that turn up when searching for each indi-
vidual TF separately. Again, Figure 1 illustrates this idea: The order of the
various BSs and the distances between them are highly conserved within
each group of organisms; the only exception is the Sp1 BS, which seems to
have drifted downstream in the human promoter.

Based on the aforementioned ideas, we sought to identify evolutionarily
conserved transcriptional modules that control cell cycle progression. We
first focused on E2F and performed a genome-wide scan for E2F signatures
that are conserved between orthologous human-mouse promoters (see
Materials and Methods). We found a conserved hit for E2F in 595 promoters
out of the 16,299 orthologous promoter pairs included in our analysis.
Next, we examined whether these hits are biased for cell cycle regulated
promoters, using the cell cycle gene expression dataset published by
Whitfield et al.41 That study employed microarrays to profile gene expression
throughout progression of the cell cycle in human Hela cells, and reported
872 cell cycle oscillating genes with periodic expression profiles. Our set of
orthologous human-mouse promoters contains promoter sequences for 697
out of these 872 genes. We found that the overlap between the sets of
promoters with conserved hits for E2F and the set of cell cycle oscillating
genes (hereafter referred to as the ‘cell cycle set’) contains 75 genes, a statis-
tically highly significant enrichment (p = 2 x 10-17). The list of cell cycle
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Figure 3. Distribution of NF-Y and CHR signatures among cell cycle phases.
As in Figure 2, but here unifying the G2 and G2/M sectors, the number of
promoters that contain a hit for NF-Y (A, inner circle) and CHR (A, outer) are
indicated in each sector; and for the CHR-NF-Y pair (B, outer circle) and the
CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb triplet (B, inner). NF-Y is enriched especially in G1/S and
G2 + M, whereas CHR is highly specific to G2 + M. The targets of the
CHR-NF-Y and CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb modules are almost exclusive to G2 + M.

Figure 4. The canonical E2F signature and the CHR-NF-Y module dictate
distinct and specific cell cycle phasing. Mean expression patterns over cell
cycle progression (Whitfield et al. dataset) of genes containing the canonical
E2F hits (13 cell cycle genes) and the CHR-NF-Y module (42 cell cycle
genes) sharply peak at G1/S and G2/M phases, respectively. Expression
levels of each gene were standardized to mean 0 and SD 1 before averaging
over gene sets (in order to focus on the pattern rather than on the magnitude
of expression). Y-axis represents standardized expression levels. Two synchro-
nization methods were used by Whitfield et al.: Cells were arrested either in
S phase using double thymidine block (synchronization I), or in M phase
with a thymidine-nocodazole block (synchronization II).

A

B
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Table 1 CHR-NF-Y putative target genes whose expression peaks in the G2 or G2/M phases of the cell cycle#

Symbol Ensembl ID Description

ARHGAP19 ENSG00000187122 ARHGAP19 (Rho GTPase activating protein 19) is involved in the regulation of members of the Rho GTPase
family, that, among other roles, regulate chromosome alignment and cytokinesis.

ATF7IP ENSG00000171681 Activating transcription factor 7 interacting protein
CCNB1*+ ENSG00000134057 Cyclin B1 complexes with CDC2 (Cdk1) to form the maturation-promoting factor (MPF), a master regulator

of G2/M phase.
CCNB2*+ ENSG00000157456 Cyclin B2 complexes with CDC2 (Cdk1) to form the M-phase-promoting factor (MPF), a master regulator

of G2/M phase.
CCNF ENSG00000162063 Cyclin F regulates the nuclear localization of cyclin B1 through a cyclin-cyclin interaction.42

CDC2*+ ENSG00000170312 CDC2 is a catalytic subunit of the M-phase promoting factor (MPF), which is essential for G1/S and 
G2/M phase transitions of eukaryotic cell cycle.

CDC42EP4 (BORG4) ENSG00000179604 This protein is a member of the CDC42-binding protein family. Members of this family interact with Rho 
family GTPases and regulate the organization of the actin cytoskeleton.

CDCA3 (Tome-1)*+ ENSG00000111665 Tome-1 (trigger of mitotic entry 1) mediates the destruction of the mitosis-inhibitory kinase, Wee1, via 
the E3 ligase, SCF.

CDCA8+ ENSG00000134690 A component of the mitotic spindle.
CDKN1B (p27) ENSG00000111276 CDKN1b binds to and prevents the activation of cyclin E-CDK2 or cyclin D-CDK4 complexes, and thus 

controls the cell cycle progression at G1.
CENPF ENSG00000117724 CENPF associates with the centromere-kinetochore complex and may play a role in chromosome

segregation during mitosis.
CKS2+ ENSG00000123975 CKS2 is required for the first metaphase/anaphase transition of mammalian meiosis.43

DEPDC1 ENSG00000024526 DEP domain containing 1.
DEPDC1B ENSG00000035499 DEP domain containing 1B.
ECT2+ ENSG00000114346 ECT2 is related to Rho-specific exchange factors and regulates the activation of CDC42 in mitosis.
FOXM1+ ENSG00000111206 FoxM1 is a transcription factor that is required for execution of the mitotic programme and chromosome

stability.21

GTSE1 (G-2 and S- ENSG00000075218 GTSE1 is only expressed in the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, where it colocalizes with cytoplasmic
phase expressed 1) tubulin and micro tubules. In response to DNA damage, the encoded protein accumulates in the nucleus

and binds the tumor suppressor protein p53, shuttling it out of the nucleus and repressing its ability to 
induce apoptosis

H2AFX+ ENSG00000188486 H2A histone family, member X
HMGB2+ ENSG00000164104 This gene encodes a member of the non-histone chromosomal high mobility group protein family, which 

are chromatin-associated and ubiquitously distributed in the nucleus of higher eukaryotic cells. HMGB2 
was demonstrated to associate with mitotic chromosomes.52

HMGB3+ ENSG00000029993 This gene encodes a member of the non-histone chromosomal high mobility group protein family, which 
are chromatin-associated and ubiquitously distributed in the nucleus of higher eukaryotic cells.

HMMR (RHAMM) ENSG00000072571 The receptor for hyaluronan mediated motility has been reported to mediate migration, transformation, 
and metastatic spread of murine fibroblasts. Its over-expression results in structural centrosomal
abnormalities and and mitotic defects.53

KPNA2 ENSG00000182481 Karyopherin-α2 protein interacts with Chk2 and contributes to its nuclear import.54

LRRC17 ENSG00000128606 Leucine rich repeat containing 17.
MKI67 ENSG00000148773 The cell proliferation-associated antigen of antibody Ki-67 is widely used in routine pathology as a

“proliferation marker” to measure the growth fraction of cells in human tumors.55

NUSAP1 ENSG00000137804 NuSAP (nucleolar and spindle associated protein 1) is primarily nucleolar in interphase, and localizes 
prominently to central spindle microtubules during mitosis. Depletion of NuSAP by RNA interference 
resulted in aberrant mitotic spindles, defective chromosome segregation, and cytokinesis.56

PLK1*+ ENSG00000166851 Polo-like kinase 1 (Plk1) is a key regulator of centrosome maturation, mitotic entry, sister chromatid
cohesion, the anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C), and cytokinesis.

SFPQ ENSG00000116560 splicing factor proline/glutamine rich.
SGOL2 ENSG00000163535 Shugoshin prevents dissociation of cohesin from centromeres during mitosis in vertebrate cells.57

(shugoshin-like 2)
STK17B ENSG00000081320 Serine/threonine kinase 17b (apoptosis-inducing).
TACC3 ENSG00000013810 TACC3 is a centrosomal/mitotic spindle-associated protein that is highly expressed in a cell cycle 

dependent manner in hematopoietic lineage cells.44

TMPO (LAP2) ENSG00000120802 Lamina-associated polypeptide (LAP) 2 is suggested to play a role in targeting mitotic vesicles to chromosomes
and reorganizing the nuclear structure at the end of mitosis.58



regulated promoters on which a conserved E2F hit was identified is provided
in Supplementary Table A. Whitfield et al. partitioned the cell cycle oscil-
lating genes into five clusters—G1/S, S, G2, G2/M and M/G1—according
to the phase in which their expression peaked. Hereafter we refer to the set
of genes assigned either to the G1/S or to the S clusters as the G1 + S set, and
to the set of the genes assigned either to the G2 or to the G2/M clusters as
the G2 + M set. In agreement with current biological knowledge and with
results we previously reported,22 we also observed here, but this time for
human-mouse evolutionarily conserved hits, a strong bias of E2F signature
for promoters of cell cycle regulated genes that peak at G1/S phase (p = 5 x
10-19 relative to all the genes that are not in the cell cycle set) and, to a lesser
extent, at S phase (p = 7 x 10-6) (Fig. 2A).

Recent functional genomics studies showed that the regulatory role of
the E2F family on cell cycle progression extends also to G2 and M phases.5,6

To examine this point more closely, we analyzed the dataset published by
Cam et al.7 that used the combination of chromatin immunoprecipitation
and promoter microarrays, also known as ‘ChIP-on-chip’, to identify pro-
moters that are bound by the inhibitory E2F4 in quiescent cells. We
checked the overlap between the set of 271 genes, whose promoters are
bound by E2F4 (see Materials and Methods), and the cell cycle set. We
found a highly significant overlap of 92 common genes (p = 10-67).
Surprisingly, these genes were not biased to G1/S phase but were distributed
almost uniformly across the first four phases—G1/S, S, G2 and G2/M
(Fig. 2A and B). This apparent discrepancy between the near-uniform
distribution of E2F4 targets and the strong G1/S bias of the E2F signature
can be explained in several ways. It is possible that the inhibitory E2F4 is
recruited to many G2 + M promoters by physical association with other
DNA binding TFs rather than by its direct binding to the DNA. Another
option is that E2F binding elements on G2 + M phase promoters are variants,
perhaps with lower binding affinity, of the canonical E2F signature (which
was originally defined using mainly G1 and S phase E2F target promoters).
To check this hypothesis, we performed a genome-wide scan for promoters

that contain human-mouse conserved E2F signatures, with a strict require-
ment of adherence to the canonical E2F BS consensus (see Materials and
Methods). Only 22 promoters met this stringent genome-wide scan
(Supplementary Table B); 13 of them are contained in the cell cycle set.
Remarkably, all 13 genes peak at G1/S phase (p = 4 x 10-22) (Fig. 2).

Our previous computational cell cycle analysis, as well as other experi-
mental studies, indicated that NF-Y plays a major role in regulating cell
cycle progression in general, and is especially linked to G2 and G2/M
phases.9,11,22 Using our current approach, we identified 1,754 promoters
with human-mouse conserved NF-Y hits, of which 186 are in the cell cycle
set (p = 2 x 10-33), reflecting that NF-Y regulates a variety of biological
processes, and its key function in cell cycle. In agreement with our previous
results, NF-Y hits are enriched in all five phases (p ≤ 10-4 in each phase
compared to the non-cell cycle genes), and most prominently in G1/S (42
genes, p = 6 x 10-11) and in G2 + M (93 genes, p = 10-19) (Fig. 3A).

Zhu et al.14 recently validated functional NF-Y and CHR elements in
the promoters of both CDC2 and CCNB1, the master regulators of G2 and
G2/M phases. Based on this observation, we tested whether this pair consti-
tutes a recurrent cis-regulatory module. First, scanning for conserved CHR
hits, we detected a striking bias for the G2 + M set (Fig. 3A). We next
searched for targets of the pair CHR-NF-Y with some distance constraints
(see Materials and Methods). In the entire genome (16K genes), only 71
promoters met our criteria for human-mouse conserved hits of this module
(Supplementary Table C), and 42 of them are contained in the cell cycle set
(p = 2 x 10-39). Remarkably, 40 of these genes are assigned to G2 + M (p =
9 x 10-50, Fig. 3B). Moreover, this bias is not explained merely by the hit dis-
tributions of each individual TF within the G2 + M genes—the co-occur-
rence of the CHR and NF-Y elements is way above the expected rate given
the prevalence of each TF separately (p = 4 x 10-13). Thus, CHR-NF-Y
emerges as a major regulatory module of the G2 + M transcriptional program.
This module dictates a highly phase-specific expression pattern, which is
strongly anti-correlated with the expression imposed by the canonical E2F
signature (Fig. 4).
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Table 2 Evolutionary conservation of cell cycle TFs

Organism

Tetrapods Fish Insects Worms

TFs Cell cycle Human Mouse Rat Dog Chicken Zebrafish Fugu Tetraodon Fly Mosquito C. C.
Phases elegans briggsae

E2F G1+S 6 x 10-20 3 x 10-23 4 x 10-12 3 x 10-4 2 x 10-9 4 x 10-13 7 x 10-7 2 x 10-4 3 x 10-4 1 x 10-7 8 x 10-4 2 x 10-4

(268) (248) (237) (247) (206) (181) (203) (208) (110) (112) (102) (88)
CHR- G2+M 4 x 10-38 2 x 10-31 9 x 10-11 2 x 10-9 2 x 10-15 3 x 10-8 3 x 10-3 5 x 10-4 N.E. N.E. N.E. N.E.
NF-Y (350) (334) (320) (322) (269) (252) (270) (271) (132) (120) (106) (99)

The table shows enrichment p-values across 12 organisms of the E2F signature and the CHR-NF-Y module in promoters of genes whose human orthologs have an expression profile that peaks at G1 + S and G2 + M
phases, respectively. “N.E.” denotes “not enriched” (p > 0.1). E2F is enriched in G1 + S across all tested species, whereas CHR-NF-Y is enriched in G2+M only in vertebrates. The total number of genes in each set is
written in parentheses (e.g., our data contains 203 Fugu genes, whose human orthologs are expressed in G1 + S).

Table 1 CHR-NF-Y putative target genes whose expression peaks in the G2 or G2/M phases of the cell cycle# (continued)

Symbol Ensembl ID Description

TOP2A ENSG00000131747 This nuclear enzyme is involved in processes such as chromosome condensation, chromatid separation, 
and the relief of torsional stress that occurs during DNA transcription and replication.

TTK+ ENSG00000112742 TTK was demonstrated to be dynamically distributed from the kinetochore to the centrosome, as cell 
enters into anaphase, and to phosphorylate the centrosomal protein TACC2 in mitosis.59

UACA+ ENSG00000137831 Uveal autoantigen with coiled-coil domains and ankyrin repeats.
UBE2C+ ENSG00000175063 This gene encodes a member of the E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme family that is required for the 

destruction of mitotic cyclins and for cell cycle progression.48

*Genes whose promoter is already reported to be regulated by a CHR element. +Genes whose promoter was found to contain a strong conserved hit for B-Myb (in addition to CHR-NFY hit). #Four additional genes that
do not have an official HUGO symbol are not included here (but included in Supplementary Table C).



The forty G2 + M putative CHR-NF-Y targets include several genes that
have already been shown to be controlled by CHR and NF-Y elements, but
the majority of the targets are reported here for the first time (Table 1). The
utilization of phylogenetic footprinting and the fact that these genes were
experimentally demonstrated to peak at G2 + M phases greatly boost the
confidence that the hits reported here are biologically significant. Known
CHR targets among the G2 + M hits include CDC2, CCNB1 and
CCNB2,13-15 which constitute the Cyclin-CDK complex of the G2/M
phase; and PLK1,17 which plays a major role in controlling centrosome
maturation, mitotic entry, sister chromatid cohesion, the anaphase-promoting
complex/cyclosome (APC/C), and cytokinesis. The proteins encoded by the
novel targets putatively regulated by CHR-NF-Y participate in all major
activities that are carried out during G2 and M phases. Prominent among
them are CCNF, which regulates the nuclear localization of cyclin B1
through a cyclin-cyclin interaction;42 CKS2, which regulates CDKs activity
during mitosis and meiosis;43 CENPF, which associates with the centromere-
kinetochore; the mitotic spindle-associated protein TACC3 that functions
in chromosome segregation;44 and the CDCA8, NUSAP1 (nucleolar and
spindle associated protein 1) and TTK regulators of the mitotic spindle.
Correct alignment of sister chromatide during metaphase and their balanced
segregation during anaphase are critical processes executed by intricate
complexes of cohesins, the centrosome-kinetochore at centromeres, and the
bipolar structure of the mitotic spindle composed of microtubules and asso-
ciated motor proteins. Recently, the Cdc42 member of the Rho GTPases
family and its effector mDia3 were shown to regulate chromosome alignment
by stabilizing kinetochore-microtobule attachment.45,46 The Rho member
of this GTPase family is known to regulate cytokinesis by controlling the
assembly and the contraction of the myosin-actin network that comprises
the contractile ring that is attached to the plasma membrane.47 Importantly,
ECT2, a major regulator of these GTPases-mediated pathways, and two
additional proteins (CDC42EP4/Borg4 and the Rho GTPase activating
protein ARHGAP19) that are tightly involved in them, are among our
putative CHR-NFY targets. We also observed that protein products of many
of the known and putative CHR-NF-Y targets are targeted for degradation
by the anaphase-promoting complex/cyclosome (APC/C). In this regard, it
is noteworthy that UBE2C, which encodes for an E2 ubiquitin-conjugating
enzyme required for the destruction of mitotic cyclins,48 is among the CHR-
NF-Y putative targets.

A few salient examples of evolutionarily conserved CHR-NF-Y hits are
shown in Supplementary Figure 1. As in the case of Figure 1, the BSs appear

as islands of conservation along the promoter sequences. We observed that
many of the G2 + M putative CHR-NF-Y targets also contain a conserved
cis-element that resembles the signature of B-Myb, as demonstrated in the
promoters of PLK1 (Supplementary Fig. 1A) and UBE2C (Supplementary
Fig. 1B). Functional B-Myb sites were also identified in promoters of CDC2
and CCNB1.14 This suggests that B-Myb cooperates with CHR-NF-Y,
together constituting a triplet with a specific functional role in regulating G2
and M phases. We located a total of 31 conserved hits of this triplet; 21 of
them are in the cell cycle set (p = 4 x 10-22), and of these 20 are in G2 + M
(see Table 1). Of note, the single cell cycle target gene of the triplet that is
not in G2 + M, PRC1 (protein regulator of cytokinesis 1), is also closely
involved in regulation of the mitotic spindle and cytokinesis.49 Interestingly,
in 12 of the 21 promoters, the order of the hits within the triplet is NF-Y,
CHR and B-Myb (from 5' to 3' on the coding strand), suggesting a possible
structural preference of this module.

Our analysis highlights two major conserved transcriptional regulators of
cell cycle progression—E2F and CHR-NF-Y—with key roles in G1 + S and
G2 + M, respectively. We sought to trace the conservation of these signals
along metazoan evolution. To this aim, we first extracted genome-wide
promoter sequences of 12 organisms, including worms, insects, fish, chicken,
rodents, dog and human (see Materials and Methods). In order to ensure
that the quality of the annotated TSS in all organisms suffices for the detection
of cis-regulatory elements, we verified that the TATA-box signal peaks at the
correct location, in the very proximity of the TSS, in each of the tested
species (e.g., the peak value is 7.9 standard deviations in human, and 11.0
in mouse) (Supplementary Fig. 2). Strikingly, we found that the E2F signature
is conserved in G1 + S genes across all organisms, from worm to human:
scanning each organism separately for hits of E2F, we found a strong enrich-
ment in the orthologs of human G1 + S genes across all species (p ≤ 8 x 10-4)
(Table 2). In contrast, the CHR-NF-Y module, as defined using our BSs
models, apparently evolved in vertebrates, as it is enriched in G2 + M in all
vertebrates but in none of the other species.

DISCUSSION
Advances in functional genomics provide broad systems-level

views of biological networks for the first time. In this study we con-
ducted computational promoter analysis using genome sequences
from multiple organisms and cell cycle gene expression profiles in
order to comprehensively delineate the cell cycle transcriptional
program. We demonstrate that E2F signals are conserved in G1 + S
regulated genes in all organisms from worm to human, and that a
canonical E2F signal encodes for an expression at a very precise
timing during cell cycle progression. In addition, we define a novel
cis-regulatory module made up of CHR-NF-Y cis-elements, and
demonstrate that it determines an expression pattern that is tightly
restricted to the G2 + M phase. Our analysis identifies with high
specificity forty G2 + M genes that are putatively regulated by this
module, thereby substantially extending current knowledge on the
role of the CHR element in cell cycle regulation. We show that the
CHR-NF-Y module is conserved in cell cycle regulated promoters in
vertebrates.

TFBS detection has been the subject of numerous studies, but
remains a difficult challenge. Existing BSs models do not contain
enough information to locate functional BSs accurately. Typically,
when promoter sequences are scanned using thresholds that allow
recovering a large percentage of the true sites, many false positive hits
are also reported.24 Another difficulty lies in the evaluation of the
results: Since there are no large validated gene sets in which the
entire list of active BSs of the studied TF have been completely
mapped, the specificity and sensitivity values are hard to assess. In
this study, we searched for TFs and regulatory modules that are not
only over-represented in the set of cell cycle promoters, but are also
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Figure 5. Improving TFBS detection by utilizing comparative genomics and
searching for TF modules. The graph shows the dramatic improvement in
enrichment factor (bars) and PPV values (curve) when searching for CHR-
related hits in G2 + M genes. Searching for targets of CHR in human yields
an enrichment factor f = 2.4 and PPV = 0.58, indicating a low rate of true
hits. Utilizing human-mouse conservation criteria improves the performance
to f = 15.5, PPV = 0.93. Scanning for conserved modules results in an
additional increase in the specificity, reaching a remarkable enrichment
factor of 93 and PPV = 0.99 for CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb.

 



highly biased to specific phases. Measuring the phase specificity of
the TFs that we identified enables us to approximate their overall
specificity, as false hits are expected to be distributed randomly
among the genes in all phases. The TFs and modules we report are
exceedingly phase-specific: All 13 promoters with a conserved
canonical E2F site are G1/S genes, which constitute a mere 19% of
the entire cell cycle set; 95% (40 out of 42) of the promoters with
conserved CHR-NF-Y hits are in the G2 + M phases, which contain
48% of the cell cycle regulated genes.

Another approach to evaluating the accuracy of our results is to
compute each TF’s or module’s enrichment factor, denoted by f —the
ratio between its frequency in a given set of promoters and its fre-
quency in the rest of the genome (see Methods). Using the latter
frequency as an upper-bound estimate of the false-positives rate, the
value 1 - 1/f approximates the positive predictive value, or PPV,
which is the fraction of true-positive hits out of all the identified hits
in the promoter set (see Tompa et al.).24 For example, the CHR-NF-
Y-B-Myb module has 10 putative targets out of 15,602 genes that
are not in the cell cycle set. Thus, we estimate that our scan reports
up to one false-positive hit per 1,560 promoters. Searching for the

same module within the set of 334 G2 + M genes yields 20 targets.
Using the 1:1560 false-positives rate, we expect the number of false
targets in this set to be no more than 0.21 (=334/1560). In other
words, at least 19 (or, more accurately, 19.79, which is 99% of 20)
of the 20 identified targets should be true hits (i.e., PPV = 0.99).

Remarkably, the enrichment factor f increases as more sources of
information are added into the scan algorithm (Fig. 5). For instance,
searching for hits of CHR in the human genome yields f = 2.4
(PPV = 0.58) for G2 + M phases; utilizing phylogenetic footprinting—
requiring each hit to match human-mouse conservation constraints
—increases the enrichment factor to f = 15.5; and searching for
human-mouse conserved modules improves this even further: f =
64.4 for CHR-NF-Y, and f = 93 for CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb. The latter
enrichment factor implies that PPV = 0.99, that is, 99% of the
reported G2 + M hits are expected to be true BSs, as explained above.
These enrichment factors and PPV’s exemplify the dramatic
improvement in TFBS detection accuracy gained by applying
comparative genomics techniques and by searching for modules of
cooperative TFs.
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Figure 6. Putative roles for the CHR-NF-Y module in regulation of the G2 and M phases. The interaction map contains nodes of three types: gray nodes
represent single genes (denoted by the official HUGO symbol), yellow nodes represent gene families (e.g., Cyclin B), and green nodes represent protein
complexes (e.g., CyclinB-CDC2). Blue edges denote regulation relations (→ for ‘activation’, ——| for ‘inhibition’) and green edges denote containment
relations among nodes (e.g., CDC2 is contained in the CyclinB-CDC2 complex). Genes whose promoter contains a conserved CHR-NF-Y hit are marked by
a red bar to the left of their node; an additional blue bar marks putative targets of the CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb triplet. CHR-NF-Y putative targets participate in all
major activities that are carried out during G2 and M phases, including modulation of CyclinB-CDC2 activity, control of sister chromatide alignment by the
centrosome-kinetochore, control of chromosome segregation by the mitotic spindle apparatus, and regulation of the contractile ring assembly for the
execution of cytokinesis. The figure was created using our SHARP software and knowledgebase for signaling pathways (http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/~sharp/).
A red dot within a node indicates that the node has additional regulations in the SHARP database that are not displayed in the current map. Similarly, a
green dot indicates that not all containment relations in which the node is involved are displayed.



In agreement with current biological knowledge, but without
being biased by it, our computational analysis identified E2F as the
major transcriptional regulator of the G1 + S transcriptional network.
However, recent studies extended the role of the E2F family in cell
cycle regulation beyond the G1 and S phases. Indeed, we show that
the promoters reported to bind the inhibitory E2F4 in quiescent
cells are not biased to any specific cell cycle phase. This apparent
discrepancy may suggest that E2F regulation on G2 and M promoters
is mediated by a variant of the canonical E2F signature, possibly
with lower binding affinity (or even, for some G2 + M promoters, by
non-direct DNA binding). The absolute assignment of the 13
canonical E2F targets to the G1/S phase supports this hypothesis.

Our analysis points to the CHR-NF-Y cis-module as the major
regulator of gene expression in G2 + M phases. Several cell cycle
regulated promoters were reported to be regulated by the CHR
element, including Cyclin A,8 CDC25C,8 CDC2,8 Cyclin B2,10

Aurora B,16 B-Myb50 and PLK1.17 However, the importance of the
CHR-NF-Y module as a key regulator of G2 and M phases is not
widely appreciated, and is put in the spotlight by our results. We
report, with high specificity, 42 mitotic genes that are putatively
regulated by this module. Examination of these putative targets
suggests that the CHR-NF-Y module regulates all known major
activities that are carried out in G2 and M phases, including modu-
lation of CCNB-CDC2, and the assembly of the kinetochore-
centrosome complexes, of the mitotic spindle and its associated
motor proteins, and of cytokinesis effectors. A portion of the intri-
cate network putatively modulated by the CHR-NF-Y module is
depicted in Figure 6. Given its apparent pivotal role, it is intriguing
that the protein that binds the CHR element is yet to be identi-
fied.13 The list of putative CHR hits we provide could guide the
empirical identification of this protein. Experimental analysis of
CHR elements on several cell cycle-regulated promoters showed that
these elements exert a repressive effect on the expression of their target
genes. This suggests a model in which CHR and NF-Y play antago-
nistic roles, with the former acting as a repressor and the latter as an
activator of G2 + M promoters. This model requires experimental

examination in which it will also be interesting to study whether the
CHR and NF-Y elements are occupied simultaneously by their
respective binding TFs or at different times during cell cycle progression.

We observed that many of the promoters that contain a hit for
the CHR-NF-Y module also contain a conserved signature of B-Myb,
suggesting a combinatorial role for the triplet CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb
module. The promoter of B-Myb itself is regulated by E2F and is
activated in late G1/early S phase.50 B-Myb is known to cooperate
with E2F in the activation of CDC2 and CCNB1.14 In addition, a
repressive CHR element was defined in the B-Myb promoter.50

Furthermore, FOXM1, a TF recently demonstrated to be required
for the execution of the mitotic program,21 is among our twenty
putative targets of the CHR-NF-Y-B-Myb triplet. Taken together, a
picture of an intricate regulatory network maintained among the
transcriptional regulators of cell cycle progression emerges (Fig. 7).

While preparing this manuscript, a computational paper analyzing
cell cycle regulation was published by Zhu et al.51 These authors too
pointed out CHR-NF-Y (together with the CDE element) as a
major transcriptional regulatory module of G2 + M genes.

Our methodology and results demonstrate the power of compu-
tational analysis applied to functional genomics data in delineating
novel aspects of the architecture of the transcriptional network that
controls cell cycle progression. High false-positive rates are often a
major limiting factor of computational binding site predictions,
gravely hampering their experimental examination. Therefore, the
significant improvement that we achieved in the specificity of the
putative targets can potentially make their empirical validation
much more focused and efficient.
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Background: The innate immune system is the first line of defense mechanisms protecting the
host from invading pathogens such as bacteria and viruses. The innate immunity responses are
triggered by recognition of prototypical pathogen components by cellular receptors. Prominent

transcriptional networks induced by TLRs, analyzing four genome-wide expression datasets in
mouse and human macrophages stimulated with pathogen-mimetic agents that engage various
TLRs.

Results: Combining computational analysis of expression profiles and cis-regulatory promoter
sequences, we dissected the TLR-induced transcriptional program into two major components: the
first is universally activated by all examined TLRs, and the second is specific to activated TLR3 and

the universal and the TLR3/4-specific responses, respectively, and identify novel putative positive
and negative feedback loops in these transcriptional programs. Analysis of the kinetics of the

response, the ISRE element functions primarily in the induction of a delayed wave. We further

its targets with enhanced responsiveness.

Conclusion: Our results enhance system-level understanding of the networks induced by TLRs
and demonstrate the power of genomics approaches to delineate intricate transcriptional webs in
mammalian systems. Such systems-level knowledge of the TLR network can be useful for designing
ways to pharmacologically manipulate the activity of the innate immunity in pathological conditions
in which either enhancement or repression of this branch of the immune system is desired.

Background
Immune systems in vertebrates have two basic arms:

innate and adaptive immunity. The innate immune sys-
tem is the first line of defense protecting the host from
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TLR4. Our results point to NF-kB and ISRE-binding transcription factors as the key regulators of

induced network showed that while NF-kB regulates mainly an early-induced and sustained

Abstract

among these pathogen sensors are Toll-like receptors (TLRs). We sought global delineation of

demonstrate that co-occurrence of the NF-kB and ISRE elements in the same promoter endows
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invading pathogens such as bacteria and viruses. It con-
sists of various types of leukocytes (e.g., blood monocytes,
neutrophils, tissue macrophages, dendritic cells) that spe-
cialize in phagocytosis (ingesting and digesting patho-
gens) and in evoking a complex response at the site of
infection, collectively known as inflammation. The adap-
tive immunity arm is capable of specifically recognizing
and selectively eliminating foreign microorganisms and
molecules. It relies on T and B lymphocytes that express
antigen-specific receptors. Upon encountering their spe-
cific antigens, these lymphocytes undergo extensive pro-
liferation (clone expansion), maturation and activation.
There are multiple cross-talks between the innate and
adaptive immunity arms. For example, the phagocytic
cells are intimately involved in the activation of the adap-
tive arm by functioning as antigen presenting cells (APCs)
required for the activation of T lymphocytes, and TH lym-
phocytes secrete stimulatory cytokines that enhance
phagocytosis by the specialized phagocytic cells.

Innate immune responses to pathogens are triggered by
recognition of prototypical pathogen components, called
pathogen-associated molecular patterns (PAMPs),
through cellular pattern recognition receptors (PRRs).
Prominent among these pathogen sensors is the family of
Toll-like receptors (TLRs). To date, ten and thirteen TLR
genes have been cloned in human and mouse, respec-
tively; each of the TLRs appears to recognize a unique set
of PAMPs [1,2]. TLR1, 2, 4, 5 and 6 are expressed on the
cell surface membrane and recognize bacterial and fungal
products, while TLR3, 7, 8 and 9 reside in intracellular
endosomes and specialize in detection of pathogens'
nucleic acids [3]. For example, lipopolysaccharide (LPS),
which is a common structure of the cell wall of Gram-neg-
ative bacteria, is recognized by the extracellular TLR4,
whereas double-stranded RNA (dsRNA), which is a viral
PAMP, triggers the intracellular TLR3 signaling. The func-
tion of the other TLRs is less characterized.

After recognition of their ligands, TLRs trigger intricate cel-
lular signaling pathways that endow the cells with antivi-
ral and antibacterial states, which are acquired by the
induction of protein effectors that impede viral replica-
tion and bacteria growth, and of inflammatory cytokines,
chemokines and co-stimulatory molecules that enhance
the activation of the adaptive immune response [2,4]. The
activation of this broad response is mediated by a signal-
ing cascade that leads to stimulation of several transcrip-

Important among the induced cytokines are the interfer-
ons (IFNs), whose secretion results in the induction of a
set of IFN-stimulated genes (ISGs), which are vital compo-
nents in the development of antiviral and antimicrobial
cellular states [5]. The transactivation of the ISGs is con-
trolled via the JAK/STAT signaling pathway either by an

STAT1, STAT2 and IRF9), which binds to a regulatory ele-
ment denoted as ISRE (IFN-stimulated response element)

[7].

The transcriptional program spanned by activated TLRs
encompasses hundreds of genes. The advent of gene
expression microarrays and the availability of complete
sequences of the mouse and human genomes enable
study of these networks on the system level. Here, we ana-
lyzed four publicly available genome-wide datasets that
recorded expression profiles in mouse and human macro-
phages stimulated with various pathogen-mimetic agents,
with the goal of obtaining global delineation of the tran-
scriptional network activated by TLRs. Combining com-
putational analyses of gene expression profiles and cis-
regulatory promoter sequences, we dissected the TLR-
induced transcriptional program into two major compo-
nents: the first is universally activated by all examined
TLRs, and the second is specific to TLR3 and TLR4. Our

TLR response and the ISRE element as the key control site
of the TLR3/4 specific component, and reveal, on a
genomic scale, known and novel target genes regulated by
these elements. We also identify novel putative positive
and negative feedback loops in these transcriptional pro-
grams, further increasing the complexity of the known
tightly regulated network induced in response to patho-
gen invasion. Analysis of the kinetics of the induced net-

induced and sustained response, the ISRE element func-
tions primarily in the induction of a delayed wave. In

elements constitutes a cis-regulatory module that endows
its targets with enhanced responsiveness to TLR3/4 activa-
tion. By combining expression and promoter analyses, we
substantially reduced the high level of noise inherent in
genome-wide analysis of such data, and obtained highly
reliable results supported by independent datasets from
both human and mouse.

Results
We sought to obtain a global view of the transcriptional
programs that are induced by activated TLRs, and to iden-
tify components common to all TLRs and those specific to
some of them. To this end, we used four large-scale gene
expression datasets that examined global response in
mouse and human macrophages stimulated with various
TLR stimulators [8-10] (Table 1). Our analysis flow is
schematically sketched in Figure 1 and is described in
detail in the sections below. In brief, starting with the
mouse datasets, we first partitioned the induced genes
into disjoint groups according to the subset of stimulators

plex, which binds primarily to the GAS regulatory element

IFNa/b-activated TF complex termed ISGF3 (composed of

tion factors (TFs), primarily NF-kB, IRF3/7, and AP-1.

results identify NF-kB as the key regulator of the universal

work showed that while NF-kB regulates mainly an early-

addition, we demonstrate that the pair of NF-kB and ISRE

[5,6], or by an IFNg-activated STAT1 homodimer com-
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to which the genes were responsive. Applying computa-
tional analysis of cis-regulatory promoter elements we
sought to discover the major TFs that control each of the
identified response groups. Next, we analyzed the kinetics
of the transcriptional network induced by LPS treatment,
and identified the TFs that regulate each kinetic pattern.

Finally, we corroborated the results obtained on the
mouse datasets by demonstrating their validity in inde-
pendent human datasets.

Analysis FlowFigure 1
Analysis Flow. A schematic sketch of the major steps in our analysis. Using two comprehensive mouse gene expression data-
sets, we partitioned the genes into distinct groups according to the subset of TLR stimulators to which they were responsive 
(A), and identified the TFs that control each response group by computational analysis of cis-regulatory promoter elements. 
We then characterized three kinetic patterns of the transcriptional network induced by LPS treatment (B), and again discov-
ered the TFs that regulate each pattern. A similar analysis of two independent human datasets confirmed our main findings. 
Integrating the various sources of information points to novel putative targets of the studied TFs, adding new regulatory links 
to the transcriptional network of the innate immune system.
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Table 1: Summary of datasets analyzed in this study

Dataset MmBMM MmRAW HsM1 HsM2

Reference Gilchrist et al. (2006) [8] [11] Nau et al. (2002) [9] Jeffrey et al. (2006) [10]
Organism Mouse Mouse Human Human
Cells BMM RAW264.7 Mph Mph
Stimulators LPS, CpG, PAM2, PAM3, PIC, R848 LPS, CpG, PAM2, PAM3, PIC, R848 LPS, PIC LPS
Time-points 0 h, 20 m, 40 m, 1 h, 80 m, 2 h, 8 h*, 

24 h*
0 h, 1 h*, 2 h*, 4 h, 8 h*, 24 h* 0 h, 1 h, 2 h, 6 h, 12 h, 

24 h
0 h, 4 h

Microarray Affymetrix MG430 2.0 Two-channel oligonucleotide chip 
(Operon)

Affymetrix HU6800 Affymetrix HGU133A

# distinct 
annotated genes

15,277 11,442 5,215 7,981

Replicates Triplicates Quadrareplicates One (two at time 0 h) Duplicates

* time-points measured only for LPS
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Characterization of TLR-induced transcriptional networks
In the first step of the analysis, we analyzed the compre-
hensive gene expression dataset gathered by the Innate-
Immunity System-Biology project [11], in which expres-
sion profiles were recorded in two murine macrophage
cellular systems (bone marrow-derived macrophage cells
(BMM) and the RAW264.7 monocyte macrophage-like
cell line) at several time points after exposure to six agents,
each in a separate experiment. We began with the mouse
datasets because they included more stimulators and
denser kinetics than the human datasets. The following
are the agents examined in mouse, and the TLRs they acti-
vate: LPS – TLR4; PAM2 – TLR2:6; PAM3 – TLR1:2; poly
I:C (PIC, in short) – TLR3; R848 – TLR7 and TLR8, and
CpG – TLR9 (see Table 2). In order to distinguish agent-
specific from common responses, we divided the genes
into disjoint groups according to the subset of agents in
which they were induced. Each group consisted of genes
that were up-regulated by at least 1.8-fold (at any time
point) by a particular subset of agents, and did not exceed
this factor of induction by all other agents (a list of these
genes and their group assignment is provided in Addi-
tional File 1). In this analysis we included only the time
points common to all probed agents: 20 mins, 40 mins, 1
hr, 80 mins and 2 hrs in the MmBMM dataset, and 4 hrs
in the MmRAW dataset. Groups with less than 40 genes
were ignored, as they do not contain sufficient informa-
tion for further statistical analysis. Obviously, in such par-
tition some genes are classified somewhat arbitrarily, e.g.,
a gene whose induction level is slightly above the 1.8 cut-
off in LPS and slightly below 1.8 in all other agents, is
assigned to the LPS-specific group. However, the mean
expression pattern of each gene group reveals a sharp dif-
ference between the average induction level in response to
the agent(s) that defines the group and the average induc-
tion level in response to all other agents (see Additional
File 2), indicating that the borderline genes are a minority
within the groups. We identified two induction patterns
in addition to the six agent-specific sets (Figure 2A): 1) a
large core universal response – 204 genes that were
induced by all examined stimulators; and 2) a response
only to LPS and PIC (which engage TLR4 and TLR3,
respectively) – 85 genes that were induced by LPS and
PIC, and did not pass the 1.8-fold threshold in the four

other stimulators. Remarkably, both of the above sets are
substantially larger than all the other non-agent-specific
groups (55 groups in total, all of which contained less
than 40 genes, with an average size of only 7 genes),
pointing to the major biological role of these two
response components in the TLR induced network.

Functional characterization utilizing the standard GO
ontology [12] revealed that the universal and TLR3/4-spe-
cific responder sets were highly enriched for functions
related to the innate immune response, including inflam-
mation, and chemokine and cytokine activities (Figure
2B). Interestingly, no enrichment for any functional cate-
gory was detected for the agent-specific sets. One explana-
tion could be that these sets contain more false positives,
as detection of genes induced only in a single condition is
more prone to noise. In addition, it is possible that genes
specifically induced by a single stimulator are less func-
tionally characterized.

Our next goal was to identify the regulators that underlie
the induction of the TLR-mediated transcriptional pro-
grams. We and others have demonstrated that combining
computational analysis of cis-regulatory promoter ele-
ments with gene expression measurements can identify
major transcription factors (TFs) that regulate transcrip-
tional networks, even in complex mammalian systems
[13-16]. We applied the promoter analysis algorithm
PRIMA [14] implemented in the EXPANDER package
[17]. Given a target set and a background set of genes,
PRIMA performs statistical tests to identify TFs whose
binding site (BS) signatures are significantly more preva-
lent in the promoters of the target set than in the back-
ground set. Here, each of the eight gene sets was
considered a target set and the entire set of 10,113 genes
present on both arrays used in the MmBMM and MmRAW
datasets served as the background set (see Methods).
PRIMA identified significant over-representation of the

were induced by all TLRs (p = 2·10-12), and of the ISRE
element in the set of genes that were induced only by LPS
and PIC (p = 10-12) (Figure 2C). As in the functional anal-
ysis, no over-represented promoter signals were detected
for the agent-specific clusters. PRIMA tests are confined to

Table 2: Stimulators used in the mouse MmBMM and MmRAW datasets

Agent Description Engaged TLR

LPS Lipopolysaccharide is a component of the bacterial cell wall (gram-negative bacteria) TLR4
PAM2 Synthetic diacylated lipopeptide (mimics bacterial lipoproteins) TLR2:6
PAM3 Synthetic triacylated lipopeptide (mimics bacterial lipoproteins) TLR1:2
PIC Polyinosine-polycytidylic acid (Poly I:C) is a synthetic mimic of viral double-stranded RNA TLR3
R848 Synthetic molecule of the imidazoquinoline family (mimics a viral product) TLR7/8
CpG Mimics bacterial and viral CpG DNA motifs TLR9

NF-kB binding site signature in the group of genes that
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TFs with characterized binding site signatures. Search for
novel elements using the MEME motif discovery tool [18]
did not find any additional motif, except for the ubiqui-
tous Sp1 signature in several sets. Taken together, the anal-

all TLRs, the TFs that act via the ISRE element (namely,
IRF3/7 and the STAT1:STAT2:IRF9 (ISGF3) complex) are
activated specifically by the TLR4- and TLR3-mediated sig-

the ISRE element are in the universal and TLR3/4 sets,
respectively, as shown in Figure 2A. Notably, in support of

they were induced in response to all agents), while Irf7,
Stat1 and Stat2, which bind the ISRE, were specifically
induced by the LPS and PIC treatments. (Irf9, the third
component of the ISGF3 complex, was up-regulated in

response to LPS and PIC as well, but only at late time-
points – 8 h, 24 h for LPS, 4 h for PIC. As noted above,
here we analyzed only time-points 0–4 h, which are com-
mon to all the examined TLR-inducing agents.)

Carrying out a similar analysis on the sets of down-regu-
lated genes (using the minimum expression value over
time-points 0–4 h in all six agents) did not yield any sig-
nificant results. However, taking into account the later
time-points of 8 h and 24 h (measured only for LPS) iden-
tified enrichment of cell-cycle related GO categories and
TFs (namely, E2F, NF-Y; data not shown), reflecting pro-
liferation arrest upon pathogen recognition.

Kinetics of the LPS-induced transcriptional response
Expression profiles in response to LPS stimulation were
recorded at denser time points (20 mins, 40 mins, 1 hr, 80

TLR-induced transcriptional programsFigure 2
TLR-induced transcriptional programs. (A) Genes that were induced by at least one of the six examined TLR stimulators 
(induction of at least 1.8-fold at any time point) were partitioned into distinct sets according to their agent-induction pattern. 
Taking into account sets that contained at least 40 genes, only two complex induction patterns were identified in addition to 
the six agent-specific patterns: universal and LPS-PIC patterns. Selected genes are shown in the heat-map for each set (a com-
plete list of genes is provided in Additional File 1). The maximum induction of the gene over the examined time points per 
stimulator is depicted in the heat-map. (B) Enriched GO functional categories were identified in the universal and LPS-PIC sets 
(p-values in parentheses are corrected for multiple testing using a bootstrap procedure on 1,000 randomly chosen gene sets of 
the same size as the true sets). (C) Highly significant over-represented cis-regulatory elements were identified in the promot-

of the TLR-induced transcriptional program.
ers of the universal and LPS-PIC sets, pointing to a pivotal role for NF-kB and ISRE in the induction of these two components 

ysis suggests that while NF-kB is universally activated by

naling pathways. Indeed, many key targets of NF-kB and

this model, the Nf-kb1, Nf-kb2, Rel and Relb subunits of
NF-kB are themselves included in the universal set (that is,
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mins, 2 hrs, 8 hrs and 24 hrs in the MmBMM dataset, and
1 hr, 2 hrs, 4 hrs, 8 hrs and 24 hrs in the MmRAW dataset),
which permitted detailed analysis of the kinetics of the
transcriptional program induced by this agent. We parti-
tioned the genes that were induced by LPS (1,719 and
1,239 genes in MmBMM and MmRAW, respectively) into
three sets according to the kinetics of their induction, as
follows: For each gene we recorded the first time at which
it exceeded the 1.8-fold induction threshold, as well as the
time at which its expression was highest; we defined three
kinetic patterns: 1) Early induction and early peak ('EE'
set), containing the genes that peaked (and, obviously,
were first induced) before 2 hrs; 2) Early induction and
delayed peak ('ED' set) – the genes that were first induced
before 2 hrs and peaked at 2 hrs or later; and 3) Delayed
induction and delayed peak ('DD' set) – the genes that

were first induced (and thus also peaked) at 2 hrs or later
(Figure 3A). In both datasets, the 'DD' set was considera-
bly larger than the two other sets, reflecting the fact that
the main transcriptional response to LPS exposure was at
2 hrs or later.

Searching for TFs that control these kinetic waves, we
applied PRIMA to these six sets (three in each dataset). We
identified over-representation of the following BS signa-
tures in both datasets: ATF/CREB in the promoters of

ISRE in the 'DD' set (Table 3). In addition, enrichment for
SRF BS signature was identified in the 'EE' set in MmRAW,
and for ETS in the 'DD' set in MmBMM. These results sug-
gest a model in which TFs of the ATF/CREB family modu-

Kinetics of the LPS-induced transcriptional responseFigure 3
Kinetics of the LPS-induced transcriptional response. (A) Genes that were induced by LPS (by at least 1.8-fold) were 
divided into three kinetic sets according to the time their expression was first induced and the time it peaked. The 'EE' set con-
tains the early induction, early peak genes; the 'ED' set contains early induction, delayed peak genes; and the 'DD' set contains 
delayed induction, delayed peak genes. The figure displays the mean expression patterns of the genes assigned to the three 
kinetic sets in the MmBMM dataset (y-axis is log2 of induction fold). (B) Mean expression of induced genes that encode for TFs: 

expression pattern of each TF is highly correlated with that of the kinetic wave, in which the computational promoter analysis 
found an over-representation of its BSs (compare the kinetic expression of the TF genes (B) and the induced waves (A)).

�

�

genes assigned to the 'EE' set; NF-kB in the 'ED' set; and

late an immediate transcriptional response, NF-kB

ATF/CREB (Atf3, Fos, Jun, Junb), NF-kB (Nfkb1, Nfkb2, Rel, Relb), and ISRE (Irf1, Irf2, Irf7, Stat1, Stat2, Stat3, Stat5a). The 
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controls an early response that persists longer, and TFs
that act via the ISRE element (members of the IRF and
STAT families) regulate mainly the delayed transcriptional
response. Importantly, in accordance with this model, we
observed that genes that encoded for TFs of the respective
families followed a kinetic pattern that was correlated
with the one manifested by their putative targets (Figure 3
and Table 3). To further corroborate this kinetic model,
we carried out a complementary analysis in which we
compared the induction kinetics of putative targets of NF-

(TFBS) motif hits in their promoters (as identified by
PRIMA). Comparing the induction of the putative targets

before targets of ISRE (p < 0.01 in both datasets; see Meth-
ods). Similar statistical tests showed that genes whose pro-
moter contained an ATF/CREB BS signature peaked at
earlier time points than induced genes whose promoter
did not contain this cis-regulatory element (p < 0.0001 in
both datasets).

that act via the ISRE element mainly regulate separate
components of the TLRs-induced program and different
response waves induced by LPS. Yet, genome-wide scan
identified 55 genes whose promoters contained hits for
these two regulatory elements. In 27 (49%) of these pro-

putative site, indicating no order bias between the two ele-
ments. We next examined whether there is an enhanced

words, do genes whose promoter contains both BSs
exhibit a unique expression pattern? We did this by com-
paring the expression of these genes after exposure to LPS
to that of putative targets of each single element sepa-

higher expression values than genes with only one of
these elements (Figure 4). Specifically, when the putative

ing to their maximal expression value in MmBMM (over

all time points), the top 10% genes were significantly

ods). The top 10% genes with the ISRE element were also
enriched for the pair (p < 0.05). This finding points to an
additive effect of these two regulatory elements that
boosts the induction of the respective target promoters
beyond the induction of genes controlled by only one of

form together a functional regulatory module in promot-
ers of genes that are induced by LPS. An alternative expla-
nation for this observation is that the identification of
targets of a single cis-element is more prone to false-posi-
tives than that of both elements, and therefore the expres-
sion values we obtained for the set of putative targets of

extent by false-positives than the expression of putative
targets of the module. However, previous studies support

Identification of the NFkB+ISRE cis-regulatory moduleFigure 4
Identification of the NFkB+ISRE cis-regulatory mod-
ule. Mean expression patterns after exposure to LPS 
(MmBMM dataset) were computed for three disjoint sets of 
genes – putative targets of each single element separately 

elements (55 genes), obtained by scanning the promoters of 
all the genes in the MmBMM dataset. Y-axis is average log2 of 
induction fold relative to time 0. Genes whose promoters 

strongly induced by LPS than genes whose promoters con-
tain a hit for only one of these two elements.

Table 3: TFBS over-represented in kinetic waves induced by LPS

Kinetics set Enriched TFBS motifs Dataset # of genes p-value

EE ATF/CREB (M00177) MmBMM 81 1.0·10-8

MmRAW 100 1.1·10-5

SRF (M00810) MmRAW 100 4.1·10-6

-7

MmRAW 133 2.9·10-6

DD ISRE (M00258) MmBMM 1425 1.7·10-17

MmRAW 1006 8.4·10-11

ETS (M00971) MmBMM 1425 1.9·10-8

ED NF-kB (M00053) MmBMM 213 2.3·10

enriched for the NF-kB+ISRE pair (p < 0.005; see Meth-

kB and ISRE based on appearance of strong TF binding site

of NF-kB or ISRE, but not both (82 and 112 genes, respec-
tively), indeed showed that targets of NF-kB were induced

An additive effect of the pair of NF-kB and ISRE elements
The above results suggest that NF-kB and the IRF-like TFs

moters, the ISRE element is located upstream to the NF-kB

effect when NF-kB and ISRE elements co-occur; in other

rately. Targets of the NF-kB+ISRE pair tended to have

targets of NF-kB were sorted in descending order accord-

them. This suggests that the NF-kB and ISRE cis-elements

NF-kB and ISRE separately were attenuated to a larger

(604 NF-kB targets, 838 ISRE targets), and targets of both 

contain hits for both NF-kB and ISRE elements were more 
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Doyle et al [1], for example, experimentally demonstrated

Corroboration of the findings on independent human 
macrophage datasets
The results presented hitherto were inferred from analysis
of responses of mouse macrophages to various TLR stim-
uli. Seeking corroboration of our findings in human cells,
we analyzed two publicly available datasets that profiled
transcriptional responses in immunologically challenged
human macrophages. The first study, by Nau et al. [9],
examined expression profiles in human monocyte-macro-
phages at several time points (1 hr, 2 hrs, 6 hrs, 12 hrs and
24 hrs) after stimulation by various agents; among them
LPS and PIC are common to the stimuli examined by the
mouse datasets we analyzed (this dataset is hereafter
called HsM1). The second study, by Jeffery et al. [10]
(hereafter called HsM2), profiled transcriptional
responses in several human leukocytes challenged with
various stimuli, among which monocyte-macrophages
treated with LPS for 4 hrs were relevant to our analysis (see
Table 1). These two studies provided us with independent
data that profiled the transcriptional network induced by
activated human macrophages, and allowed us to exam-

ISRE elements in the activation of the transcriptional net-
works induced by activated TLR4 (LPS) and TLR3 (PIC)
are valid also in humans.

Analyzing the HsM1 dataset, we first identified the genes
that were induced by LPS alone or by PIC alone, or by
both treatments, and subjected these three gene sets to
computational promoter analysis. In full accordance with
the results obtained on the mouse data, an unbiased
search for TFs that underlie the networks induced by LPS
and PIC in HsM1 did not identify any signal in the sets of
genes that responded specifically to either LPS or to PIC,

and ISRE elements in the promoters of genes that were
induced by both agents (Table 4). This over-representa-
tion reflects the superposition of the two components of

the TLR-induced transcriptional program: the universal

the TLR3/4-specific component (regulated by TFs that act
via the ISRE element). These findings were further sup-
ported by the second human macrophage dataset that we
analyzed: 505 genes were induced by at least 1.8-fold at 4
hrs after LPS treatment in the HsM2 dataset. Unbiased
computational promoter analysis again detected only two

-8) and
ISRE (1.4·10-12).

Next, we sought to demonstrate that the kinetic model
that emerged in the analysis of the mouse datasets
remains valid for the human data. Following the analysis
applied to the mouse datasets, we partitioned the genes
induced by LPS and PIC in the human datasets to the
three kinetic sets: 'EE', 'ED' and 'DD' (again, using the 2 hr
time point as the boundary between early and delayed
time points), according to the kinetics of their activation,
and searched for over-represented signals in the promot-
ers of these gene sets. In agreement with the results
obtained on the mouse dataset, here too we observed a

'ED' (early induction, delayed peak) and 'DD' (delayed
induction and peak) sets, respectively (Table 5). In con-
trast to the results found on the mouse dataset (Table 3),
we did not detect here an over-representation of ATF/
CREB in the 'EE' set (representing early induction and
peak). This is probably due to the small size of this set and
the existence of only a single "early" time-point (1 hr),
which might have hindered statistical detection of
enriched signals.

Last, we examined whether the additive effect between the

human macrophage datasets. Indeed, the same statistical
test we applied to the mouse data revealed that in both
HsM1 and HsM2, the 10% most highly induced putative
targets of each of the two elements were significantly
enriched for genes whose promoter contained a signature

Discussion
In this study we systematically delineated the transcrip-
tional program induced by stimulation of various TLRs in
macrophages. We dissected two major components of this
program: the first is a core response universally activated
by all examined TLRs, and the second is specifically acti-

and IRF-like TFs binding ISRE as the key regulators of
these two components and pointed to their respective tar-
get genes on a genomic scale. While the involvement of

been known before, our study makes novel contributions
to several aspects of system-level understanding of the

Table 4: TFBS over-represented in the response induced by LPS 
and PIC in the HsM1 dataset

Set # of genes Enriched TFBS 
motifs

p-value

Induced only by LPS 196 --- ---
Induced only by PIC 123 --- ---

and PIC
-7

ISRE (M00258) 8.3·10-9

the additive effect of the NF-kB+ISRE module, reporting
several genes that were co-regulated by NF-kB and ISRE.

functional cooperation between NF-kB and IRF3 in the
induction of IFNb and IP-10 (CXCL10) in response to LPS.

ine whether our findings on the major roles of NF-kB and

but did detect a significant over-representation of NF-kB

Induced by both LPS 75 NF-kB (M00053) 1.1·10

response induced by all TLRs (mediated by NF-kB) and

signals enriched in this gene set: NF-kB (p = 8.8·10

strong enrichment for NF-kB and ISRE elements in the

NF-kB and ISRE cis-elements could be detected also in the

for both NF-kB and ISRE (Table 6).

vated by TLR3 and TLR4. Our analysis identified NF-kB

NF-kB and IRF-like TFs in response to TLR induction has
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transcriptional networks induced by innate immunity: (a)
the combined, focused reanalysis of four independent
datasets identifying a clean, combinatorial response; (b)
revealing the intricate kinetics of the transcriptional
response; (c) pinpointing novel specific genes involved in

ISRE binding site locations over target genes; and (e) the
refinement of the understanding of the regulatory cir-
cuitry involved in innate immune response.

(see selected examples in Tables 7 and 8) call for experi-
mental validation. Typically, a genome-wide scan for
putative TF targets is prone to a high rate of false positives.
However, the candidates we identified are based on
diverse evidence that collectively increase the confidence
that they are true targets: their induction was triggered by
several stimulators in multiple time points and in inde-
pendent studies on two organisms; and in most cases the
respective BS signature was identified in both the human
and mouse orthologous promoters.

The repertoire of the TLR universal response includes pro-
inflammatory cytokines and chemokines (e.g., Ccl2-4,
Csf1-3 and Cxcl1, which orchestrate innate immunity
fight against pathogens), as well as co-stimulatory mole-
cules (e.g., Il23a) that promote the activation of the T-cell
branch of the adaptive immunity. The universal response
also contains many general stress-responsive genes (e.g.,
Jun, Fos, Atf3, Egr1-3, Myc) that control cell proliferation
and survival. Prominent among the genes specifically
induced by TLR3 and TLR4 are the interferon (IFN)-
induced genes (Figure 2A). IFN-induced genes comprise
potent antiviral molecules (e.g., Mx2, Isg20, Oas2-3, Prkr)
and are therefore expected to be induced by TLR3, which

is activated by virally derived dsRNA. However, IFNs also
have an important role in linking innate and adaptive
immunity by regulating the induction of genes that
enhance T-cell activation and antigen-presentation capac-
ity in response to pathogen infection (e.g., Il15, Tap1,
Psmb8), which explains their induction by bacterial stim-
uli such as LPS [19,20].

Without any prior knowledge on TLR signaling, our com-

otal regulator of the universal-TLR transcriptional
response. This finding is in line with current biological
knowledge. Several molecular mechanisms through

acterized [2,20]. The first depends on Myd88 and is uti-
lized by all TLRs with the exception of TLR3. Activated
TLRs recruit Myd88, which then associates with members
of the IRAK family, initiating a cascade in which TRAF6
and TAK1 (official symbol: MAP3K7) are sequentially
activated. TAK1 in turn promotes downstream activation

by directly phosphorylating, and thereby removing the

a Myd88-independent manner: The TRIF adaptor protein
(TICAM1) is recruited to activated TLR3, and then directly
interacts with TRAF6, which presumably leads to the acti-

for the Myd88-depndent pathway [20] (Figure 5). Sub-

all examined stimuli.

Dataset MmBMM MmRAW HsM1 HsM2

Targets of module vs. targets of ISRE 0.041 0.089 0.015 0.0039

maximum induction (across all time-points) in response to LPS.

Table 5: TFBS over-represented in kinetic waves induced by LPS and PIC in the HsM1 dataset

Kinetics set TFBS motif Stimulator # of genes p-value

EE --- LPS 12
PIC 80 ---

-7

PIC 7 ---
DD ISRE (M00258) LPS 225 1.8·10-5*

PIC 111 1.9·10-7

* a similar TFBS motif of the same element (M00972) received p-value 8.4·10-7.

ED NF-kB (M00053) LPS 34 7.6·10

each of the responses; (d) identification of NF-kB and

Novel targets of NF-kB and ISRE identified in this study

Table 6: Statistical significance of increased expression of NF-kB+ISRE module.

Targets of module vs. targets of NF-kB 0.0045 0.089 0.059 0.0034

The table shows the p-values of the enrichment of the module's putative targets within the top 10% targets of NF-kB/ISRE, based on the genes' 

putational promoter analysis revealed NF-kB as the piv-

which NF-kB is activated by TLR signaling have been char-

of the IKK complex, which leads to the activation of NF-kB

vation of NF-kB using the same cascade described above

inhibitory effect of, the members of the IkB family on NF-
kB (Figure 5). On the other hand, TLR3 activates NF-kB in

stantiating the universal role of NF-kB in the TLR-induced
network, we observed that the NFkB1, NFkB2, Rel and
Relb subunits of the NF-kB heterodimer were induced by
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Superimposed on the TLR universal program, we detected
a robust TLR3/4-specific response, and demonstrated by
promoter analysis that its key regulator is the ISRE ele-

ment. In addition, our results indicate that this ISRE-
mediated response is kinetically delayed compared to the

Table 8: Predicted ISRE target genes in the specific response to LPS and PIC

Symbol ISRE BS (location) LPS maximum induction (log2) LPS kinetics Validated BS

Human Mouse MmBMM MmRAW HsM1 HsM2

IFNB1 GGGAGAAGTGAAAGT 
(-59)

GGGAGAACTGAAAGT 
(-150)

5.53 0.44 3.28 x ED/DD** [2]

TOR3A GCGGTTTCATTTCCC 
(161)

ACTGTTTCATTTTCC 
(-485)

4.08 2.31 x -0.19 DD [48]

OAS3 GAAAGAAACGAAACT 
(-29,108)

GGAGAAAACGAAAGT 
(-77,0)

5.21 2.85 x 2.42 DD [49, 50]

OAS2 TCAGTTTCAGTTTCC 
(49)

TGAGTTTCGATTTCC 
(-74)

3.24 2.1 2.56 2.53 DD [50]

OASL TTGAGAATCGAAACT 
(-288)

CACAAAAGAGAAACT 
(-159)

7.93 5.79 2.7 3.98 ED/DD** [50]

CFB 
(BF)

CTTGTTTCACTTTCA 
(-98)

ATAGTTTCTGTTTCC 
(-148)

8.38 3.32 2.04 x DD [51]

TRIM21 GCGGAAACTGAAAGT 
(9)

GAGGAAACTGAAAGT 
(-30,4)

2.65 1.52 2.73 0.22 DD [52]

IFIH1 ATCGAAACAGAAACC 
(-178)

ATCGAAACAGAAACC 
(-65)

4.55 2.92 x 3.09 DD/ED* ---

NMI N/F ACCGAAAGTGAAAGT (71) 3.31 1.54 1.61 1.36 DD ---
LGP2 TCAGTTTCAGTTTCC 

(-1)
TCAGTTTCATTTCTA 
(-1)

1.87 2.07 x x DD ---

RTP4 
(IFRG28)

ACAGAAACAGAAACT 
(-39,-15)

TTGGAAACCGAAACT 
(-84,-58,-35)

2.65 1.59 x 2.33 DD ---

BATF2 GGAGAAACTGAAACT 
(-2)

GGAGAAACTGAAACT 
(-95)

5.64 1.9 x x DD ---

STAT2 CTAGTTTCGGTTCCG 
(-353)

CTGGTTTCAGTTTCC 
(-303)

5.94 2.01 1.5 1.5 DD ---

See legend of Table 7.

Symbol NFkB BS (location) LPS maximum induction (log2) LPS Validated

Human Mouse MmBMM MmRAW HsM1 HsM2 kinetics BS
CXCL10 GGGAAATTCC (-176) GGGAAATTCC (-233) 10.42 5.47 7.98 6.9 ED [41]
RELB GGGGTTTTCC (-107) GGGGTTTTCC (-96) 4.3 1.27 0.77 1.46 ED/EE* [42]
NFKBIA TGGAAATTCC (-84) GGGAAACCCC (-81) 4.1 4.25 3.35 2.58 ED [43]
NFKB2 GGGAATTCCC (-101,-73) CGGGAATTCC (-102,-74) 3.56 3.82 1.17 1.72 ED [44]
SDC4 N/F GGGGAATTCC (-81) 1.53 2.78 1.01 2.02 DD/ED* [45]
CD69 GGGAAAATCC (-222) GGGAAAATCC (-220,-155) 8.3 1.82 0.88 3.11 ED/DD* [46]
BIRC3 GGAAATCCCC (-177) GGAAATCCCC (-60) 2.97 0.75 3.19 4.03 ED [47]
MAP3K8 GGAAAACCCC (-724) CGGAATTTCC (-490) 3.42 0.46 0.65 2.98 ED ---
BATF N/F GGGATTTTCC (-233) 4.51 3.07 3.31 1.04 DD ---
IRG1 N/F TGGAAATTCC (-50) 10.8 7.69 x x ED ---
RIPK2 GGGGCTTTCC (-310) GGGATTTTCC (-521) 2.51 x x 3.23 ED ---
GCH1 CGGGCTTTCC (-11) N/F 3.19 0.82 6.19 3.64 ED/

DD**
---

TNIP1 GGGGACTTTC (-68) N/F 3.51 -0.64 3.01 2.46 ED/
DD**

---

orthologous genes was downloaded from the Ensembl web-site; sequences are shown on the coding strand; in cases of multiple matches, the 
sequence of the first listed match is shown; "N/F" means no putative BS was found. For each gene, the tables indicate (the log2 of) its maximum fold-
induction (over all time-points) in response to LPS in all four datasets, as well as its kinetic pattern (in case of conflicting patterns in different 
datasets, the default pattern is in MmBMM, * is in MmRAW, and ** is in HsM1). References for validated BSs are given in the last column.

Table 7: Predicted NF-kB target genes in the universal TLR response network.

Promoter sequences matching the PWMs of NF-kB and ISRE were identified by the PRIMA software; mapping between human and mouse 

NF-kB-regulated program. These findings too are corrobo-
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rated by current biological knowledge. The ISRE cis-ele-
ment is bound by members of the IRF and STAT TF
families. Several studies demonstrated the existence of
two waves of activation of TFs that act via ISRE by TLR3
and TLR4 [1,20-22]. The emerging model is that IRF3,
which is post-translationally activated by TLR3 and TLR4
via a cascade that involves the TRIF (TICAM1) and TRAM
(TICAM2) adaptor proteins and their downstream kinases

and secreted, it engages the type-I IFN receptor in both
paracrine and autocrine fashion, thereby triggering the
JAK-STAT signaling cascade that culminates in the activa-
tion of the ISGF3 TF complex, which is comprised of
STAT1, STAT2 and IRF9 (official symbol: ISGF3G) [24].
ISGF3 induces the expression of IRF7, which in turn fur-

ther activates the expression of type-I IFNs. In this way, a
positive loop is established, which ensures persistent
expression of IFN-stimulated genes that enhance the anti-
viral and antimicrobial cellular state [20]. Strikingly, in

and the IRF7, STAT1 and STAT2 TFs were specifically
induced by LPS and PIC in the datasets we analyzed (Fig-
ure 5).

Our analysis points to novel feedback loops in the TLR-
induced network, further increasing the known complex-
ity of the regulatory circuits that modulate its induction
and repression (see Figure 5 and Tables 7, 8): We identi-
fied IFIH1 (also known as MDA5) and LGP2 as novel
putative targets regulated by the ISRE element. IFIH1 is a
non-TLR cytoplasmic sensor that detects actively replicat-

TLR-induced signaling pathways and transcriptional programsFigure 5
TLR-induced signaling pathways and transcriptional programs. The map, constructed using our SPIKE knowledge-
base of signaling pathways [40], presents current knowledge on signaling cascades emanating from activated TLRs and culminat-
ing in activation of several key TFs and their respective target genes to achieve robust antiviral and antimicrobial responses. 
SPIKE maps contain nodes representing three biological entities: gene/proteins (violet nodes); protein complexes (green nodes, 

edges (---|) represent inhibition. Green edges represent containment relations between nodes (e.g., the relationships between 
a complex and its components). Red and green dots within a node indicate that not all the regulation and containment relations 
stored in SPIKE's DB for that node are displayed on the map. Genes that were universally induced by all examined TLRs are 
marked by a red bar to the left of the node; genes that were specifically induced by LPS and PIC (which activate TLR4 and 
TLR3, respectively) are marked by a yellow bar. Novel regulatory links identified in this study that close feedback loops within 
the TLR-induced network are emphasized in the map by a dashed arrow.

e.g., the ISGF3 complex); and gene families (yellow nodes, e.g., the IkB family of NF-kB inhibitors). The map contains two types 
of edges: Blue edges represent regulations between genes/proteins. Arrowheads correspond to activation, and T-shaped 

IKKe (IKBKE) and TBK1, promotes an early wave of IFN-b
gene induction (Figure 5) [1,23]. Once IFN-b is produced

full compliance with this model, we observed that IFN-b
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and IRF3 pathways via the activation of the adaptor pro-
tein VISA (also known as cardif or IPS-1) [26]. Moreover,
it has been recently demonstrated that IFIH1 detects cyto-
plasmic dsRNA generated during viral replication (while
TLR3 detects viral dsRNA phagocytosed in endosomes),
and that this sensor also binds to PIC and mediates type I
IFN responses to this synthetic analog of viral dsRNA [27].
Therefore, the transcriptional program induced by PIC
stimulation probably reflects a combined outcome of the
activation of TLR3-mediated and IFIH1-mediated path-
ways.

Interestingly, the second putative ISRE target we identi-
fied, LGP2, is a direct negative regulator of IFIH1 [28]. The
simultaneous activation of positive and negative regula-
tors of the same pathway seems to be a recurrent theme in
the logic of cellular signaling networks. Another novel
putative positive loop in the ISRE-regulated network is
mediated by NMI, which enhances the transcriptional

tional response, which is universally activated by all
examined TLRs, we identified MAP3K8 (also known as
TPL-2 and COT) and RIPK2 as novel targets that form pos-
itive feedback loops which reinforce the persistent activa-
tion of this network [30,31], and TNIP1 as a regulator that

complex, thereby contributing to the turning-off of this
response [32].

The kinetic analysis of the response to LPS also suggests a
role for the ATF/CREB cis-regulatory element. We identi-
fied a significant over-representation of this signature on
promoters of genes whose expression peaked at very early
time points (before 2 hrs). Two alternative interpretations
of the role played by these elements are consistent with
this rapid pattern of induction: According to the first,
members of the ATF/CREB family activate this early and
very short response; the second interpretation ascribes an
inhibitory effect to these elements, implying that the TF(s)
that act via them repress the expression of their target
genes, and therefore the induction of these targets
declines shortly after their activation. A recent study by
Gilchrist et al. [8] demonstrating that ATF3 negatively reg-

ports the second interpretation. Notably, the ATF3 gene
itself is included in the TLR universal response, pointing
to a negative loop that regulates a sub-network of TLR-
induced transcriptional program.

The computational promoter analysis ferreted out the
major regulators of the two components of the TLR-
induced network. This complex transcriptional network is
likely regulated by additional TFs, which were not
detected by promoter analysis. Indeed, the TLR universal

response contains several other TFs in addition to those
discussed above (e.g., Egr1-3, c-Myc, Ets2, Fos). This could
be explained by the fact that our statistical promoter anal-
ysis detects TFs with a relatively high number of direct tar-
gets, whose BSs are located within the scanned promoter
region and which were responsive beyond a certain
threshold in the studied conditions. It is therefore
expected to miss TFs that: (a) have a small number of
directly induced targets; (b) bind at large distances from
the transcription start site; (c) regulate the TLR network by
interacting with other TFs rather than directly binding to
the DNA; or (d) have a very subtle (though, perhaps, bio-
logically important) influence on the expression of their
targets.

Our results suggest mainly distinct programs mediated by

elements co-occured in the same target promoter, we
detected an additive effect that boosts the induction of the

pair as a functional transcriptional module, and adds sev-
eral novel candidates to the list of genes reported to be
controlled by it [1,33-35] (Tables 7, 8). Importantly, IFN-

demonstrated to be under the regulation of the NF-

Conclusion
Our analysis demonstrates the power of functional
genomics approaches to delineate intricate transcriptional
networks in mammalian systems. Microarray data are
often noisy and do not distinguish between direct and sec-
ondary responses. Likewise, large-scale promoter scan-
ning for putative TF targets produces many false positives
due to the short and degenerate nature of BS signatures.
Combining these two sources of information, and aug-
menting them by utilizing datasets and promoter
sequences from both human and mouse, gave us an accu-
rate, system-level delineation of the TLR-induced tran-
scriptional program, and identified highly reliable
putative direct targets of its key regulators. The findings
reported in this study generalize, on a genomic scale, the
current knowledge on the identity, function, kinetics and
modular organization of the transcriptional regulators
that mobilize the innate immune response, which is often
based on studies of specific genes. Such knowledge can be
useful for designing ways to pharmacologically manipu-
late the activity of the innate immunity in pathological
conditions in which either enhancement or repression of
this branch of the immune system is desired.

Methods
Microarray datasets
The four expression datasets analyzed in this study are
summarized in Table 1. We used the original normalized

ing viruses [2,25], and triggers the induction of the NF-kB

activity of STAT-1 [29]. In the NF-kB-regulated transcrip-

forms a negative feedback loop which inhibits the IkK

ulates a subset of NF-kB target genes induced by TLR4 sup-

the NF-kB and ISRE cis-elements. However, when the two

target genes. This finding further defines the NF-kB+ISRE

b is among the genes whose promoters were empirically

kB+ISRE pair [1].
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probe expression values, as provided by the authors. In
each dataset, we averaged measurements over replicate
samples, and then, for each probe, we divided expression
values in treated samples by the values in the correspond-
ing control samples (time 0 hr). These fold-change ratios
were log (base2)-transformed and averaged over probes
that correspond to the same gene. Mapping probes in the
MmBMM, HsM1 and HsM2 datasets to Ensembl gene ids
was done using annotation files provided by Affymetrix.
The MmRAW dataset included the Entrez-Gene id of each
probe; we used Biomart [36] to map Entrez-Gene ids to
Ensembl gene ids. The HsM1 experiment measured
responses of macrophages cultured with LPS derived from
E. coli (LPS_E) and Salmonella typhi (LPS_S). We regarded
LPS_E and LPS_S as duplicates and averaged over these
two conditions.

Definition of stimulator-induced genes
In all datasets except HsM1, a gene was considered to be
induced by a given stimulator if its expression level in one
or more of the time points was at least 1.8-fold higher
than its expression at time 0. The results we report are not
sensitive to the chosen cutoff and remained consistent for
a wide range of values (from 1.5- to 2-fold). In HsM1 we
used a more stringent threshold of 3.5-fold, since the
expression values in this dataset showed a much larger
variance, probably because no replicates were performed
(except for time 0). This threshold was chosen so that a
similar percentage of the genes will be considered induced
in HsM1 as in the other datasets.

Groups of genes induced by subsets of stimulators
The two mouse datasets – MmBMM and MmRAW – share
10,113 genes. Using the maximum induction-fold of each
of these genes, computed over six time-points (20 mins-2
hrs in MmBMM, and 4 hrs in MmRAW), for each of the six
stimulators (LPS, PAM2, PAM3, PIC, R848 and CpG), we
partitioned the genes into groups as follows. We enumer-
ated all 63 (= 26-1) non-empty subsets of the six stimula-
tors, and for each such subset we collected all the genes
that were induced in those stimulators and not induced in
the others. Ignoring sets with less than 40 genes, we
obtained eight gene sets (Figure 2A): six agent-specific sets
(i.e., genes that were induced only in one of the six stim-
ulators), an LPS-PIC specific set, and a universal response
set.

In humans, we repeated the above analysis for the LPS and
PIC stimulators in the HsM1 dataset. Here, we used all five
time-points (1 hr–24 hrs), and an induction threshold of
3.5-fold (see Table 4).

Functional categories analysis
Identification of enriched Gene Ontology (GO) biological
processes categories was done using the TANGO algo-

rithm implemented in the EXPANDER package [17]. In
brief, TANGO calculates the statistical significance of GO
categories' over-representation within a given set of genes
by computing the upper tail of the hypergeometric distri-
bution. In order to account for multiple testing, a major
challenge in such an analysis due to the strong dependen-
cies among GO categories, TANGO estimates fixed p-val-
ues using an empirical distribution based on 1,000
randomly chosen gene sets. We report all GO categories
with an enrichment p-value less than 10-5 (before correct-
ing for multiple testing) (see Figure 2B). Association of
mouse genes with GO categories was downloaded from
the GO web-site [37] (Sep 2006).

Computational promoter analysis
Identification of enriched BS signature of known TFs was
done using our PRIMA algorithm [14], which is imple-
mented in the EXPANDER package. PRIMA identifies TFs
whose BS signatures are significantly abundant in the pro-
moters of a specified group of genes, given their distribu-
tion in the promoters of the entire background set (i.e., all
the genes present on the chip). PRIMA uses position
weight matrices (PWMs) as models for regulatory sites
that are bound by TFs. 498 PWMs that represent human
or mouse TFBSs were obtained from the TRANSFAC data-
base (release 10.2, June 2006) [38]. Promoter sequences
corresponding to all known human and mouse genes
were extracted from the Ensembl project (release 40, Sep
2006) [39]. PRIMA scanned both strands of each pro-
moter sequence in the region from 600 bps upstream to
100 bps downstream of the putative transcription start
site (TSS). Repetitive elements were masked out. A
detailed description of how PRIMA determines PWM cut-
offs, identifies putative TFBSs, and computes enrichment
scores is given in [14]. We report TFs with an enrichment
p-value less than 10-5. We used this stringent threshold
due to the large number of PWMs examined. Note, how-
ever, that there is a very high level of redundancy in the
TRANSFAC database. For example, there are seven differ-

Thus, the actual number of independent multiple tests
performed by PRIMA is considerably less than the total
number of PWMs. For each of the TFs reported in this
study, we chose the PWM that gave the best overall results

ISRE, and M00177 for ATF/CREB; other PWMs of these
TFs often gave very similar p-values.

We also subjected each of the eight TLR-induced gene sets
(Figure 2) to the MEME program (version 3.0.3) [18].
MEME is a tool for discovering motifs de-novo in a group
of related DNA sequences. MEME was run with a 4th-order
Markov background model, which we constructed using
all the mouse promoter sequences (from 600 bps
upstream to 100 bps downstream the TSS). We searched

ent PWMs for NF-kB, which are naturally all very similar.

(in terms of enrichment): M00053 for NF-kB, M00258 for
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for motifs of length 8 and 10, and used the following
options: "-dna -revcomp -mod zoops -evt 0.001 -text -nos-
tatus".

Statistical tests for the kinetics of TF targets
In order to statistically evaluate the difference in the

number of putative targets of these elements, denoted s1
and s2, respectively, that were induced up to 1 hr after LPS
treatment. (genes whose promoter contained both the

Given the total number of putative targets (induced at any
time-point), denoted t1 and t2, respectively, we computed
the probability that out of s1 + s2 early-induced genes, at
least s1 
indicates that statistically significant number of the early-

given by the hypergeometric tail distribution:

Using a similar statistical test, we showed that the peak
time of putative targets of ATF/CREB is significantly earlier
than that of all other induced genes. Denoting by t1 (t2)
the number of LPS-induced genes that are (are not) puta-
tive targets of ATF/CREB, out of which s1 (s2) reached their
maximal expression at or before 1 hr, we computed the
hypergeometric probability as above.

Statistical evaluation of increased induction of targets of 

To examine whether there is a significant additive effect

following test: Given the total number of genes whose

1 and t2, respectively, we checked

Here, genes were ranked based on their maximum induc-
tion in response to LPS. Let s1 and s2 denote the number of

tively, whose induction-fold is above the aforementioned
10% threshold (i.e., s1 + s2 = (t1 + t2)/10). Then, using the
standard hypergeometric score (Equation 1), we com-
puted the probability to observe at least s1 highly-induced

1, t2 and s2. For example, in the

genes, of which 55 also contained an ISRE element;

LPS, 12 genes also had an ISRE element.

Thus, t1 = 55, t2 = 604, s1 = 12, and s2 = 53, which gives p =
0.004.

The above test evaluates the increased expression of puta-

targets.
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In pattern matching with character classes the goal is to find all occurrences of a pattern
of length m in a text of length n, where each pattern position consists of an allowed
set of characters from a finite alphabet Σ . We present an FFT-based algorithm that
uses a novel prime-numbers encoding scheme, which is logn/ log m times faster than
the fastest extant approaches, which are based on boolean convolutions. In particular, if
m|Σ | = nO (1), our algorithm runs in time O (n log m), matching the complexity of the fastest
techniques for wildcard matching, a special case of our problem. A major advantage of our
algorithm is that it allows a tradeoff between the running time and the RAM word size.
Our algorithm also speeds up solutions to approximate matching with character classes
problems—namely, matching with k mismatches and Hamming distance, as well as to the
subset matching problem.

© 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Generic pattern matching problems require finding all occurrences of a pattern p in a text t . Throughout this paper, we
denote by m and n the length of the pattern and the text, respectively (m < n). In the classical string matching problem
both p and t are strings over a finite alphabet Σ = {a1, . . . ,aσ } of size σ . A myriad of efficient algorithms have been
developed over the years, the fastest of which solve this problem in linear time, such as the Knuth–Morris–Pratt [1] and
Boyer–Moore [2] algorithms.

1.1. Matching with don’t-cares

A more general matching problem is obtained when we allow the pattern and the text to contain don’t-care characters,
or wildcards, denoted ‘*,’ which match all symbols in Σ . Formally:

Matching with don’t-cares. Given a pattern p and a text t , which may contain don’t-cares, find all occurrences of p in t .
Here, p is said to occur at location i in t if: ∀1 � j � m, p[ j] = t[i + j − 1] or p[ j] = ‘*’ or t[i + j − 1] = ‘*.’

If the number of don’t-cares in the pattern is very small, the problem can be solved in linear time, for example by
building a deterministic finite automaton (DFA) that detects all possible words that match the pattern. Another approach is
to use the match-count algorithm, which finds the number of matching positions (or, equivalently, the Hamming distance)
between the pattern and every length m substring of the text (see, e.g., [3, Ch. 4.3]). The algorithm, first introduced by

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: chaiml@post.tau.ac.il (C. Linhart), rshamir@post.tau.ac.il (R. Shamir).
0022-0000/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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Table 1
Summary of the main results described in this paper

Problem Previous complexity Prime-code complexity

Matching with character classes O (σn logm) [4]
O (σ 1−κn log m) if mσ = nω(1)

O (n log( m
κ )) if mσ = no(1)

Hamming distance with char. classes O (σn logm) [4]
O (nσ(1 + log2 m/ log n)) if mσ = nω(1)

O (n(logm + σ)) if mσ = no(1)

Subset matching (Monte Carlo) O (σn log(σn)) [5]
O (σn log m) if mσ = nω(1)

O (n log n log( m
κ )/ log m) if mσ = no(1)

Fischer and Paterson [4], computes the contribution of each alphabet symbol to the score independently, as follows. For the
symbol a ∈ Σ , each occurrence of a in the text and in the pattern is replaced by the number 1, and all other symbols are
encoded by 0. The number of matching a’s between the pattern and every substring in the text is obtained by computing
the convolution between the binary-encoded pattern and text. Using Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), the convolution can be
computed in O (n log m) time under the RAM model of computation, which assumes that arithmetic operations on numbers
with w bits take constant time, where w = O (log N) is the RAM word size and N is the maximal input size. Thus, the total
running time of match-count is O (σn log m), as it involves σ such convolutions. The algorithm can easily be extended to
cope with wildcards in the pattern and in the text.

Fischer and Paterson further showed that a similar technique can be applied to solve matching with don’t-cares in time
O (logσ · n log m) [4]. Removing the dependence on σ remained an open problem until recently. Indyk introduced a ran-
domized technique for computing boolean products, which yielded an O (n log m)-time Monte Carlo algorithm for wildcard
matching and other problems [5]. Kalai gave another elegant Monte Carlo algorithm with the same time complexity, based
on integer codes [6]. Cole and Hariharan were the first to obtain an O (n log m)-time deterministic algorithm, by encoding
each symbol with a pair of rational numbers [7]. A simpler deterministic algorithm with the same time complexity was
presented very recently by Clifford and Clifford [8]. All of the above algorithms compute convolutions using FFT; the main
differences between them is in the way they encode the pattern and the text.

1.2. Matching with character classes

Matching with don’t-cares can be generalized by allowing the pattern to contain any non-empty subset, or class, of
characters at each position:

Matching with character classes. Given a pattern p with character classes (p[ j] ⊆ Σ ), and a text t , which may contain
don’t-cares (t[i] ∈ Σ ∪ ‘*’), find all occurrences of p in t . Here, p is said to occur at location i in t if:
∀1 � j � m, t[i + j − 1] ∈ p[ j] or t[i + j − 1] = ‘*.’

For example, the pattern a[abcd]r[ab] matches the text abracadadrb at locations 1 (the substring “abra”) and 8
(“adrb”). W.l.o.g., we may assume that the text does not contain don’t-cares—otherwise, we can add the don’t-care symbol
to all the character classes in the pattern, and treat it as a regular symbol in the alphabet. Matching with character classes,
as well as with similar types of patterns, has been studied extensively (e.g., [9,10]). Most algorithms, however, have the same
worst-case running time as the naïve algorithm—O (nm). Bit-parallelism techniques improve this to O (nm/w), where w is
the RAM word size [11]. In general, the best worst-case performance is attained by the match-count algorithm—O (σn log m).

We present an FFT-based algorithm, whose running time depends on the parameter κ = logσ (log n/ log m). If κ < 1, its
time complexity is O (σ 1−κn log m), which is log n/ log m times faster than match-count; if κ = 1, i.e., mσ = n, our algorithm
computes a single convolution, matching the O (n log m) running time of the fastest wildcard matching algorithms; and
when κ > 1, our method runs in time O (n log(m/κ)), asymptotically converging to the optimal linear-time performance
of classical string matching methods as κ approaches infinity. Notably, in the latter case we obtain an improvement for
wildcard matching. Our algorithm uses a novel encoding scheme that is based on large prime numbers. The basic idea is
to encode the text and the pattern in such a way that at match locations their convolution is congruent to 0 modulo some
large number M . Unlike other methods, prime code exploits the entire RAM word, admitting improved performance for a
longer word size. Table 1 summarizes the main results presented in this paper.

1.3. Approximate matching with character classes

In many practical scenarios, one would like to find not only perfect matches, but also locations at which the pattern
approximately matches the text, that is, matches it up to a specified small distance. A commonly used metric is the number
of mismatched pattern positions, or Hamming distance. Returning to the previous example, the pattern a[abcd]r[ab]
matches the text abracadadrb at location 4 (the substring “acad”) with two mismatches (positions 3 and 4). Finding
all pattern occurrences with at most k mismatches is often referred to as the k-Mismatches problem. The fastest algorithm
for string matching with k mismatches runs in time O (n

√
k log k) [12]. If the pattern contains character classes, the most
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efficient algorithm is match-count, running in time O (σn log m). In fact, match-count provides more information than just
the k-mismatches—as explained earlier, it computes the number of mismatches at every text location. We call this the
Hamming distance problem. In the restricted case of a pattern that contains only single symbols and don’t-cares, but not
other classes of characters, Abrahamson [10] showed that the Hamming distance can be computed in time O (n

√
m log m),

which is faster than match-count when σ >
√

m/ logm. The algorithm we developed for matching with character classes can
also solve the k-mismatches and Hamming distance problems with small additional cost. This is an asymptotic improvement
over the match-count algorithm.

1.4. Subset matching

In the subset matching problem, both the pattern and the text are composed of character classes. According to the
original definition by Cole and Hariharan [13], the pattern matches the text if every character class in the pattern is a
subset of the corresponding character class in the text. For consistency with the definition of matching with character
classes, we shall switch the roles of the pattern and the text, and obtain the following equivalent problem:

Subset matching. Given a pattern p and a text t , both consisting of character classes (p[ j], t[i] ⊆ Σ ), find all occurrences
of p in t . Here, p is said to occur at location i in t if: ∀1 � j � m, t[i + j − 1] ⊆ p[ j].

Obviously, matching with character classes is a special case of subset matching. Let s be the total number of char-
acters in the pattern and text, i.e., s = ∑m

j=1 |p[ j]| + ∑n
i=1 |t[i]|. The most efficient algorithms for subset matching are

an O (s log s) Monte Carlo algorithm due to Indyk [5], and an O (s log2 s) deterministic algorithm by Cole and Hariha-
ran [7]. Since s might be as large as σ(n + m), the above methods have worst-case running times of O (σn log(σn)) and
O (σn log2(σn)), respectively. We develop a randomized variant of our prime-code technique that yields a Monte Carlo al-
gorithm for subset matching. Assuming σ = O (m), the algorithm runs in time O (σn log m) if κ < 1, O (n log n) if κ = 1, and
O (n log n log(m/κ)/ log m) if κ > 1.

1.5. Motivation

Character classes are commonly used in regular expressions and in many applications of pattern matching in various
fields. We briefly describe here two such applications in computational biology. The alphabet in both applications consists
of the four DNA bases—Σ = {A,C,G,T}.

Transcription factors (TFs) are specialized proteins that bind to regulatory regions in the DNA and control gene expres-
sion. A TF usually binds to many different DNA segments that share a common pattern, or motif, characteristic of the TF.
Such binding-site motifs are often modeled using patterns with character classes. For example, p53, the most frequently
mutated tumor suppressor in human cancers, binds to two repeats of [AG][AG][AG]C[AT][AT]G[CT][CT][CT] [14]. In a
typical setting, the TF binding pattern is short (10 � m � 20), and the goal is to efficiently locate all its occurrences in many
long regulatory regions (n ≈ 108).

The second application is in the design of degenerate primers for Polymerase Chain Reaction (PCR) experiments. PCR is
a technique for amplifying a specific region of DNA, so that enough copies of it are available for testing or sequencing. The
first step in PCR is to synthesize two DNA segments, or primers, lying on opposite sides of the target region. A PCR primer
is called degenerate if some of its positions have several possible bases. Thus, a degenerate primer can be described as a
pattern with character classes. Degenerate primers can be used to amplify several related genomic sequences in a single PCR
experiment. We studied the computational problem of designing highly degenerate primers [15], and applied our algorithms
in experiments for studying the human and canine olfactory receptor genes [16,17]. A common problem in the design of
degenerate primers is to verify that the primers do not bind to DNA regions others than those they are meant to amplify.
Thus, one needs to search for all occurrences of a candidate primer, typically of length 20 � m � 30, in the entire genome
(n ≈ 6 ·109 in human). One may also want to allow a small number of mismatches (e.g., k = 3), as the PCR technique usually
tolerates a few mismatches.

Subset matching is applicable in many pattern matching scenarios, such as geometric pattern matching and general
pattern matching. Most notably, Cole and Hariharan showed that tree pattern matching, an important problem which has
been studied extensively, can be reduced to subset matching in linear time [13]. In computational biology, subset matching
can be applied to search for conserved TF binding sites in aligned sequences of multiple species. The straightforward solution
is to search for the occurrences of the TF’s motif in each species separately, as described earlier, and then check which
locations match the motif in all species. An alternative approach is to combine the sequences into a single consensus
sequence, in which each position contains the set of bases that appear in that position in one or more species, and apply
subset matching to search for the motif in the consensus sequence.

2. Preliminaries

All the algorithms described in this paper assume the RAM model, wherein standard arithmetic on w bit numbers is
performed in constant time. Following standard practice, we shall assume that the word size is w = O (log n) (see, e.g., [5,6]).
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Convolution. The convolution, or cross-correlation, of two vectors a,b is the vector a ⊕ b such that (a ⊕ b)[i] =∑|a|
j=1 a[ j]b[i + j − 1] for 1 � i � |b| − |a| + 1.

Given a pattern p of length m and a text t of length n (m < n), both encoded using numbers with w bits, the convolution
p ⊕ t can be computed in O (n log m) time, as follows. First, the text is split into n/m pieces of length 2m, with overlap m
between consecutive pieces. The convolution between the pattern and each piece of the text is then computed using FFT in
time O (m log m) per piece (as in [4]).

3. Matching with character classes

In this section we describe our encoding scheme and how it can be applied to solve pattern matching with character
classes. Since our algorithm is based on computing convolutions on segments of length 2m, we may assume w.l.o.g. that
σ � 2m, as each 2m-long piece of text contains at most 2m distinct symbols.

3.1. Prime code

A prime code assigns to each symbol ai ∈ Σ a distinct prime number pi , where p1 < p2 < · · · < pσ (notice that we use pi
to denote the ith prime number, whereas p[i] is the character class at position i in the pattern). Denote M = p1 · . . . · pσ .
We further require that all primes are larger than m (i.e., p1 > m). We first describe how such prime numbers can be found,
and then explain how to encode the pattern and the text.

Finding Prime Numbers p1, . . . , pσ > m: Following are well known bounds on the number π(x) of primes less than or
equal to x [18]:

∀x � 17,
x

ln x
< π(x) < 1.26

x

ln x
.

Using these bounds, for m � 17 we get:

π(5m ln m) − π(m) >
5m ln m

ln(5m ln m)
− 1.26

m

ln m
>

5m ln m − 2.6m

2 ln m
> 2m � σ .

Thus, if we search for prime numbers between m + 1 and 5m ln m, we are guaranteed to find at least σ prime numbers, as
required. Since testing for primality takes polynomial time (i.e., testing whether x is prime takes polylog(x) time) [19], the
prime numbers we seek can be found in O (m · polylog(m)) time. Alternatively, we could apply Eratosthenes’ sieve to obtain
all the primes up to 5m ln m in time O (m logm log logm). This can be improved to o(m logm) time using modern sieves,
such as the sieve of Atkin [20]. Notice that each of the primes we obtain is a number with at most log2(5m ln m) < 2 log2 m
bits. The prime numbers depend only on m—if we are given a list of equal-length patterns, this step of the algorithm needs
to be performed only once.

Text Code: The symbol ai in the text is encoded by the integer M/pi .

Pattern Code: A character class [ai1 , . . . ,aic ] in the pattern is encoded by an integer nS , where S = {i1, . . . , ic}, s.t.:

nS ≡
{

0 (mod pi) ∀i ∈ S ,
1 (mod p j) ∀ j /∈ S . (1)

The Chinese Remainder Theorem (CRT, in short) guarantees that such integers exist (see, e.g., [21, Ch. 31.5]). In fact, for each
subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , σ } there exists a single integer 0 � nS < M , for which Eq. (1) holds. Moreover, this integer can be found
using the CRT, as follows. For each j (1 � j � σ ), we obtain a pair of integers r j,q j s.t.: r j p j + q j(M/p j) = 1. These integers
can be computed using Euclid’s gcd algorithm in time O (log p j). Denoting c j = q j(M/p j), it follows from the CRT that:

nS =
∑
j /∈S

c j = 1 −
∑
j∈S

c j mod M.

Hence, given the coefficients c1, . . . , cσ , a character class with c symbols is encoded in linear time. Let sp denote the total
number of characters in the pattern, i.e., sp = ∑m

j=1 |p[ j]|. Encoding the entire pattern takes O (sp) time, plus O (σ log pσ ) =
O (m logm) (since σ � 2m and pσ � 5m ln m) for computing the c j ’s, which can be done in pre-processing, as they do
not depend on the content of the pattern. The attentive reader may have noticed that we ignored a crucial problem—the
numbers we are dealing with might be too large to fit into a single RAM word. We will address this issue in the next
section.

3.2. The PMCC algorithm

Our basic algorithm for pattern matching with character classes, called PMCC, is outlined in Fig. 1.
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INPUT: Pattern p with character classes, text t over alphabet Σ , σ = |Σ |
OUTPUT: All occurrences of p in t
Algorithm PMCC:
1. Pre-processing:

1a. Find σ prime numbers—p1, . . . , pσ > m
1b. Set M ← p1 · . . . · pσ

1c. Compute coefficients c1, . . . , cσ using the CRT:
ci ≡ 1 (mod pi) and ci ≡ 0 (mod p j) for j �= i

2. Encode the pattern and the text using a prime code:
2a. Text: Replace the symbol ai by M/pi

2b. Pattern: Replace the character class [ai1 , . . . ,aic ] by n{i1,...,ic }:
n{i1,...,ic } = 1 − (ci1 + · · · + cic ) mod M

3. Compute the convolution p ⊕ t using FFT
4. Report a match at location i iff (p ⊕ t)[i] ≡ 0 (mod M)

Fig. 1. Algorithm PMCC for pattern matching with character classes.

Theorem 1. If mσ = nO (1) , algorithm PMCC solves pattern matching with character classes using a single convolution in time
O (n log m).

Proof. We first prove that PMCC produces the correct output. Let us compare the pattern to the substring at location i in
the text. The value of the convolution at this location is: (p ⊕ t)[i] = ∑m

j=1 p[ j]t[i + j − 1]. Let [ai1 , . . . ,aic ] be the character
class at position j in the pattern, and let ak be the symbol at position i + j − 1 in the text. It is easily seen that:

p[ j]t[i + j − 1] = n{i1,...,ic} · M/pk ≡
{

0, if ak ∈ {ai1 , . . . ,aic },
M/pk, otherwise

(all congruences are modulo M). Denote by ek the number of times the symbol ak in the text does not match the cor-
responding character class in the pattern, when the pattern is aligned against text location i. Thus, (p ⊕ t)[i] ≡ R , where
R = ∑σ

k=1 ek · (M/pk). Since pk > m for all k, we get R < M/m · ∑σ
k=1 ek . Obviously,

∑σ
k=1 ek � m, so R < M . Of course,

R � 0, and this inequality strictly holds iff ∃k, ek > 0. The correctness of the algorithm immediately follows.
We now analyze the running time of PMCC. As explained in Section 3.1, step 1 can be performed in time O (m log m),

and encoding the text and the pattern in step 2 takes O (n + sp) time. Step 4 takes O (n) time. Henceforth we shall ignore
these pre-processing and linear-time phases of the algorithm, and focus on step 3, which determines the overall time
complexity. Since we showed that log2 pi < 2 log2 m (Section 3.1), it follows that log2 M = ∑σ

k=1 log2 pk < 2σ log2 m. Thus,
for mσ = nO (1) , we get log2 M = O (log n), i.e., M fits into a single machine word, so the convolution in step 3 can be
computed in time O (n log m), as required. �

We now show how to adjust the PMCC algorithm so that it could solve instances with mσ = nω(1) , and how to improve
its performance when mσ = no(1) .

Theorem 2. Pattern matching with character classes can be solved in time:⎧⎨
⎩

O (σ 1−κn log m), if 0 � κ � 1,
O (n log m), if κ = 1,
O (n log(m/κ)), if κ � 1

where κ = logσ (log n/ log m), or, more generally, κ = logσ (w/ log m), where w is the RAM word size.

Proof. The case mσ = nω(1): In order to ensure that all the numbers the algorithm computes do not exceed O (log n) bits, we
apply a standard trick—we partition Σ into smaller alphabets, Σ = ⋃

Σ j , each of size at most log n/ log m. For each of these
(log m/ logn)σ � alphabets, we solve the problem using PMCC, ignoring all symbols that are not in the active alphabet—such
symbols in the text are replaced by the symbol ‘*,’ which is also added to all the character classes in the pattern, as well as
to the alphabet. Finally, we report a match at each location for which a match was found over all the alphabets. Denoting
κ = logσ (log n/ log m), the total running time is O (σ logm/ log n · n log m) = O (σ 1−κn log m).

The case mσ = no(1): In this case, PMCC utilizes only a small part of the RAM word. We can improve its running time
by avoiding this waste, as follows. The main idea is to work on κ-tuples. We first rename the pattern using the alphabet
Σκ , padding the pattern with character classes that consist of the entire alphabet, if required. The new pattern is a pattern
with character classes over the new alphabet (notice that this trick does not work for a pattern with don’t-cares—renaming
it with Σκ results in a pattern with character classes, not only single symbols and don’t-cares). Next, we rename the
text using Σκ , each time starting at a different offset 0 � i < κ . For each offset, we run PMCC and report the matches.
Since the text and the pattern are of length n/κ and m/κ , respectively, and all the numbers involved fit into a RAM word
(log2 M < 2σκ log2(m/κ) = O (log n)), each offset is handled in time O (n/κ · log(m/κ)). The total time complexity is therefore
O (n log(m/κ)). �
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3.3. Approximate matching

In this section we describe simple post-processing procedures that can be applied to our PMCC algorithm in order to
solve two approximate matching with character classes problems—Hamming distance and matching with k mismatches.

3.3.1. Hamming distance
Interestingly, the prime-code convolution vector p ⊕ t contains more information than merely the locations of the

matches. As we shall now show, the number of mismatches at every location in the text can easily be derived from it,
thus computing the Hamming distance for patterns with character classes more efficiently than match-count.

Theorem 3. The Hamming distance for patterns with character classes can be computed in time:{
O

(
n
(
σ 1−κ log m + σ

)) = O
(
nσ

(
1 + log2 m/ log n

))
, if 0 � κ < 1,

O
(
n(log m + σ)

)
, if κ � 1.

Proof. Recall that for a fixed location i in the text: (p ⊕ t)[i] ≡ R (mod M), where R = ∑σ
k=1 ek(M/pk), and ek is the

number of mismatches for the symbol ak in the text. Since R ≡ ek(M/pk) (mod pk), we get: ek = R · (M/pk)
−1 mod pk .

(Notice that the modular inverse (M/pk)
−1 is the integer qk we computed earlier for encoding the pattern.) As described

in Section 3.2, if mσ = nO (1) all the numbers computed by our matching algorithm fit into a machine word, so we can
compute ek from (p ⊕ t)[i] in constant time. If mσ = nω(1) , the algorithm performs a separate convolution for each partial
alphabet Σ j ; we thus calculate ek from the convolution vector we computed for the partial alphabet that contains ak .
Therefore, in both cases the Hamming distance

∑
k ek at every text location can be calculated in total time O (σn), given

the convolution vector(s). In fact, we can compute a weighted Hamming distance—
∑

k wkek , where each mismatched text
symbol is assigned a pre-defined weight wk . �
3.3.2. k-Mismatches

We would now like to find all text locations at which there are at most k mismatches (1 � k < m). Obviously, we could
compute the Hamming distance and solve the problem in O (σn) time. However, when k is small, as is often the case in
practice, there is a more efficient alternative.

Theorem 4. Matching with k mismatches for patterns with character classes can be solved in time:{
O

(
σ 1−κn log m

)
, if 0 � κ < 1,

O (n log m), if κ � 1

}
+ O

(
n · min

{
σ ,k

(
1 + log σ

k

)})
.

Proof. The idea is to identify which symbols have mismatches when the pattern is compared to a substring in the text. To
this end, for every text location we perform a binary search using boolean queries on the value of R modulo subsets of the
prime numbers, as follows.

Suppose k < σ , and let T be a balanced binary tree, whose leaves, ordered from left to right, are the alphabet sym-
bols a1, . . . ,aσ . Each node in T corresponds to a subset of Σ , comprised of the symbols at the leaves of its subtree. An
example is illustrated in Fig. 2. We further assume that (p ⊕ t)[i] fits into a single RAM word, so mσ = nO (1) . We start
at the root of T , and check R mod p1 p2 . . . pσ/2�—if it is 0, then there are no mismatches for the symbols a1, . . . ,aσ/2� ,
and we prune the left branch; otherwise, at least one of these symbols has mismatches, so we continue the search in
the left subtree of the root. Similarly, if R mod pσ/2�+1 . . . pσ �= 0, we continue to the right subtree. In this manner we
traverse T breadth-first, pruning some of the branches along the way. Each non-pruned branch contains one or more mis-
matched symbols (that is, at least one of the leaves in its subtree has mismatches). Thus, if the number of non-pruned
branches exceeds k, there are more than k mismatched symbols, which clearly implies that there are more than k mis-
matches at the current text location, so we stop the search. Otherwise, we end up with at most k leaves that correspond
to the mismatched symbols. We calculate the exact number of mismatches for each of these symbols, as we have done for
the Hamming distance computation, and report a match if their sum does not exceed k. In the example illustrated in Fig. 2
there are three mismatched symbols—a1, a2 and a4, and a total of four mismatches. The total time required for the above
search is proportional to the number of branches we traverse, which is O (k + k log σ

k ).
If mσ = nω(1) , we cannot perform the above search, since we do not have the value (p ⊕t)[i]. Instead, the alphabet is par-

titioned into partial alphabets—Σ1, . . . , of size at most logn/ log m, and the matching algorithm computes (log m/ log n)σ �
convolutions, one for each partial alphabet. Thus, we can implement the same breadth-first binary search as for the case
mσ = nO (1) , except that rather than starting at the root of T , we begin the search from the level in the tree that contains
the nodes that correspond to the partial alphabets Σ1, . . . (or the next level if (log m/ log n)σ � is not an integer power
of 2). For example, if (log m/ log n)σ = 2, the matching algorithm computes two convolutions (one for Σ1 = {a1, . . . ,aσ/2},
and one for Σ2 = {aσ/2+1, . . . ,aσ }), so we start the breadth-first search at the second level of T (whose nodes correspond
to Σ1 and Σ2); in order to check whether R mod p1 p2 . . . pσ/2� is 0, we use the values (p ⊕ t)[i] computed in the first
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Fig. 2. Illustration of the k-mismatches algorithm for σ = 8. For every text location, the algorithm traverses the alphabet tree T breadth-first, continuing
the search only in edges with mismatches (thick arrows).

convolution, and for R mod pσ/2�+1 . . . pσ we use the output of the second convolution. Searching for the mismatched
symbols at a given location takes in this case O (k + k log σ

k + (log m/ logn)σ ) = O (k(1 + log σ
k ) + σ 1−κ ) time. �

4. Subset matching

In the subset matching problem, both the pattern and the text consist of subsets of Σ (see Section 1.4 for the definition
of the problem). Unlike in the previous problem, here a 2m-long piece of text may contain more than 2m different symbols.
However, we shall still assume that σ = O (m); we shall not analyze the performance of the algorithm for larger alphabets.
We now describe a randomized version of the prime code technique for solving subset matching. The difference lies in the
way we encode the text; the pattern is encoded as in Section 3.1.

Randomized Text Code: A non-empty character class [b j1 , . . . ,b jd ] in the text is encoded by an integer r · M/pSt , where

pSt = ∏d
k=1 p jk , and r is a random totative1 of pSt ; in other words:

(i) 1 � r < pSt ,
(ii) r is relatively prime to pSt ,

(iii) r is chosen uniformly among the numbers that fulfill (i) and (ii).

An empty character class in the text is encoded by 0.

Given the primes p j1 , . . . , p jd , each totative of pSt is uniquely characterized by its set of residues r j1 , . . . , r jd modulo
p j1 , . . . , p jd , respectively. Therefore, in order to uniformly select a random totative r, we choose random residues, and then
compute the corresponding r using the CRT. Similarly to the analysis of the pattern code in Section 3.1, encoding the text
takes O (st) time, where st is the total number of characters in the text, plus O (m log m) for pre-processing.

4.1. The SSM algorithm

We now give a randomized algorithm, called SSM, for solving subset matching. The algorithm, outlined in Fig. 3, is a
variant of PMCC that uses the randomized text code described above.

Theorem 5. Algorithm SSM is a Monte Carlo algorithm for solving subset matching. If σ = O (m) then with probability at least 1 − 1
n

the algorithm reports no false matches in time:{ O (σn log m), if 0 � κ � 1,
O (n log n), if κ = 1,
O (n log n log(m/κ)/ log m), if κ � 1

where κ = logσ (w/ log m) and w is the RAM word size.

1 A totative of x is a positive integer smaller than and relatively prime to x.
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INPUT: Pattern p and text t with character classes, alphabet Σ , σ = |Σ |
OUTPUT: All occurrences of p in t
Algorithm SSM:
1. Pre-processing: Same as in algorithm PMCC (Fig. 1)
2. For k = 1, . . . ,2 log2 n/ log2 m:

3. Encode the pattern and the text using a randomized prime code:
3a. Text: Replace the character class [b j1 , . . . ,b jd ] by r · M/pSt :

pSt = p j1 · . . . · p jd

r is a random totative of pSt (i.e., 1 � r < pSt , gcd(r, pSt ) = 1)
3b. Pattern: Replace the character class [ai1 , . . . ,aic ] by n{i1,...,ic }:

n{i1,...,ic } = 1 − (ci1 + · · · + cic )mod M
4. Compute the convolution Ck = (p ⊕ t)mod M using FFT

5. Report a match at location i iff ∀k Ck[i] = 0

Fig. 3. Algorithm SSM for subset matching.

Proof. We first analyze a single iteration k of steps 3 and 4. The convolution Ck at location i in the text is: (p ⊕ t)[i] =∑m
j=1 p[ j]t[i + j − 1]. Let S p = [ai1 , . . . ,aic ] be the character class at position j in the pattern, and let St = [b j1 , . . . ,b jd ] be

the character class at position i + j − 1 in the text. If St ⊆ S p , then:

p[ j]t[i + j − 1] = n{i1,...,ic} · rM/(p j1 · . . . · p jd ) ≡ 0 (mod M).

Thus, if the pattern matches the text at location i, the above holds for all 1 � j � m, and we get Ck[i] = 0. Conversely,
suppose there is a mismatch at position j in the pattern, and let ak ∈ St − S p . In this case, n{i1,...,ic} ≡ 1 mod pk , and r
modulo pk is a random totative of pk (since it is a random totative of pSt ), so:

p[ j]t[i + j − 1] mod pk ∼ U (1, . . . , pk − 1).

Fixing the remaining variables, the congruence (p ⊕ t)[i] ≡ 0 mod M has a unique solution for p[ j]t[i + j − 1]mod pk . There-
fore, the probability that the congruence holds is at most 1/(pk − 1) � 1/m. In other words, if the pattern does not match
the text at location i, then Ck[i] = 0 with probability at most 1/m.

If we perform (log2 n + c)/ log2 m iterations of steps 2 and 3, each time encoding the text using new random residues,
the probability of having any false matches at any position is at most n/m(log2 n+c)/ log2 m = 1/2c . Specifically, for c = log2 n
the probability for failure is at most 1/n, and the entire algorithm is �(log n/ log m) times slower than the deterministic
algorithm for pattern matching with character classes (Theorem 2). �
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In matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches we are given a pattern of length m and a text
of length n, both of which may contain don’t-cares (a symbol that matches all symbols),
and the goal is to find all locations in the text that match the pattern with at most k
mismatches, where k is a parameter. We present new algorithms that solve this problem
using a combination of convolutions and a dynamic programming procedure. We give
randomized and deterministic solutions that run in time O (nk2 log m) and O (nk3 log m),
respectively, and are faster than the most efficient extant methods for small values of k.
Our deterministic algorithm is the first to obtain an O

© 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
(poly(k) · n log m) running time.
1. Introduction

The problem of pattern matching with don’t-cares re-
quires finding all occurrences of a pattern p of length m in
a text t of length n, where the pattern and the text contain
don’t-cares (or wildcards), often marked as ‘*’, that match
all symbols. Fischer and Paterson developed an algorithm
for solving this problem that utilizes boolean convolutions,
computed using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) [1]. As-
suming the RAM model, which is the computational model
used by most studies on FFT-based pattern matching tech-
niques, its running time is O (log |Σ | · n log m), where Σ is
the alphabet. This time complexity has been improved over
the past decade using various FFT-based methods. Cole and
Hariharan were the first to obtain an O (n log m) time de-
terministic algorithm [2], which was simplified by Clifford
and Clifford [3].

In many practical scenarios, one may want to search
for approximate matches, that is, locations in the text that
match the pattern up to a small pre-specified distance.
Perhaps the most widely used metric is the Hamming
distance, which counts the number of mismatched pat-

* Corresponding author.
E-mail addresses: chaiml@post.tau.ac.il (C. Linhart),

rshamir@post.tau.ac.il (R. Shamir).
0020-0190/$ – see front matter © 2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
doi:10.1016/j.ipl.2008.10.016
tern symbols. Applications of this variant of approximate
matching are very common. For example, in bioinformat-
ics they arise when comparing genes or proteins, and in
the context of motif finding and primer design. The Ham-
ming distance between the pattern and the text at ev-
ery offset can be computed using the match-count algo-
rithm, which computes |Σ | boolean convolutions in time
O (|Σ |n log m) [1]. Abrahamson combined the match-count
algorithm with a divide-and-conquer technique to compute
the Hamming distance in time O (n

√
m logm) [4]. Random-

ized solutions for Hamming distance computation can also
be obtained using sketching protocols (e.g., [5,6]).

In this paper we focus on the problem of matching with
k mismatches. Given a pattern, a text and an integer k, we
would like to report all locations in the text that match
the pattern with at most k mismatches. This problem has
been studied extensively for simple strings (i.e., without
don’t-cares). Currently, the most efficient method runs in
time O (n

√
k log k) [7]. As in the case of exact matching,

searching for approximate matches becomes much more
difficult when we allow don’t-cares. This variant, which
we call matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches, has re-
ceived attention only very recently (see details below).
Here, we describe new efficient algorithms for matching
with don’t-cares and k mismatches, which are conceptu-
ally simpler, and in some cases faster, than extant tech-
niques.

http://www.ScienceDirect.com/
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/ipl
mailto:chaiml@post.tau.ac.il
mailto:rshamir@post.tau.ac.il
http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.ipl.2008.10.016
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2. Problem definition and preliminaries

Let Σ be a finite alphabet, and denote by ‘*’ the don’t-
care symbol. A text t = t1 . . . tn and a pattern p = p1 . . . pm

are strings over Σ ∪ ‘*’. Define HD(i) to be the Hamming
distance between p and ti . . . ti+m−1:

HD(i) = ∣∣{1 � j � m | p j �= ti+ j−1 and p j, ti+ j−1 �= ‘*’}∣∣.
Matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches. Given a pat-
tern p and a text t with don’t-cares, and an integer k, find
all occurrences of p in t with at most k mismatches, i.e.,
report all locations i in t with HD(i) � k.

All the algorithms described in this paper assume the
RAM model, wherein standard arithmetic on w-bit num-
bers are performed in constant time. Following common
practice, we shall assume that the word size is w =
O (log n).

Convolution. The convolution of two vectors a,b is the
vector a ⊕ b such that:

(a ⊕ b)[i] def=
|a|∑
j=1

a jbi+ j−1,

for 1 � i � |b| − |a| + 1.

Given a pattern p of length m and a text t of length n
(m < n), both encoded using numbers with w bits, the
convolution p ⊕ t can be computed in O (n log m) time,
as follows. First, the text is split into �n/m� pieces of
length 2m, with overlap m between consecutive pieces.
The convolution between the pattern and each piece of the
text is then computed using FFT in time O (m log m) per
piece (as in [1]).

3. Related work and previous results

Both match-count and Abrahamson’s technique for
Hamming distance matching can easily handle don’t-cares.
Thus, matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches can be
solved in time O (|Σ |n log m) or O (n

√
m log m) [1,4]. Intu-

itively, finding the locations at which the pattern matches
the text with at most k mismatches should be easier than
computing the exact Hamming distance at all locations.
Indeed, Clifford et al. [8] recently developed several faster
algorithms for this problem. Their algorithms, as well as
the new ones we introduce in this work, extend the ele-
gant technique for wildcard matching reported by Clifford
and Clifford [3], which we now describe in brief (note that
this technique also appears in [9] in the context of string
matching with L2 distance, and that similar methods based
on manipulation of polynomials for solving various pattern
matching problems were suggested earlier, e.g., [10,11]).

3.1. Simple matching with don’t-cares

The simple algorithm for matching with don’t-cares
first encodes the pattern and the text, as follows. Each
symbol is replaced by a unique positive number, and don’t-
cares are replaced by 0’s. Then, for each location i in the
text, the algorithm computes the sum A0[i]:

A0[i] =
m∑

j=1

xi, j, (1)

where:

xi, j = p jti+ j−1(p j − ti+ j−1)
2. (2)

It is easy to see that A0[i] = 0 if and only if there is an
exact match at offset i. The key observation is that this
sum can be computed efficiently for all offsets using three
FFTs, since:

A0[i] =
m∑

j=1

p3
j ti+ j−1 − 2

m∑
j=1

p2
j t

2
i+ j−1 +

m∑
j=1

p jt
3
i+ j−1. (3)

For example, the first sum in (3) is a convolution between
p3

1, . . . , p3
m and the text t1, . . . , tn . Thus, the total running

time is O (n log m) [3].

3.2. Matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches

Clifford et al. [8] further developed the above idea
and devised an algorithm for solving the 1-mismatch
problem—given a pattern and a text that contain don’t-
cares, the algorithm reports all text locations that match
the pattern with at most one mismatch. In short, their
algorithm computes (again, with FFTs) an additional ar-
ray A1[i] = ∑m

j=1(i + j − 1)xi, j . If there is a single mis-
match at offset i, then the value B[i] = A1[i]/A0[i] is the
position of the mismatch. Thus, there is one mismatch
iff A0[i] = xi,B[i]−i+1, which could easily be verified in
constant time per text offset. Clifford et al. used this pro-
cedure as a building block for solving the k mismatches
with don’t-cares problem. They present a randomized al-
gorithm that runs in O (n(k + log n log log n) log m) time and
gives the correct answer with high probability. Their de-
terministic algorithms, based on tools developed for group
testing and for k-selectors, run in time O (nk2 log3 m) and
O (nk polylog m), respectively (the latter with O (poly m)

time preprocessing).

4. Main ideas and results

Our approach is based on the fact that at a fixed loca-
tion i in the text, the number of mismatches between the
pattern and the text is the number of non-zero’s in the ar-
ray xi,1, . . . , xi,m . Denote:

C[i] =
∑

1� j1< j2<···< jk+1�m

xi, j1 · xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jk+1 , (4)

where the sum is over all possible (k + 1)-tuples of or-
dered indices from {1, . . . ,m}. We claim that there is a
k-mismatch if and only if C[i] = 0. This is because if
there are k or less mismatches at location i, then ev-
ery set of k + 1 indices must contain at least one posi-
tion j′ where the pattern matches the text, i.e., xi, j′ =
0, which implies that C[i] = 0. Conversely, if there are
more than k mismatches at text location i, and let j1,

. . . , jk+1, . . . denote their positions in the pattern, then
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Algorithm k-MISMATCH (pattern p, text t , integer k):

1. Encode p and t using positive integers, ‘*’ using 0
2. Compute the arrays D1[i] = ∑m

j=1 xi, j , . . . , Dk+1[i] = ∑m
j=1 xk+1

i, j ,
where xi, j = p jti+ j−1(p j − ti+ j−1)2

3. Compute the array C[i] = ∑
xi, j1 · xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jk+1

4. Report a match at location i iff C[i] = 0

Fig. 1. Algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches. See
also Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Our algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches.

xi, j1 · xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jk+1 > 0. Since all xi, j ’s are non-negative,
we get C[i] � xi, j1 · xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jk+1 > 0, as required.

Alas, the value C[i] is a sum of
( m

k+1

)
products of k + 1

xi, j ’s—how can we compute it efficiently? Our main ob-
servation is that C[i] can be expressed using a recursion,
whose base is made up of k + 1 arrays of the type Ds[i] =∑m

j=1 xs
i, j . Each of these arrays can be broken up into

O (k) convolutions and computed using FFTs. A dynamic
programming procedure is then applied to compute C[i]
and report the results. An additional obstacle we need to
overcome is that the numbers computed by the algorithm
are too large to fit inside a single RAM word. We use
simple tools from number theory to solve this problem.
The total time complexity of our randomized algorithm,
which reports the correct locations with high probability,
is O (nk2 log m). The running time of our deterministic so-
lution is O (nk3 log m). It is the first deterministic algorithm
that solves matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches
in O (poly(k) · n log m) time. In particular, for constant k, it
matches the O (n log m) time complexity for exact match-
ing with don’t-cares [2,3].

5. The algorithm

Our algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mis-
matches, called k-MISMATCH, consists of four main steps,
outlined in Fig. 1.

In step 1, the pattern and the text are encoded as
in [3]—each alphabet symbol is replaced by a unique pos-
itive integer, and don’t-cares are replaced by 0’s. Step 2
computes the arrays Ds[i] for s = 1, . . . ,k + 1:
Ds[i] =
m∑

j=1

xs
i, j =

m∑
j=1

ps
jt

s
i+ j−1(p j − ti+ j−1)

2s

=
m∑

j=1

p3s
j ts

i+ j−1 − 2s
m∑

j=1

p3s−1
j ts+1

i+ j−1

+ · · · +
m∑

j=1

ps
jt

3s
i+ j−1.

Thus, each array Ds[i] is a linear combination of 2s + 1
convolutions of the type pa ⊕ tb , so a total of O (k2) con-
volutions plus O (k2) linear-time operations on arrays of
length n are required in step 2. In order to perform step 3,
we need to define another family of arrays. Let s and t be
positive integers, s + t � k + 2. Define the following array:

Ft,s[i] =
∑

1� j1�m
1� j2<···< jt�m

∀l>1 jl �= j1

xs
i, j1

· xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jt .

If s = 1, we also require j1 < j2, so that each term oc-
curs only once in the above sum. Informally, Ft,s[i] is the
sum of all terms of the type xs

i, j1
· xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jt , where

the indices j1, . . . , jt are chosen in such a way that each
term is taken exactly once. Notice that F1,s[i] = Ds[i], and
Fk+1,1[i] = C[i].

Lemma 1. The following recursion holds:

Ft+1,s[i] = 1

c

(
Ft,1[i] · F1,s[i] − Ft,s+1[i]

)
,

where c =
{

t + 1, if s = 1,

1, if s > 1.

Proof. By definition:

Ft,1[i] · F1,s[i]
=

( ∑
1� j1<···< jt�m

xi, j1 · . . . · xi, jt

)
·
( ∑

1� j�m

xs
i, j

)
.

Opening the above parentheses, we get two types of
terms—one with t + 1 distinct x’s (when the index j in
xs

i, j is not one of j1, . . . , jt ), and one with t distinct x’s
(when j ∈ { j1, . . . , jt}). Collecting each type to a separate
sum, we get using simple algebra:

Ft,1[i] · F1,s[i]
= c ·

∑
1� j1�m

1� j2<···< jt+1�m
∀l>1 jl �= j1

xs
i, j1

· xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jt+1

+
∑

1� j1�m
1� j2<···< jt�m

∀l>1 jl �= j1

xs+1
i, j1

· xi, j2 · . . . · xi, jt

= c · Ft+1,s[i] + Ft,s+1[i]. �
By Lemma 1, step 3 of the algorithm can be com-

puted using dynamic programming. We first set F1,s[i] =
Ds[i] for s = 1, . . . ,k + 1. We then compute F2,s[i] for
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s = 1, . . . ,k using the recursion. We continue in this way,
as illustrated in Fig. 2, until we obtain Fk+1,1[i], which is
the array C[i] we wished to compute. Note that by examin-
ing the arrays F1,1[i], . . . , Fk+1,1[i], we can infer the exact
number of mismatches at each k-mismatch location:

HD(i) = min
{

t | Ft+1,1[i] = 0
}
.

The number of arrays the algorithm computes in step 3 is
k(k +1)/2. Since each array is calculated in linear time, the
running time of this step is O (nk2).

The overall running time of the algorithm is domi-
nated by the time taken to perform the O (k2) FFTs in
step 2, which is O (nk2 log m). However, as mentioned ear-
lier, there is still one flaw we must address—the algorithm
computes numbers as large as

( m
k+1

)|Σ |4(k+1) < m5(k+1)

(see (4)), i.e., numbers with O (k log m) bits, whereas the
RAM model commonly used in the pattern-matching lit-
erature permits unit-cost operations only on O (log n)-bit
words. To solve this problem, we perform all computations
modulo some large prime number q that fits into a single
RAM word, as described in the next sections.

5.1. Randomized algorithm

Our randomized algorithm, called k-MISMATCH-RAN, is
outlined in Fig. 3. The algorithm randomly chooses two
large prime numbers—q1 and q2, each with O (log n) bits,
and computes the array Cq[i] = C[i] mod q, where q =
q1q2, using the procedure described above (integers in Zq

fit into a single RAM word, as required). Finally, it reports
a match at location i if Cq[i] = 0. C[i] is an integer be-
tween 0 and some large number N , where N < mK and
K = 5(k + 1). Thus, it has at most K prime factors larger
than m. We therefore choose q1 and q2 randomly and uni-
formly from the primes within a sufficiently large interval,
to guarantee that the probability of reporting a false match
is small. The following lemma specifies the required inter-
val.

Lemma 2. For n � 17 and K = 5(k + 1) � 5n, there are more
than nK primes in the interval [n + 1,6n(K + 1) ln n]. All these
primes are O (log n)-bit numbers.

Proof. Following are well-known bounds on the num-
ber π(x) of primes less than or equal to x [12]:

∀x � 17
x

ln x
< π(x) < 1.26

x

ln x
.

Since ln(6n(K + 1) ln n) < 4 ln n for n � 17, it follows from
the above bounds that:

π
(
6n(K + 1) ln n

) − π(n)

>
6n(K + 1) ln n

4 ln n
− 1.26n

ln n

>
6n(K + 1) ln n − 6n

4 ln n
> nK . �

In order to obtain the primes q1 and q2, one can ran-
domly draw numbers from the above interval and check
Algorithm k-MISMATCH-RAN (p, t , k)

1. Randomly choose two prime numbers—q1,q2 ∈ [n + 1,6n(K + 1) ln n],
where K = 5(k + 1)

2. Cq[i] = k-MISMATCH(p, t,k) mod q1q2

3. Report a match at location i iff Cq[i] = 0

Fig. 3. Randomized algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mis-
matches.

Algorithm k-MISMATCH-DET (p, t , k)

1. Find prime numbers—q1, . . . ,qK > m, where K = 5(k + 1)

2. For each prime qr do:
Let Cr [i] = k-MISMATCH(p, t,k) mod qr

3. Report a match at location i iff ∀r Cr [i] = 0

Fig. 4. Deterministic algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mis-
matches.

each number for primality. This takes O (polylog n) ex-
pected time [13], and can be done in preprocessing, as it
depends only on the length of the text. Since there are
more than nK primes in the interval, out of which at
most K are factors of C[i], it follows that if C[i] > 0 the
probability that Cq[i] = 0 is:

P
(
Cq[i] = 0|C[i] > 0

)
<

(
K

2

)/(
nK

2

)

= K (K − 1)

nK (nK − 1)
< 1/n2.

In other words, the algorithm reports a false match at a
given location i with probability less than 1/n2 (a true
match is always reported correctly, since C[i] = 0 implies
C[i] ≡ 0 (mod q)). Thus, the probability that the algorithm
reports any false match in the entire text is less than 1/n.

Theorem 1. Algorithm k-MISMATCH-RAN solves matching with
don’t-cares and k mismatches in O (nk2 log m) time and gives
the correct output (i.e., does not report false matches anywhere
in the text) with probability at least 1 − 1

n .

For k = O (
√

log n log log n) our algorithm improves
upon the randomized technique of Clifford et al. [8], which
runs in O (n(k + log n log log n) log m) time.

5.2. Deterministic algorithm

The deterministic algorithm, called k-MISMATCH-DET
and outlined in Fig. 4, chooses K prime numbers—q1, . . . ,

qK > m, and computes the array C[i] modulo each of these
primes separately. Lemma 3 specifies the interval that con-
tains these primes.

Lemma 3. For m � 17, the interval [m + 1,19m ln m] contains
more than 5m primes.

Proof. Since ln(19m ln m) < 3 ln m for m � 17, then using
the bounds on π(x) (see proof of Lemma 2) we get:

π(19m ln m) − π(m)

>
19m ln m − 1.26m
3 ln m ln m
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>
19m ln m − 4m

3 ln m
> 5m. �

It follows from the above lemma that the primes
q1, . . . ,qK (K � 5m) can be found in time o(m lnm) us-
ing modern sieve techniques [14], and that they are
O (log n)-bit numbers, as required. The algorithm com-
pletes by reporting all locations for which C[i] is 0 mod-
ulo all K primes. This always yields the correct answer,
since:

0 � C[i] < mK <

K∏
j=1

q j .

The running time of the deterministic algorithm is o(m lnm)

for finding the prime numbers, plus O (Knk2 log m) for
computing C[i] modulo each of the K primes. Thus, its
total running time is O (nk3 log m).

Theorem 2. Algorithm k-MISMATCH-DET solves matching with
don’t-cares and k mismatches in O (nk3 log m) time.

Our deterministic algorithm is faster than the O (nk2 ·
log3 m) time deterministic method of [8] for k =
O (log2 m).

6. Summary

We presented efficient randomized and determinis-
tic algorithms for matching with don’t-cares and k mis-
matches with running times O (nk2 log m) and O (nk3 logm),
respectively. For small values of k, our algorithms are
faster than the recently published methods of Clifford et
al. [8]. For small alphabets (|Σ | = O (k2 min{k, log2 m})),
the match-count algorithm is currently the fastest. Our
solution is the first O (poly(k) · n log m) time determin-
istic algorithm. For fixed values of k, this matches the
O (n log m) time complexity of exact matching with don’t-
cares [2,3]. An interesting open question is whether an
O ( f (k)n log m) algorithm can be found with f (k) = o(k3),
or even f (k) = O (k).
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8. Discussion 

In this thesis we described our study on the theoretical and practical aspects of cis-

regulatory motif finding. We developed novel statistical scores and algorithms for 

uncovering new BS patterns of TFs and miRNAs. We implemented our methods in an 

efficient user-friendly software package, demonstrated its applicability to a wide range of 

motif finding tasks, and showed that it outperforms existing tools. We applied 

computational analyses on pivotal mammalian cellular processes and demonstrated the 

power of our approach to delineate their intricate transcriptional programs. Finally, we 

developed new efficient algorithms for several pattern matching problems that are related 

to motif finding. In the future, we hope that the practical tools and techniques we 

implemented and the theoretical algorithms we developed will contribute to researchers 

in biology and computer science, respectively.      

8.1 The Amadeus/Allegro motif finding platform 

The main contribution of this thesis is the Amadeus/Allegro motif discovery software 

platform. Amadeus, described in Chapter 2, searches for motifs that are over-represented 

in the cis-regulatory sequences of a given target set of genes with respect to a large 

reference gene set (typically, the entire genome). Over-representation is evaluated either 

using the standard hypergeometric score or using a novel score, termed binned 

enrichment score, which accounts for biases in the length and nucleotide composition of 

the sequences of the given target set. The general architecture
 
of Amadeus is a pipeline of 

filters, or refinement phases, where
 
each phase receives as input a list of candidate motifs 

and applies an algorithm for refining the list and producing a set of improved candidates, 

which serve as a starting point for
 
the next phase. The first phases typically work on

 
a 

very large number of candidates, such as all possible k-mers,
 
and execute simple 

procedures for choosing the most promising motifs. Subsequent phases run more complex 

(and computationally
 
intensive) algorithms in order to converge to better motifs. Using 

sophisticated data structures that were tailored for the specific demands of the algorithm, 

Amadeus achieves high efficiency, and is among the fastest motif finding tools.    

Extensive testing showed that Amadeus outperforms other popular motif finding 

tools in terms of accuracy and running time. Of note, Amadeus attained high motif 

recovery rates both in yeast and in metazoans, whereas the success rates of extant tools 

deteriorated in the transition from yeast to more complex organisms. We believe this is 
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largely due to the fact that Amadeus utilizes the entire genome as a reference set for 

testing over-representation, rather than a probabilistic sequence model inferred from 

nucleotide counts.  

Amadeus supports a second type of genome-wide motif discovery task - 

identifying motifs based on global spatial features, namely – uneven distribution along 

the promoters, between the strands, or among the chromosomes. This type of analysis can 

be applied to any genome with a sufficient number of cis-regulatory sequences without 

need for target sets from prior experiments. We demonstrated how, in a single run, 

Amadeus recovered many known and novel motifs that are localized along human and 

mouse promoters, and motifs with non-random chromosomal distribution in fly and in 

worm. 

In Chapter 3 we extended the above functionality of Amadeus using Allegro, a 

method for simultaneous inference of motifs and their associated expression profiles 

given genome-wide expression datasets. Unlike existing techniques, which rely on 

statistical assumptions, Allegro uses a novel non-parametric model called Condition 

Weight Matrix (CWM) to describe the expression profile of a group of co-regulated 

genes. Allegro builds upon the powerful motif search engine and other features of 

Amadeus. For each candidate motif, Allegro fits a CWM to its putative targets and 

computes a statistical score to ascertain whether the sequence and expression patterns 

(i.e, the PWM and CWM, respectively) are significantly correlated. We applied Allegro 

on several large-scale datasets from yeast, fly, mouse and human. In all cases, Allegro 

successfully recovered relevant TF/miRNA motifs, and outperformed the popular two-

step approach of first clustering the expression data to identify groups of co-regulated 

genes and then searching for motifs that are over-represented in each group.    

In addition to its applicability to the wide range of use-cases described above, the 

Amadeus/Allegro platform includes a wealth of features for enhanced usability and 

performance, such as combined analysis of multiple gene target/expression datasets from 

one or more organisms, built-in bootstrapping, motif-pairs analysis, and comparison to 

known TF/miRNA binding patterns from Transfac/miRBase. In order to make Amadeus 

easily accessible to biologists, we “wrapped” it in an informative, user-friendly graphical 

interface. Our software is publicly available at http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/allegro. To date, it 

has been downloaded by over 500 researchers around the world. Several groups are 

incorporating Amadeus as part of their computational pipeline for analyzing gene 

expression assays. 
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The Amadeus/Allegro platform can be extended in several ways: (a) improved 

motif enumeration algorithms for detecting long, gapped motifs (e.g., the yeast GAL4 

motif contains a gap of length 11); (b) new statistical scores for computing the 

conservation of candidate motifs among several species, and the bias in the orientation, 

order and distance between motifs within a module; (c) analysis of expression values 

obtained by next-generation sequencing technologies.      

8.1.1 Benchmarking motif finding tools 

As mentioned in Section 1.3.1, a plethora of motif discovery methods has been described 

in the literature. Comparing them is an important, and apparently non-trivial, task. Many 

studies that present new motif finding algorithms demonstrate the improved accuracy of 

their methods using simulated data or a small ad-hoc collection of datasets. Obviously, 

such results do not guarantee equally-good performance in many real-life scenarios. As 

explained in Chapter 2 (see also part B of Supplemental Notes in  [1]), a good benchmark 

for reliably comparing the performance of different tools should be based on a large 

number of real, heterogeneous, experimentally-derived datasets. We constructed the first 

such benchmark. To do so, we collected from the literature a compendium of over 40 TF 

and miRNA target gene sets derived from diverse high-throughput experiments in several 

metazoans. Our benchmark is publicly available at http://acgt.cs.tau.ac.il/amadeus. We 

hope other researchers use the benchmark to test and improve their methods, and extend 

it with additional gene sets from various sources.   

8.1.2 Biases in cis-regulatory sequences 

In the course of our study, we observed that in many gene expression experiments there is 

a correlation between the expression values of genes and the length or GC-content of 

their cis-regulatory sequences. Obviously, groups of co-regulated genes inferred from 

such datasets are biased too. Many motif finders ignore these biases, and this often results 

in failure to discover the correct motifs or in many false predictions. The binned 

enrichment score we implemented in Amadeus and in Allegro partitions the genes into 

bins according to the length and GC-content of their cis-regulatory sequences and 

evaluates the over-representation of the motif based on its abundance in each bin. Using 

this score, Amadeus and Allegro yielded more accurate results.  

We believe that this issue should be addressed in other contexts as well, e.g., 

when assessing the enrichment of known TFBS motifs in a given set of genes. For 

example, the FAME algorithm developed in our lab computes the enrichment of miRNA 

targets in a given set of genes [72]. In order to evaluate the statistical significance of the 
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enrichment while accounting for biases in the length and base composition of 3’ UTRs 

and miRNA seeds, FAME constructs a bipartite graph, in which miRNAs are connected 

with their predicted targets. It then uses degree-preserving permutations to generate 

random graphs, in which each miRNA is connected with the same number of targets (and 

vice versa) as in the original graph. These random graphs provide a distribution of the 

number of targets per miRNA within the given gene set, and this distribution is used to 

assess the p-value of the observed enrichment. The main drawback of such a 

bootstrapping-based approach is the time complexity of constructing many random 

samples, which limits the significance of the reported p-values (N samples are required 

for p-value 1/N) and prohibits their application in cases where the randomization has to 

be performed many times (e.g., when searching for de-novo motifs).  

8.1.3 Comparative sequence analysis 

As explained in Section 1.3.1, the phylogenetic footprinting approach attempts to obtain 

more accurate BS predictions by focusing on promoter (or 3’ UTR) regions that are 

conserved among orthologous genes in related species. However, several recent studies 

suggest a limited cross-species conservation of functional BSs. For example, Odom et al. 

studied several evolutionarily-conserved TFs in human and mouse hepatocytes, and 

found that most of their BSs (41-89%) are species specific; moreover, when a TF binds 

the promoters of orthologous genes, the BSs reside in aligned regions only in a third of 

the cases [73]. Lin et al. identified genomic sequences bound by ESR1 (Estrogen 

Receptor alpha) in breast cancer cells, and found that only 23% of them are conserved 

among vertebrates [74]. In another work, BSs of two TFs in three yeast species were 

shown to have diverged considerably faster than ortholog content, perhaps constituting 

the major cause of phenotypic diversity [75]. In light of such evidence, we suggest to 

utilize comparative genomics by means of searching for motifs that are concurrently 

over-represented in target sets of related species, as identified by species-specific 

experiments (see also Section 8.2). Amadeus supports such joint analysis of multiple 

target sets from one or more species – the motif search is performed on all target sets in 

parallel, and the scores attained by each motif on all sets are combined into a single p-

value using the Z-transform. Allegro can analyze multiple expression datasets in a similar 

way. In Chapters 2 and 3 we described several examples in which joint analysis of 

multiple target sets or expression datasets recovered the correct motif, whereas analyzing 

each dataset separately failed to discover it.  
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8.1.4 Modeling expression profiles 

The most common type of analysis applied to gene expression datasets today is 

clustering, which partitions the genes into co-expressed groups. Co-expression is usually 

scored using a similarity measure, such as Pearson or Spearman correlation, or Euclidean 

distance [50, 76]. One of the shortcomings of such metrics is that all the conditions in the 

expression matrix have an equal contribution to the overall similarity. Specifically, if a 

certain transcriptional module is tightly co-expressed across a small fraction of the tested 

conditions, the similarity among the expression profiles of the genes in the module, 

measured across all the conditions, might be indistinguishable from their similarity to the 

expression of the rest of the genome. Likewise, a set of related conditions (e.g., close 

time-points), in which the expression values are highly correlated, might bias the 

similarity scores [76]. Another shortcoming of similarity measures is that they are 

sensitive to extreme values (outliers), that is, an expression pattern that contains a very 

high or low value in one of the conditions could be too far from its true cluster and might 

thus be assigned to an unrelated cluster [77]. Furthermore, Pearson correlation might not 

perform well when the mean expression level of the genes, or their variance, carry 

important information. For example, a gene that is highly induced in all measured 

conditions will have high Pearson correlation with a gene that is not expressed in any of 

these conditions. Euclidean distance is usually computed after standardizing the 

expression profiles to zero mean and variance one to account for differences in the 

magnitude of the expression values (e.g., [48, 78, 79]). This again assumes that the mean 

and the variance of each expression profile are not informative. In an alternative non-

parametric approach, when ranking the expression values, Spearman’s rank correlation 

ignores a significant amount of information, and often performs poorly (see Supplemental 

Table II in [50]).  

Another crucial disadvantage of clustering is that it partitions the genes into 

disjoint groups, whereas transcriptional modules may have large overlaps. For example, 

two functionally-related TFs could have distinct, but overlapping, target sets. In order to 

address these issues, biclustering methods have been developed [50, 80]. A biclustering 

algorithm identifies groups of genes whose expression profiles are correlated over a 

subset of the conditions, usually allowing for overlaps between the groups. Still, the 

aforementioned drawbacks of similarity measures apply here as well – namely, equal 

contribution of all the conditions in a bicluster to the similarity score, biases due to 

correlated conditions, sensitivity to extreme values, and, in most cases, ignoring 

information in the mean and variance of expression profiles. Obviously, if the (bi-) 
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clustering algorithm fails to identify the true gene sets with reasonable accuracy, 

subsequent analyses of the gene clusters, such as motif discovery, are bound to fail. 

 In Chapter 3 we introduced a new model, called CWM, for describing the 

common expression pattern of a set of co-regulated genes. The model gives a likelihood 

ratio to the group using discrete expression levels. The CWM does not suffer from the 

aforementioned drawbacks of similarity measures – it is robust against extreme values, it 

can capture transcriptional modules whose expression profiles differ from the rest of the 

genome across a small fraction of the conditions, it is not biased by correlations among 

the conditions, and it does not assume that the expression values follow a pre-defined 

type of distribution or that they are standardized to zero mean and variance one. The 

CWM is analogous to the PWM model for sequence motifs, with DNA bases substituted 

here by discrete expression levels, and the positions along the sequence motif replaced by 

the experimental conditions. Indeed, since it uses discrete expression levels rather than 

continuous values, a shortcoming of the CWM approach is that it ignores some of the 

information present in the data. Our experiments indicate that despite this loss of 

information, the CWM outperforms similarity metrics in the vast majority of the cases 

(see Supplemental Table II in [2]), and yields excellent results in the context of Allegro. 

An open question is how to automatically set and optimize the discretization parameters. 

 In this study we used the CWM in the context of motif finding. It would be 

interesting to test its applicability to other gene expression analysis tasks, such as 

functional analysis (i.e., identifying GO terms whose genes share a common expression 

profile). We are currently developing an algorithm for identifying groups of genes that 

exhibit distinct expression profiles across several expression datasets, given a (possibly 

large) collection of datasets from multiple biological systems and/or species (joint work 

with Shahar Kidron). 

8.1.5 A novel motif pair in C. elegans 

By applying Allegro on several gene expression datasets in the nematode C. elegans, we 

discovered a pair of novel motifs that seem to be related to the transcriptional regulation 

of oogenesis (production of oocytes) in adult hermaphrodites. Strikingly, the order 

between the occurrences of these two motifs, their orientation, and the distance between 

them are highly conserved along the C. elegans genome and in all other available 

genomes of the Caenorhabditis genus, but not in other nematode species. Furthermore, 

although the length of the gap between the two motifs is almost fixed (up to a couple of 

bases), its sequence content is not conserved (i.e., the two motifs are not part of a long 

repeat). The full details are described in [81]. We are currently collaborating with Dr. 
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Limor Broday (Faculty of Medicine, Tel Aviv University) and Dr. Marian Walhout 

(University of Massachusetts Medical School) in an attempt to experimentally validate 

our findings and gain further insights into their biological roles.        

8.2 Dissecting regulatory networks 

In Chapters 4 and 5 we analyzed two central regulatory networks in mammals – cell 

cycle and innate immune response. In both cases we utilized multiple sources of 

information in order to improve the accuracy of BS prediction and to obtain a more 

reliable and comprehensive picture of the transcriptional network. In Chapter 4 we 

deciphered the cis-regulatory elements that control cell cycle phasing by analyzing 

genome-wide promoter sequences from 12 species. Our analysis highlighted two major 

regulators of cell cycle progression. The first is E2F, a family of TFs with prominent 

roles in cell cycle regulation.  We showed that E2F binding signals are conserved in 

promoters of genes that are transcribed during the G1/S phase in all the organisms we 

examined, from worm to human. Interestingly, all 13 cell-cycle genes with a conserved 

canonical E2F BS (i.e., a site that perfectly matches the E2F consensus motif, possibly 

indicating high-affinity binding) peak at the G1/S phase. This may indicate that high-

affinity BSs of E2F are specific to the G1/S phase, whereas E2F regulation in other 

phases is mediated by sites with lower affinity. We discovered a novel cis-regulatory 

module, made up of the CHR and NF-Y elements and conserved in all analyzed 

vertebrates, that dictates an expression profile that is almost exclusively restricted to the 

G2 and G2/M phases (40 out of 42 genes). By searching for conserved TF modules that 

are over-represented in specific phases of the cell cycle, our analysis attained 

unprecedented accuracy – up to 99% true positives in some cases. Moreover, we 

demonstrated the dramatic improvement in TFBS detection as more sources of 

information are incorporated, by applying comparative genomics techniques (i.e., 

sequence conservation criteria) and searching for modules of cooperative TFs (as 

opposed to single TFs) with conserved order and distance between their BSs. 

 The second transcriptional network we delineated is the response induced by Toll-

like receptors (TLRs), which are the main pathogen sensors of the innate immune system 

in vertebrates (Chapter 5). We analyzed four large-scale gene expression datasets in 

mouse and human macrophages stimulated with various pathogen-mimetic agents that 

stimulate several TLRs. By combined computational analysis of promoter sequences and 

multiple expression datasets, and by defining kinetic patterns of transcriptional response, 

we identified and characterized several distinct regulatory programs. The two main 
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components are: (1) an early-induced universal response, activated by all examined 

TLRs, and regulated by the NF-κB transcription factor; (2) a delayed wave that is specific 

to activated TLR3 and TLR4, and induced by TFs that bind to ISRE (Interferon-

Stimulated Response Element). We identified new genes that participate in these two 

transcriptional components and pointed to novel regulatory feedback loops, further 

increasing the known complexity of the TLR-induced network. Using diverse evidence, 

primarily the kinetics of expression levels in multiple datasets and conserved BS 

signatures, we obtained an accurate, system-level delineation of the transcriptional 

program of the innate immune response.           

Our analyses of the cell cycle and immune response transcriptional networks 

highlight the functions of TFs and their modular organization in these biological 

processes. The significant improvement we achieved in the specificity of the putative 

targets can make their empirical validation much more focused and efficient, and assist in 

easier interpretation of the predicted regulatory networks. 

8.3 Pattern matching algorithms 

We developed new FFT-based algorithms for solving pattern matching problems that are 

related to cis-regulatory motif finding. Our methods improve on the complexity of 

existing techniques, and borrow ideas from number theory. In Chapter 6 we described an 

algorithm for matching patterns with character classes (i.e., degenerate motifs). The 

algorithm uses a novel encoding scheme that utilizes features of prime numbers. Its 

running time complexity ranges from near-linear time to the O(|Σ| n logm) complexity of 

the match-count algorithm (see Section 1.4.2), depending on a parameter κ. Interestingly, 

this parameter incorporates the three main characteristics of the input – the length of the 

text (n), the length of the pattern (m), and the size of the alphabet (|Σ|): 

)log(loglog || mn
Σ

=κ . Thus, κ provides a single scale for measuring how difficult a 

given instance of the problem is, in terms of complexity. In particular, if κ=1 (i.e., 

m
|Σ|

=n), our algorithm runs in time O(n logm), the same as the best methods for matching 

with don’t-cares, which is a special case of the problem we solve. We also developed 

variants of our method for solving approximate matching with character classes and the 

subset matching problem.  

 In Chapter 7 we presented new efficient algorithms for matching with don’t-cares 

and k mismatches, i.e., locating the occurrences of a consensus motif that contains gaps 

(see Section 1.4.3). Our method uses a combination of FFT-based convolutions and a 

dynamic programming procedure. It is conceptually simpler, and for small values of k 
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faster, than extant techniques - the deterministic algorithm we developed runs in time 

O(nk
3
logm), compared to O(nk log

2
m (log

2
k+loglogm)) time of the fastest existing 

method, which has been published very recently [71]. In Section 1.4.3 we raised the 

question whether the best known O(n logm) time complexity of exact matching with 

don’t-cares still applies when we allow a fixed number of mismatches per pattern 

occurrence. The answer is yes - our solution is the first O(poly(k) n logm) time 

deterministic algorithm for matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches. An interesting 

open question is whether an O(f(k) n logm) algorithm can be devised with f(k)=o(k
3
), or 

even f(k)=O(k); recall that pattern matching with k mismatches (without don’t-cares) can 

be solved in time )log( kknO , i.e., with sub-linear dependency on k [68]. 

 We are now developing a new efficient algorithm for pattern matching with 

swaps. In this problem, the pattern is said to match the text at location i if adjacent pattern 

characters can be swapped, as necessary, so as to make the pattern identical to the 

substring at location i in the text (note that each character may be involved in at most one 

swap). The biological motivation for considering the swap operation is gene 

rearrangement events, which obviously have many additional variants and constraints.  

Single-character swap is also one of the most typical typing errors. Solving swap 

matching in time o(nm) was described in 1995 as one of the open problems in non-

standard string matching [82]. Since then, a number of efficient algorithms have been 

described, solving this open problem. Currently, the fastest algorithm for swap matching 

runs in time O(log|Σ| n logm) [83]. An open question is whether the dependence on |Σ| 

can be removed, as achieved recently for matching with don’t-cares (see Section 1.4.1), 

i.e., can swap matching be solved in time O(n logm)? We believe that the answer is yes.     
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  תמצית

מתארת כיצד התא שולט על הכמות ה, אתגר מרכזי בביולוגיה מערכתית הוא פענוח מפת הבקרה של הגנום

פתרון מרכיב חשוב במאמץ זה הינו . וההרכב המדויק של החלבונים אותם הוא מייצר מכל גן בתנאים נתונים

עות בשינויים קלים תבניות רצף קטנות שמופי, )motif finding(ים בהבעיה החישובית של חיפוש מוטי

הרכיבים , א"רנ-שעתוק ומיקרו גורמימייצגים אתרי קישור של  מוטיבים. פעמים רבות לאורך הגנום

מן ההיבט המעשי  מוטיביםאנחנו חקרנו את הבעיה של חיפוש . העיקריים של מנגנון בקרת השעתוק בתא

חדשים ויישמנו אותם בחבילת  םמודלים חישוביים ומבחנים סטטיסטיי, פיתחנו אלגוריתמים. והתיאורטי

הגישה שלנו מדויקת ומהירה יותר משיטות קיימות וניתן להשתמש בה . תוכנה יעילה וידידותית למשתמש

ניתחנו את מפות בקרת השעתוק של שני תהליכים מרכזיים בתא . מוטיביםלמגוון רחב של בעיות חיפוש 

הצלחנו לנבא אתרי , ילוב מספר מקורות מידע שוניםעל ידי ש. מחזור התא ומערכת החיסון המולדת –האנושי 

פיתחנו אלגוריתמים יעילים , בצד התיאורטי. וחשפנו רכיבים חדשים במפות הבקרה, קישור בדיוק רב מאד

. מוטיביםהקשורות לחיפוש ) pattern matching( התאמת תבניותחדשים עבור מספר סוגים של בעיות 

 ,ובתנאים מסוימים גם מהירות יותר, והן פשוטות יותר, ורת המספריםהשיטות שלנו משתמשות ברעיונות מת

  . מפתרונות קיימים

  



  תקציר

  בקרת השעתוק בתא

. המסוגלת לבצע מגוון רחב של פעולות בסביבה שמשתנה ללא הרף, התא החי הוא מכונה מסובכת להפליא

טכנולוגיות - שיטות ביו. א בדיוק"ו דנאף על פי שלכולם אות, סוגים שונים של תאים בגוף פועלים באופן שונה

, א מודדים את רמת הביטוי"שבבי דנ, למשל –חדשות מאפשרות לקבל תמונת מצב של התא בעת פעילותו 

על ידי השוואת רמות הביטוי בתאים . ]7[ של אלפי גנים בו זמנית, )mRNA(א השליח "רנכלומר ריכוז ה

כל תא  כיצדעל מנת להבין . של הגנים והקשרים ביניהם שונים או בתנאים שונים ניתן ללמוד על תפקידם

 regulatory(עלינו לפענח את תוכניות הבקרה , קובע את ריכוזי החלבונים ומשנה אותם בעת הצורך

programs (אחד ממנגנוני הבקרה העיקריים הוא בקרת השעתוק . של התא)transcriptional regulation .(

א "חלבונים מיוחדים שנקשרים לרצפי דנ -  )transcription factors(ק שעתו גורמימנגנון זה מורכב מ

שעתוק נקשר לפרומוטור של גן  גורםכאשר . לרב בקרבת גנים באזורים הקרויים פרומוטורים, קצרים

שעתוק יכולים אף לפעול יחד  גורמימספר . הוא יכול להעלות או להוריד את רמת הביטוי של הגן, מסוים

 6-15(שעתוק הם קצרים  גורםאתרי הקישור של . לגנים אותם הם מבקרים מורכבתיטוי וליצור תבנית ב

, מוטיבאו , שעתוק יכול לקשור מספר רב של רצפים שונים בעלי תבנית משותפת גורם –ומנוונים ) בסיסים

צף רא קצרה שנקשרת ל"מולקולת רנ, א"רנ- מיקרומנגנון בקרה נוסף הינו ה. גורם שעתוקשייחודית לאותו 

  . של אותו גן או מונעת את תרגומו לחלבון א השליח"הרנובכך מעודדת את פירוק , של גן המטרה UTR ’3-ה

  מוטיביםחיפוש 

 מוטיבעם ) א"רנ-או מיקרו(שעתוק  גורםעבור , ראשית. פענוח רשתות בקרה מעלה מספר אתגרים חישוביים

בדיוק רב ככל , את הגנים אותם הוא מבקרגם ומכאן , שלו נרצה למצוא את אתרי הקשירה, קשירה ידוע

או בעלי פונקציה , בהינתן קבוצה של גנים בעלי פרופיל ביטוי דומה בניסוי כלשהו, שנית]. 18-22[ האפשר

לצורך כך פותחו שיטות . שדרכם מתבצעת הבקרה שלהם מוטיביםנרצה לגלות את ה, משותפתביולוגית 

, של קבוצת גנים נתונה) UTRs ’3-או ב(שרים בפרומוטורים מוע הידועים מוטיביםשבודקות אילו מבין ה

באופן שהוא מובהק מבחינה , כלומר אילו תבניות רצף מופיעות במספר רב מן הצפוי של פרומוטורים

מספר רב  .שמועשרים ברצפים נתונים חדשים מוטיביםבעיה קשה עוד יותר היא מציאת  .]23-28[סטטיסטית 

את רמות  יםמנתח םחלק]. 29-46[ם האחרונות על מנת לנסות לפתור בעיה זו של אלגוריתמים פותחו בשני

פרופיל ביטוי  בעליגנים של על מנת לגלות קבוצות , זמנית-הביטוי של הגנים ואת רצפי הבקרה שלהם בו

   . ]51-56[ ים כל קבוצהבקרשמ מוטיביםיחד עם המשותף 

וך רצפי פרומוטורים ארוכים שמכילים חתימות ויש לחפשם בת, הם קצרים ומנוונים מוטיביםמכיוון ש

מכילים ) כגון רמות הביטוי של הגנים(ומכיוון שהנתונים מניסויים רחבי היקף , ביולוגיות שונות ומגוונות

מהווה אתגר חישובי קשה שמצריך אלגוריתמים יעילים  מוטיביםת חיפוש היהרי שבעי, רעש מדידה רב

, לא מניבים תוצאות טובות די הצורך מוטיביםם הקיימים כיום לחיפוש הכלי. וציונים סטטיסטיים מתקדמים

  . ]57[ מסובכות שלהם בקרההרשתות ש, במיוחד באורגניזמים כמו החולייתנים



  התאמת תבניות

, Σ מעל אלפבית nוטקסט באורך  mנתונים תבנית באורך ) pattern matching( התאמת תבניותבבעיית 

כאשר התבנית והטקסט הם מחרוזות . מקומות בטקסט שמתאימים לתבניתוהמטרה היא למצוא את כל ה

הבעיה נעשית קשה . ]61,62[ ניתן לפתור את הבעיה בזמן ליניארי על ידי אלגוריתמים קלאסיים, פשוטות

-שמסומן על פי רב ב, תו חופשי). / don’t-cares wildcards( יותר כאשר התבנית מכילה תווים חופשיים

על ידי  O(|Σ| n logm)פותר את הבעיה בזמן  match-count-אלגוריתם ה. Σ-שמתאים לכל תו בהוא תו , '*'

במהלך . ])63[-ב 4.3פרק , למשל, ראה( FFT- באמצעות אלגוריתם ה) convolutions(חישוב קונבולוציות 

 יםהמהירם מיהאלגוריתזמן הריצה של . FFTכולן מבוססות , השנים האחרונות פותחו שיטות יעילות יותר

ל מתקבלת כאשר כל עמדה בתבנית מכילה "הכללה של הבעיה הנ. ]O(n logm) ]65,66 הוא ביותר כיום

 pattern( עם קבוצות תווים התאמת תבניותשנקראת , בעיה זו. קבוצה כלשהי של תווים אפשריים

matching with character classes( , מוטיבם היא תבנית עם קבוצות תווי – מוטיביםקשורה לחיפוש 

. match-count-האלגוריתם המהיר ביותר כיום לפתרון הבעיה הזו הוא אלגוריתם ה. שמייצג אתרי קישור

עם תווים חופשיים מתקבלת כאשר מרשים מספר קטן של שגיאות  התאמת תבניותהכללה חשובה נוספת של 

 התאמות- אי k-חופשיים ו עם תווים התאמת תבניותבעיה זו נקראת . בכל מקום בטקסט שמתאים לתבנית

)pattern matching with don’t-cares and k mismatches .(ניתן לפתור אותה באמצעות אלגוריתם ה-

match-count בזמן O(|Σ| n logm) ,או על ידי שיטת Abrahamson , שמשלבת אתmatch-count  עם

)log(בזמן, "הפרד ומשול"טכניקת  mmnO. המהיר ביותר רץ ; תחו אלגוריתמים יעילים יותרלאחרונה פו

O(nk log2 בזמן
m (log2

k+loglogm)) ]70,71[ . שאלה פתוחה מעניינת היא האם ניתן לפתור את הבעיה

עם  התאמת תבניות לש O(n logm)האם ניתן להכליל את סיבוכיות הזמן , בפרט. O(poly(k) n logm) בזמן

  ?של שגיאות )קבוע( רשים מספר קטןתווים חופשיים כך שתחול גם כאשר מ



 תקציר המאמרים הכלולים בתזה

   :מבוססת עבודה זו עליהם המאמרים ילהלן תקציר

1. Transcription factor and microRNA motif discovery: The Amadeus platform 

and a compendium of metazoan target sets. 

Chaim Linhart, Yonit Halperin and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Genome Research [1]. 

מרכיב מרכזי במאמץ לפענוח מפת , מוטיביםאנו מציגים תרומה משולשת לבעיה החישובית של חיפוש 

-שעתוק ומיקרו גורמייצרנו אוסף גדול ומקיף של קבוצות גנים שמבוקרים על ידי ) 1: (הבקרה של הגנום

 high-throughput(כל הקבוצות דווחו בספרות ונבנו על סמך סוגים שונים של ניסויים רחבי היקף ; א"רנ

experiments ( חיים-בעליבמספר מינים של )metazoans .( השתמשנו באוסף זה על מנת להשוות את

תוכנה יעילה וידידותית למשתמש , פיתחנו את אמדאוס) 2( ;מוטיביםהביצועים של שיטות שונות לחיפוש 

מהירה יותר וקלה יותר , יותר אמדאוס מדויקת. שמתאימה למגוון רחב של משימות, חדשים מוטיביםלגילוי 

אנו ) 3( ;שבאוסף שלנו םנתוניהוהיא התוכנה היחידה שהשיגה אחוז הצלחה גבוה על , לשימוש מכלים קיימים

שלהם לאורך הפרומוטורים או הפיזור שלהם בין  ריכוזעל סמך ה מוטיביםמדגימים שבאמצעות חיפוש 

וכן לחשוף , יכולה לגלות תופעות ידועות מגוונותאוס אמד, )ללא שימוש בקבוצת מטרה נתונה(הכרומוזומים 

  . חדשים מוטיבים

2. Allegro: Analyzing expression and sequence in concert to discover regulatory 

programs. 

Yonit Halperin, Chaim Linhart, Igor Ulitsky and Ron Shamir.  

Published in Nucleic Acids Research [2]. 

את  יםבקרא שמ"רנ-השעתוק והמיקרו גורמיאחת המשימות המרכזיות בביולוגיה מערכתית היא מיפוי ואפיון 

 ניתוחשיטה לגילוי תוכניות שעתוק חדשות באמצעות , אנו מציגים את אלגרו. של התא תוכניות השעתוק

. UTRs ’3רצפי פרומוטורים או של ו) gene expression datasets(של נתוני ביטוי גנים  ףמשות

על מנת לתאר את תבנית הביטוי של , שמבוסס על ציון נראות, פרמטרי חדש-האלגוריתם משתמש במודל א

ומסוגלת לנתח יחד מספר , אנו מראים שאלגרו מדויקת יותר מטכניקות קיימות. קבוצת גנים שמבוקרים יחדיו

ואנו , את אלגרו על נתוני ביטוי ממספר אורגניזמים הרצנו. תנאים בכל אחד 100-מ אוספי נתונים עם למעלה

שמועשר בפרומוטורים של גנים  ,חדש מוטיבהניתוח שלנו חושף . מדווחים על תוכניות השעתוק שמצאנו

, לבסוף. חדשים שקשורים לתהליכי ההתפתחות של הזבוב מוטיביםומספר  ,שמבוטאים בביציות של עכברים

א עם תפקידי מפתח בהתפתחות "רנ- אנו מזהים שלוש משפחות של מיקרו, סמך נתוני ביטוי של תאי גזע על

  . העובר באדם



3. Deciphering transcriptional regulatory elements that encode specific cell-cycle 

phasing by comparative genomics analysis. 

Chaim Linhart, Ran Elkon, Yosef Shiloh and Ron Shamir.  

Published in Cell Cycle [3]. 

פענוחם של גנומים שלמים של . בקרת שעתוק הינה מרכיב מרכזי במנוע המחזורי שמניע את מחזור התא

מספר אורגניזמים טומן בחובו את האפשרות לשפר באופן משמעותי את הדיוק של ניבוי חישובי של אלמנטים 

רכיבי הבקרה  בעבודה זו השתמשנו בשיטות של גנומיקה השוואתית על מנת לפענח את. פונקציונאליים

, דג, זבוב, כולל תולעת, אורגניזמים 12-ניתחנו רצפי פרומוטורים מ. ששולטים בשלבים של מחזור התא

שקובעים את רמות הביטוי של גנים בשלבים השונים של מחזור , וזיהינו רכיבי שעתוק שמורים, עכבר ואדם

ושרצפי , G1/S-שלב הקשורה לרמות ביטוי גבוהות ב E2Fאנו מראים שתבנית קישור קנונית של . התא

 b-Mybאתרי קישור של . G2/M-וב G2-מופיעים יחד בגנים שמבוטאים בCHR -ו NF-Yהקישור של 

י של השלשה הזו ייחודמה שמצביע על תפקיד , CHR-ו NF-Yנמצאים גם כן בגנים המבוקרים על ידי 

שמורה בפרומוטורים  E2Fוספת היא שבעוד שהחתימה של תופעה מעניינת נ. בתכנית הבקרה של מחזור התא

מופיע  NF-Y-CHR הרי שהזוג, מתולעת ועד אדם, בכל האורגניזמים שבדקנוG1/S -של גנים שמבוטאים ב

מרכיבים חדשים  חושפות שקיבלנו תוצאותה. רק בקרב החולייתנים G2/Mבפרומוטורים של גנים של 

  .ת דיוק גבוהה במיוחד את הגנים שמבוקרים על ידםששולטים בשלבי מחזור התא ומזהות ברמ

4. Functional genomic delineation of TLR-induced transcriptional networks. 

Ran Elkon, Chaim Linhart, Yonit Halperin, Yosef Shiloh and Ron Shamir. 

Published in BMC Genomics [4]. 

התגובות של . מערכת החיסון המולדת הינה קו ההגנה הראשון נגד פלישת פתוגנים כמו חיידקים ווירוסים

החיישנים . ל ידי קולטנים בתא שמזהים רכיבים טיפוסיים המשותפים לפתוגנים רביםמערכת זו מופעלות ע

על מנת לקבל ניתוח גלובלי של רשתות השעתוק . )TLRs )Toll-like receptors-העיקריים הם ה

, ים בעכבר ובאדם'נתונים של ביטוי גנים במקרופאג ותצוקב ארבעהשתמשנו ב, TLRs המופעלות על ידי

כלומר מופעלת , ליתאהאחת אוניברס: גילינו שתי תוכניות עיקריות. צעות חומרים דמויי פתוגניםשעוררו באמ

השעתוק המרכזיים  גורמי .TLR4-ו TLR3 יה מופעלת רק על ידייוהשנ, שנבדקוTLRs -על ידי כל ה

ל ניתחנו גם את הקינטיקה ש. בהתאמה, ISRE שקושרים חלבוניםו NF-κBששולטים בתוכניות האלה הם 

- הרי שאלמנט ה, מבקר בעיקר תגובה מוקדמת ומתמשכתNF-κB -רשתות הבקרה הללו ומצאנו שבעוד ש

ISRE גילינו שהופעה משותפת של שני אתרי הקישור. מפעיל גל ביטוי מאוחר יותר ,NF-κB ו -ISRE ,

את הידע  התוצאות שקיבלנו מרחיבות. באותו פרומוטור גורמת לרמות ביטוי גבוהות יותר של הגן המתאים

ומדגימות את הכוח של גישות חישוביות בניתוח מדויק של , TLRs הקיים אודות התוכניות שמופעלות על ידי

יכולה לתרום לתכנון תרופות שישפיעו על  TLRs-הבנה כזו של רשת ה. רשתות שעתוק סבוכות ביונקים

  .ף זה של מערכת החיסוןשבהן יש לעודד או לדכא ענ, פעילות מערכת החיסון המולדת במחלות שונות

 



5. Faster Pattern Matching with Character Classes using Prime Number Encoding. 

Chaim Linhart and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Journal of Computer and System Sciences [5]. 

המטרה היא  )pattern matching with character classes(וים ועם קבוצות ת התאמת תבניותבבעיית 

כאשר כל עמדה בתבנית מכילה קבוצה , nבתוך טקסט באורך  mלמצוא את כל ההופעות של תבנית באורך 

האלגוריתם . לפתרון הבעיה FFTאנו מציגים אלגוריתם מבוסס . Σ של תווים מורשים מתוך אלפבית סופי

מהשיטות הקיימות המהירות  logn/logm והוא מהיר פי, שלנו משתמש בקידוד באמצעות מספרים ראשוניים

mאם , בפרט. ביותר
|Σ|

=n
O(1) ,האלגוריתם רץ בזמן O(n logm) ; זוהי סיבוכיות הזמן של השיטות היעילות

א מקרה פרטי של הבעיה ישה, )wildcard matching( וים חופשייםועם ת התאמת תבניותביותר כיום ל

ף של האלגוריתם שלנו הינו שהוא מאפשר להקטין את זמן הריצה ככל שמילת יתרון חשוב נוס. שאנו פותרים

האלגוריתם משפר גם את הסיבוכיות של מציאת התאמות מקורבות של . ארוכה יותר) RAM word(המחשב 

תתי  התאמתוכן של בעיית , Hammingוחישוב מרחק  התאמות-אי kחיפוש עם  –תבנית עם קבוצות תווים 

 ).subset matching(קבוצות 

6. Matching with don't-cares and a small number of mismatches. 

Chaim Linhart and Ron Shamir. 

Published in Information Processing Letters [6]. 

 pattern matching with don’t-cares and k(התאמות -אי k-עם תווים חופשיים ו התאמת תבניותבבעיית 

mismatches ( נתונה תבנית באורךm ךוטקסט באור n  שמכילים תווים חופשיים) תו חופשי הוא תו

שגיאות לכל  kוהמטרה היא למצוא את כל המקומות בטקסט שמתאימים לתבנית עם ) שמתאים לכל תו אחר

 –פיתחנו אלגוריתמים חדשים שפותרים בעיה זו באמצעות שילוב של קונבולוציות ותכנות דינמי . היותר

O(nk אלגוריתם רנדומי שרץ בזמן
2logm) ,ואלגוריתם דטרמיניסטי שסיבוכיותו O(nk

3logm) . עבור ערכים

 יהדטרמיניסטהאלגוריתם . האלגוריתמים שלנו מהירים יותר מהשיטות הקיימות היעילות ביותר, kקטנים של 

  .O(poly (k) · nlogm) שלנו הוא הראשון שפותר את הבעיה בזמן

  


